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ABSTRACT 
.. 
The problem of determining the vertical axis control. 
requirements for landing a VTOL aircraft on a moving ship deck in 
various sea states is examined. Both a fixed-base piloted 
simulaaon and a non-piloted simula·tion were used to determine the 
landing performance as influenced by thrust-to-weight ratio, 
vertical damping, ann engine lags. 
The piloted simulation was ru~ using a fixed-base simulator at 
N.A.S.A. Ames Research ~enter. Simplified versions of an' existing 
AV-8A liarrier model and an e'xisting head-up display format were 
used. The ship model used was that of a 00963 class destroyer. 
Simplified linear models of the pilot, aircraft, ship motion, 
and ship air-wake turbulence were developed for the non-piloted ! i ! . 
simulation. A unique aspect of the non-piloted simulation was the 
development of a model of the piloting strategy used for shipboard 
landing. This model was refined during the piloted simulation until 
it provided a reasonably good representation of observed pilot 
behavior. Further refinement could lead to a model suitable for 
prediction of landing performance of VTOL aircraft on ships and as 
the basis of control logic ~or automatic landing. 
A surprising result o~ this simulation was that, with a good 
station keeping control system and with statistical ship motion 
displayed on the head-up display, pilots could' consistently perform 
safe landings in sea state 6, ·with handling qualities that were 
adequate at thrust-to'-weight ratios greater than 1.03 and even 
i 
marginally adequate down to thrust-to-weiqht ratios of 1.01. These 
results should hold quite generally provid~d that a thrust-to-weight 
ratio of 1 + A is interpreted as meaning that the pilot always has 
the capability of accelerating the aircraft at 6g upward even in the 
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The problem of landing V/STOL aircraft aboard destroyer class 
ships has been investigated in the past (References 1-3). Several 
meth.ods have been used to determine the feasibility of, and the 
control/disPlay systems needed, to ~ccomplish this task. 
Many of the researchers in this area began with the premise 
that for the success~ul completion of this· task, it would be 
necessary for the pilot/aircraft system to have the ca~abilit¥ ot 
in-phase chasing of the ship deck. The vertical task then was to 
start at a specified altitude, descend at a reasonable rate and 
begin to match the vertical motion of the ship deck. If the ship 
deck motion can be matched in both phase and amplitude, then it is 
only a matter of establishing a small relative descent rate and a 
reasonable landing ca~ be made. There are, of course, problems with 
this technique. In high sea states (5-6) the frequency of the ship 
motion is near the maximum piloting fr,equency (~4 rad/sec). In 
atte~pting to match both the phase and amplitude of the ship motion, 
the pilot is forced to operate at close to his break frequency and 
at fairly high gain. The aircraft must incorporate a high thrust--
to-weight ratio to achieve the maximum amplitudes in the time 
required. The combination of high piloting frequency and gain with 
high thr.ust-to-weight ratio can cause lags and a tendency to 
overshoot. If in addition there is a large system lag due to engine 
spool time, display lags, and pilot delay times, the phase lag can 
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velocities and an unstable system. This has been demonstrated in 
computer simulations (Reference 1). As a result it is generally 
concluded that deck chasing is not a reliable method for landing an 
aircraft with reasonable accuracies or consistently low touchdown 
velocities. This conclusion is confirmed in helicopter operations 
onto small ships. 
A second approach was based on the idea that the pilot could 
loiter until a lull in the ship motion occurred. Some of the 
research indicates that adequate lulls are not frequent occurrences 
or are too short in duration to· be useful. For example Reference 1, 
which investigated results for the two lull criteria given in Table 
1, determined that for the more conservative criterion no lulls 
occurred in the 00963 ship motion model over a period of 1800 
seconds. For the less stringent criterion, 52 lulls occurred in 
this time period, or the average of 1 every 33 seconds. This 
indicates lulls of very short duration. 
Reference 1 con~lU:d~~ that looking for lull conditions under. 
high sea states in order to make a lanqing is not very feasible. 
Other research conducted in the area of lull prediction (Reference 
2) indicates that lull conditions (defined a~ the time !rom which 
there are 2 successive peaks under the mean value of the positive 
peak amplitude envelope until 2 successive peaks over that value) 
occurs at the rate of 1 every 70 seconds and are of 10 to 60 seconds 
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] Table 1: Example Lull Criteria 





.. Component Criteria Criteria 
Limit 1 2 
Longitudinal Vel. 2 ft/sec 3 ft/sec 
Lateral Velocity 2 ft/sec 3 fe/sec 
Vertical Velocity 2 ft/sec 3 ft/sec 
Pitch 1° 1.5° 
Roll 2° 3° 
Pitch Rate 2 o/sec' 8 a/sec 
Roll Rate 2 o/SI!C 8 a/sec 
No. of Occurrances 0 52 
Based on 1800 sec. 
of DD963 ship model motion for Sea State 5. 
description of sea trials performed using a SIl-2F helicopter 
indicated that pilots were often unable to determine visually wherr a 
lull was occurring. The above information indicates that in general 
it is not practical for fixed wing VTOL aircraft to loiter for the 
required time periods in the high fuel use state of hovering while 
waiting for optimum landing conditions. 
Another area of research involved the use of ship Motion 
prediction schemes. Research in this area has shown some promising 
results. Computer studies have shown that ship motion can be 
predicted with reasonable accuracies for 10-15 seconds' in advance 
(Reference 4). Given this capability, it has been demonstrated in 
computer studies using optimal control modeling techniques, that 
autopilot landings can be made with touchdown velocities on the 
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advantage to using a system in which the ship position is predicted 
in advance and updated as the approach progresses comes from being 
able to adopt a control strate9Y in which the aircraft is chasing a 
slower moving prediction point rather than thp. real time deck 
motion. This adds lead, thereby requiring less effort on the part 
of the system as demonstrated by adequate performance at thrust-to-
weight ratios of 1.05. The major problem here is that motion 
prediction for destroyer class ships in high seas h~s not been 
demons t~ated •. 
The research conducted for this report is directed at the 
question of what tht"us.t-to",:weight ratios, and vertical velocity 
damping are required to allow a pilot to make an acceptable landing 
given adequate situational information. 
It is clear that it is desirable to land with low touchdown 
velocities using low thrust-to-weight ratios, and without wasting 
time in the high fuel consumption state of a hovering loiter waiting 
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II. ANALYSJ:S OF HOVER HEIGHT CONTROL 
TO provide some insight into the problem and the models being 
used in this research, the following facts are presented: 1) The 
current AV-8A Harrier aircraft has a maximum touchdown veloc.i ty 
limit of 12 ft/sec. 2) The 00963 ship motion mo1el has a maximum 
ship deck heave velocity (3 s~gma value) of 17.5 ft/sec. 3) In sea 
state 6, the ship has a heave velocity equal to or greater than 
12 ft/sec for less than 0.6' of the time. 4) The maximum heave 
veloci ty values occur in a region close to· the, ship motion mean 
position. 5) The lo~er velocities occur in the pe{l.k and trough 
regions of the motions. The above facts in conjunction with the 
ship motion histogram for sea state 6 would indicate that if the 
pilot did nothing but maintain a descent velocity of less than 
2 ft/sec, he would· touch down wi thin the AV-8A gear limits 
approximately 97% of the time. The sh1,p motion statistics show that 
a maximum heave velocity of 12.5 ft/sec is encountereu at the 2 
sigma heave amplitude for sea state 6 conditions. These same 
statistics show that the 2 sigma heave amplitude values are reached 
at reasonable time intervals of approximately 1 per minute. This 
frequency increases to 1 every 40 seconds for amplitudes of 1 foot 
bel~~ the 2 sigma value. These facts suggest a landing strategy 
differing from both the "deck chasing" and "lull waiting." This 
strategy has the pilot descend to the 2 sigma height above the mean 
deck position. ,At this height the pilot waits and watches the ship 














motion is imminent, the pilot has enough height, and ther.efore lead 
time to begin an ascent, landing at the more desirable higher 
altitude. (lower ship and relative velocity) as the deck catches up 
to him. If it appears that the deck position is going to peak 
somewhat below his present altitude, there is again enough lead time 
to begin a slow descent and land near the crest (low ship velocity' 
position) of the deck motion. The 2 sigma height above mean deck 
position meets the desired criteria for the strategy. It offers an 
~asily obtained position without cont~nous deck chasing, provides 
the buffer needed to escape the high velocity portions of the deck 
motion, and presents the pilot with numerous landing opportunities 
f: 
without a lertgthy loiter period. To accomplish this, the pilot must 
be presented with a suitable indication of mean deck position and 
the 2 and 3 sigma values of deck position relative to the, aircraft's 
landing gear. This information requires measurement of the ship 
motion for several minutes. prior to the arrival of the aircraft and 
the transmission of this information to the aircraft for use in the 
head-up display. Real time information is also required to ShO'.o1 the 
pilot where the deck is currently positioned within the bounds of 
the probable travel. The pilot can then monitor the ship motion,. 
obtain an accurate deck position relative to the mean, and make his 
prediction as to how fast it is moving and where its position will 
be in a couple of seconds. 
An investigation of the proposed landing strategy was cond,.cted 
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simulation. The non-piloted simulation incorporates a linear pilot 
,model and vertical axis aircraft model. In addition there is a 
flight· path command logic section, a command flight path subroutine, 
a ship motion Subroutine, and a turbulence modeling subroutine. 
Input variables are' pilot gain, maximum thrust-to-weight ratio, sea 
state, vertical velocity damping coefficient, pilot time delay, and 
engine lag. 
The pllo.ted simulation W?ed, the chair 6 simulator at the 
N.A.S.A. Ames Research Center. This fixed-base simulator consists 
of a cab containing the normal., cockpi t controls and a single forward 
looking window th~ou9h which a visual image of the outside 
environment can be obtained. The visual image is provided by a 
camera-terrain' board imagin~ system. A head-up display can be 
superimposed on the outside scene to provide flight situat,ion 
information to the pilot. The cockpit also contains a unique 
throttle/nozzle contro~ quadrant used for V/~TOL simulation. 
Slightly modified versions of an existing math model of, the AV-8A 
(Reference 6) and an existing head-up display format were used'. The 
math model was linearized in the vertical axis and the display 

























A. CONTROL TASK 
4 .• " A, : !::::"! ; ; 
The task to be flown begins with the aircraft at an initial 
altitude of 45 ft above the mean deck position in a stabilized hover 
directly over the bull's-eye on the ship deck landing pad. The 
pilot uses the throttle to control altitude and vertical velocity to 
descend to all initial hover altitude. This initial hover altitude 
is the 2 sig~ value of ship deck position above the mean, as 
designated by a line on the head-up display (HUD). The pilot then 
lands at his discretion, h,ased on the ship deck motion information 
presented on the HtJD.. 
There are two vad.ations of this task. In the first variation, 
the ship deck motion bouncaries and reference lines are not 
displayed on th'P. mm and the pilot makes the landing withou.t the 2 
sigma reference. In the second variation, an attitude command 
control system replaces the translational velocity command control 
system which creates an effective sidetask in that the pilot must 
actively maintain the aircraft position over the bull's-eye, using 
the control stick, while; performing the vertical task. 
B. THE NON-PILOTED SIMULA~ION 
The non-piloted simulation was run through a control program 
which links the main progrilnT \'1i th flight path, ship motion, and 
turbulence subroutinp.s, data files, and subroutines for output of 
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Figure 1: Non-Piloted Simulation Computer Program Flow P~th 
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between the various programs and files. The main' program contains 
the flight path command logic, pilot neuromuscular model, and 
aircraft models. A block diagram showing the model trnnsfer 
. functions is shown in Figure 2. 
The rationale for developi.ng a non-piloted simulation was that 
it provided a relatively low cost test of the feasibility of the 
proposed landing strategy and its ability to l1Iinimize the required 
T/W. In.additiqn it was conjectured that comparison o~ the results 
of such a simulation with the piloted simulation would provide a 
test of the validity. of the intuitive O'l~dons underlying the assumed 
way the pilot would implement the strategy. perhaps not too 
surprisingly, the task turned out to be much more invloved than 
originall}, thought, and refinements to incorporate additional 
features suggested by the piloted simulation was a continous 
process. Nonetheless, the insight gained by the exercise was 
invaluable. 
The APPx:02'<imate Inverse Laplace Transform (A.I.L.) method (see 
Appendix A,), was used to solve the differential equations describing 
the pilot and aircraft transfer functions. From a review of the 
literature and looking at the task to be flown, it appeared from the 
beginning that the pilot transfer function would be the major 
problem. For the type of problem being looked at, a generic 
aircraft transfer function could be used, butbecau~e of the 
amplitudes and frequencies involved in the ship motion, lt was 
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would be more critical. It was. also desired to keep the pilot 
transfer function separated from the aircraft transfer function as 
much as possible, so that either the pilot or aircraft portion of 
the program could be moved as a block, either for use in other 
programs or to faci1i tate looking at other systems in the curr.ent 
program. This need to separate the transfer functions complicated 
the A.I.L. equation set-up. 
C. ANALYTICAL MODELS. 
1. Aircraft Model 
Th.e dynamics of the aircraft vertical axis are represented by 
two first order cascaded tra.nsfer functions (Figure 2), one 
representing. the airframe vertical velocity response to a thrust 
change, and the second representing the engine response to a power 
lever input. The feedback from the aircraft to the pilot is assumed 
to be aircraft altitude only. 
Only the vertical axis of th~ aircraft is modeled. The first 
order powerplant transfer function representing powerplant lags is 
dT/l'l 1 
dT/W = (ELC s + ,) 
c 
Cascaded to this is the aircraft transfer function: 
h g 
dT/W = (52 + z 
w 
s) 
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h (g/ELC) 
dT/WC = [93 + (l/ELC + ZW)S2 + (Zw/ELC)s1 
(3) 
A limiter iR put on the pilot output of T/\i to prevent any input 
above the maximum T/W ratio or below 0, i.e., the pilot can not 
command a negative thrust. 
The engine lag constant, ELC, is one of the parameters on which 
the control requirements depend. 
2. pilot Model 
The pilot transfer function was first set up us.ing a first 
order lead-lag multiplied by the Pade approximation (Figure 2). 
This transfer function was looked at using the Linear Systems 
Analysis Program (LSAP). Bode plots, root locus plots, and time 
history plots were looked at to determine values for lead and lag 
time constants which gave ~he best results for both a step input and 
a sine-wave input. The values which subjectively produced outputs 
similiar to those expected from a piloted simulation were then used 
in the non-piloted simulation. Because the computer program is 
nonlinear, several runs were made to determine which values for lead 
and lag still gave a good combination of rise time for step inputs 
and small phase and position errors in following a sine-wave. 
Values for the lag time constant, TG, of 0.1 sees and for the lead 
time constant, TL, of 0.5 sees were finally selected. These values 
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Because a pure time delay could be programmed into the non-
piloted simulation, the Pad~ approximation, which was needed in the 
analysis using LSAP, was replaced. 
The pilot transfer function is 
y 
p 
= K (TL s + 1) 
P (TG s +1) 
The pilot's logic is represented by a logic section in the 
(4 ) 
simulation. The logic section consists of 4 basic sections. The 
first section is a series of logic statements which determine which 
of the other 3 sections will be used to provide the commanded flight 
path. These sections will be referred to subsequently as ABORT ro 
HOVER HEIGHT, CHASE, and RUN FROM. 
If the aircraft is more than 6 ft above the ship deck, or has 
followed the ship deck be.low a specified abort chase altitude, or 
has exceeded a specified vertical velocity (a function of the 
maximum available T/\"), the flight path' command logic enters the 
ABORT TO HOVER HEIGHT section. The hover height is the 2 sigma 
value of the ship deck heave above the ship deck mean position. The 
CI~SE sequence is entered if the ship deck is within 6 ft of the 
aircraft and the ship deck velocity is less than 2 ft/sec 
(approaching the aircraft) and decreasing. When the CHASE sequence 
is entered, the aircraft flight path is commanded to ma,tch the ship 
motion. The RUN FROM sequence is entered if the ship deck velo.city 
is greater than 2 ft/sec or if the velocity is increasing; i.e., the, 
ship is accelerating toward the aircraft. In the RUN FROM sequence, 
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smoothing function (a function of time, based on when the sequence 
.. 
was entered}. Because the exponential function dies out with time, /'. 
the aircraft is prevented from climbing to excessive altit-,udes 
before one of the other sequences is initiated. A block diagram and 
example time history of the flight path commana logic prior to the-
piloted simulation are presented in Figure 3. 
After results were obtained from the piloted simulation, models 
representing the time the pilot spends flying a part~cular portion 
of the task and delays in perception were added. Since the pilot 
scans the situation and instruments and corrects errors in a 
sequence rather ,than in parallel, the time delay was divided into a 
combination of the pure delay and a gap where'the input was 
maintained at a given value for the time a pilot could be considered 
flying another axis or scanning other instruments and therefore not 
activily flying the vertical task. The length of the time delay, 
the length of the gap, and how often the gap occurs are variables 
that can be initialized at the beginning of a r~n. In addition 
there are inputs for pilot preception error noise and pilot internal 
noise. These are discussed in more detail later. 
3. Ship Model 
An understanding of sea state can be gained by referring to the 
chart in Figure 4. Sea state is shown with the associated "rind, 
wave heights, lengths, and periods'. Sea state 6 is considered , . 
significant in that it is estimated that operational capability 
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the hover altitude subroutine, SET . 
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WIND WAVES AT SEA 
Correep~nding v31ues lie on a vertical line 
1 WIND VELOCITY (knte) 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 jo ~ 40 50 6b it_ 
2 BEAUFORT WIND I 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
and DESCRIPTION light light gentd moderate r.resh strong mod !cruh stt ~hol IItOrtl 
air breeze breeze breeze breeze bre.:!ze rat;' gale ong IIle 
gale gale 
---
3 Rt:QU I RED rETClI retch Is the number of miles a given I 2Jo 3010 4~0 !lro 6~0 7~0 (mi) wind has been blowing over open lIater. 5,0 10,0 T .1 ~ 
-r--4 Rr:QUIRCn WIND ~lration is the time a given wind has 51 2~ 2'5 3~ DURATION (hr) been blowing over open water. ~I ", -.- -f ,,,2l __ 
5 WAve HEIGIIT 
, 
21 4 ~ ~ 10 ~ 2~ 2'5 ~O (Cr~st to Trough (ft» 1 -, wh'ite j 1 .1 J. 40 ~O ~O r§F~ ---6 'Sr.A STATt 1 2 4 5 6 7 8 




high - r --y -~{ 7 WAVE pr.RIOn (sec) 1 2 3 4 6 8 10 12 14 1 18 2 ' 
8 \lAVE LENGTI! (ft) 20 40 ~O, 80 ioo 150 ~00 300 4¢0 ~O 600 8PO IPOO~~o:. ~~~_ 
') lIAVF. VELOCITY (knt s) ~ 10 1> 2P 2~ 3P 3~ 4b 4~ J2..51 ~ 
10 PARTICLE VELOCITY (ft/sec) 1 2 ~ 4 $ 6 j 10 11 14 
11 WIND VF.LOCTTY (knts) 
.1.
4 5 6 ! 8 9 1.0 20 30 ~ 50 6p "ir---, 
-'----
This table applies to wsves generated by the local wind and dows not apply to awell orginating elaewhere. 
WARNING NOTE: Presence of swell maken accurate wave observations exceedingly difficult. 
a. The hel&ht of waven 1s arbitrarily chooscn as the height of the higheot 1/3 of the 
W6ves" Occasional waves by interference between wavea or between vavel and Iliell 
may be conSiderably larger. 
b. The above values lire only approximate due to lack of precise data and to the difri-
culty in expressing it in a single easy way. 
c. Below the surCace the wave motion decreases by 1/2 for every 1/9 of • wave length 
of depth increase. 
Figure 4: Wind Waves at 3ea 
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time, in the North Atlantic during January. If operations can be 
conducted only under sea state 3 conditions, operations would be / 
limi ted to 3" of the time. 
It should be noted that ship motion may be considerably greater 
than indicated by the wave amplitude values. For example in sea 
I 
\ > I 
.-",' , 
i 
state 6 the wave height rraxililum is 20 ft from crest to trough. The 
heave motion for the 00963 class destroyer can approach 40 ft from 
1 
! } 
I ~-' -" 
crest to trough under sea state 6 conditions. 
! 
"\ ( 
----I I I 
1 'I I , , ~ ./ i , 
The OD963 Spruance class destroye~ model was used for both the 
piloted and non-piloted simulation. This ship' was chosen because a 
motion program for use with the piloted simulation was already 
I 




from which VTOL operations could be conducted. The non-piloted 
simulation was set up so that data for other ships, as contained in 
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ship used, Figure 5 shows a listing of ships according to type and 
class, information'on the number of helicopters (assumed replaceable 
by VTOL aircraft' that can be carried, dimensional information, and 
a chart showing displacement. 
. 
A single degree of freedom ship model was programmed using the I 
method outlined in Reference 9. The data for the 00963 class 
I. ' 
I~ 
destroyer ~ere obtained from Reference 8. The model consists of the 
--' 
superposition of twelve sine waves, six representing the heave 
motion at tile ships center of gravity and six representing the pitch 
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SIIIP TYPE CLASS IIELI- DIMENSIONS DISPLACEMENT COPTER 
T . • • -
RELIANCE C. C. CUTTER ~'HEC 615 1 210.5 34 10.S 
BEAR C. C. CUTTER WHEe 901 1 270 36 13.S -
GARCIA FRIGATE 'I'F 1040 * 1 U4 44 24 . WEST WINO ICE BREAKER WAGS 83 2 269 63.S 29 . 
O.H. PERRY FRIGATE FFG 7 * 2 445 45 24.5 - ". 
KNOX FRIGATE FF 1052 
* 
1 436 46.8 24.8 
-
IiACKINAW ICE BREAKER WAGS 83 1 290 74 19 . , 
SPRUANCE DESTROYER 00 963 ** 2 563.2 55.1 29 -BELKNAP G. mS5LE CRUISER CC 26 1 547 54.8 26.8 
-
, 
GLACIER ICE BREAKER WAGB 2 309.6 74 29 . I 
, 
AUSTIN AY.PllIB. TRANS. DOCK ·LPD 4 6 570 100 23 . I 
liARS CO~[;JAT STORES AFS 1 2 581 79 24 . 
1110 JlliA AHPIIIBIOUS ASSUALT LPH 2 *** 11-20 602 84 26 . KILAUEA AMHUlHrrON T-AE 26 2 564 81 28 . 
WICHITA REPLEllISIlMENT OILER AOR 1 2 659 96 33.3 
BLUE RIDGE AI'~HIBIOUS COMMAND Lee 19 1 620 82 29 
-SACRAI'lElITO FAST COMBAT SUPPORT AOE 1 2 793 107 39.3 
SAl PAll Al'lPHIBIOUS ASSUALT LHA 2 19-26 820 106 26 . 
---
AMl'IlIBIOUS ASSUALT LHD 1 19-26 840 106 26 . 
L II II 10 20 30 40 50 
" On:ER SHIPS CONTAINED IN REF. 4 DATA BASE 
** SHIP HCDELED IN THIS SIMULATION (ft) (ft) (ft) TONS x 1000 
*** THIS snu' IS ALSO HODELED AT N .. \.S.II. MlES ~-- ----- - ---
figure 5: U. S. Non-Aviation Ships 
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arm and the vertical component is extracted and added to the heave 
motion to obtain the heave motion at the landing pad. Reference 9 
reports that this method gives ship motion accuracies to within 5~ 
of a model containing 30 superimposed sine waves per axis. 
This ship motion program uses the Bretschneider wave spectrum, 
transformed based on ship velocity and heading relative to the 
waves. The ship motion spectrum is then obtain~d by combining the 
wave spectrum with the ship response functions and phase 
differences, ~ii' and the six amplitudes, ~, and frequencies, wen' 
are extracted. The appendix contains more information on how this 
is accomplished. A component of the ship motion is then represented 
by 
6 
i(t) = r A cos(Went - ~ii + En) 
n=l n· 
(5) 
The phase difference~ are directly available from the ship motion 
data base information contained in Reference 8. En is a random 
phase angle which is obtained from a random number generator with an 
output scaled to give valu~d between 0 an 6.242 radians. Figure 6 
shows a graphical definition of the axis system used in the 
simulation. 
4. Turbulence Model 
The turbulence model (Reference 9) consists of white noise, 
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(6) 
Where ~ is turbulence induced accelerations on the aircraft in 
g'8. The bandwidt~, wn' was obtained from RefeLence 9. Values of 
the variance, Gv ' were obtained from a strip-chart recording of the 
turbulence induced vertical acceleration for the AV-SA during a 
fixed-based simulation. The term containing the simulation time 
increment, TC, is a correction to the power spectr~~ to allow for 
digitization. The quantity, n, is a random number from a Guasian 
distributed sequence with zero mean and unity variance. 
o. RESULTS FOR NON-PILOTED SIMULATION 
Touchdown velocities obtained from the non-piloted simulation 
incorporating the flight path command logic devised prior to the 
piloted simulation are shown in Figure 7. This figure shows the 
average over many runs during which damping constants, and various 
parameters in the flight path command logic, as well as pilot gain, 
were being manipulated to roughly determine the range of values that 
could be expected for touchdown velocities. These runs were also 
monitored as they were occurring to determine (subjectively) which 
values provided realistic piloting responses. As such, the results 
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TBRUST-TO-IIl:IC)tT RATIO. T/W 
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1.10 
Figure 7: Non-piloted Simulation Touchdown Velocity Results 
Figure 7 shows that in sea state· 6 conditions, the orginal 
flight path command logic suggested the very surprising res~lt that 
the landing task could be accomplished without ever exceeding a 
touchdown velocity of 12 ft/sec, for T/W values.~o~ to 1.01 and 
with engine lags as high as 0.7 sec. Moreover, the mean value of 
touchdown velocity was only mildly dependent on T/W and engine lag, 
ranging between 5.5 ft/sec and 6.5 ft/sec. Flight times from the 
initial altitude of 20 ft above the mean deck height were again only 
mildly dependent on Tl\'l and engine lag, ranging from 20 to 30 sec. 
The unexpected nature of the preliminary non-piloted simulation 
results strongly indicated the need. for experime:ntal ver.ification. 





















Ames Research Center using an existing model of the AV-8A. It was 
recogni~ed from the outset that an important requirement of this 
experiment was the need to supply the pilot with exactly the same 
n 
information assumed in the construction of the command logic in the 
non-piloted simulation. Fortunately, an existing head-up display 
format termed SUPAR HOO (Reference 10) was available and wa~ 
modified by removing all augmented information and adding the basic 
situation information of mean deck position, and the 2 sigma and 3 
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III. SIMULATION EXPERIMENT 
A description of the· test matrix, aircraft and ship models, 
simulation cab, and results obtained for the piloted simulation are 
presented in the following sections. 
A. TEST MATRIX 
Based on the information gained from the non-piloted 
simulation, the test matrix shown in Figure 8 was set up. Sea 
state, thrust-to-weight ratio, vertical velocity damping through 
thrust, pilot, and HUD format were the variables. The task was then 
simulated using the fixed-base simulation facilties as further 
descibed below. 
B. AIRCRAFT MODEL 
1. Basic Aircraft 
The AV-8A model used in ~~e piloted simulation is described in 
Reference 6. It is a real time digital computer program developed 
to simulate the take-off and landing of V/STOL aircraft aboard 
ship. The unmodl.fied aircraft model includes nonlinear 
aerodynan.ics, engine and reaction control systems, stability 
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FORtlAT VEL. COHo SY~. VEL. COM. SYS. 
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o IIIDICATES AREAS OF IIATRIX TESTED 
Figure 8: Test Matrix for the Piloted Simulation 
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2. Modifications to the Simulation Hodel 
only the turbulence portion of the airwake simulation was 
used. !n order to create a simulation environment. as close as 
possible to that assumed in the non-piloted simulation, the mean 
wind and its variation with height above deck were not used. In 
addition, the ground effects inherent in the AV-SA were deleted from 
the simulation to match the non-piloted simulation, and to more 
effectively isoVlte the parameters being studied. 
A block diagram of the vertical velocity damping through thrust 
is presented in Figure 9, along with a definition of the variables 
used. 
_6!-IOOcr_-i~1 AIRCRAFT TRA..'1SFER 1-----.--1> h 
++ FUNCTIOI. 
CRDa! - Ale CAIN 
CHDOT - POYER L-~tR ~"CLt (deg)/(ft/sec) 
Ale CAIN - 0.45 (ft/sec2)/POWER LEVER &"CLt (des) 
Figure 9: Block Diagram of Vertical Velocity Damping' 





3. control AUgmentation System 
/ 
,/- -
In running the simulation, the throttle quadrant was used with .. 
a fixed range of travel throughout the test matrix. As a result, 
the throttle sensitivity (vertical acceleration per degree of 
throttle) varied with thrust-to-weight ratio. A plot of commanded g 
per degree of throttle travel may be found in Figure 10. 
Two control systems were used for the fixed-based simulation. 
For the portion of the simulation in which only the ,vertical axis 
was being flown, a translational velocity command system was used. 
With this system the stick controls velocity in the longitudinal and 
r-' , . lateral directions. When the pilot leaves the stick centered, the 
aircraft maintains position (zero velocity). The pilot only had to 
control the throttle to perform the task. 
The second control system was an attitude command system. It 
was used to provide a positioning side task for the pilot. Using 
this system, the pilot flew the vertical task using throttle and had 
to actively mai:ntain position"over the ship deck by commanding 
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Figure 10: Throttle Control Sensitivity 
1.10 
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The transfer functions fOf the control systems are as follows: 




s + 1.25 
= 7 f~/s 
l.n 
Attitude command system: 




v = __ 1._2,....5~ 
Y s + 1.25 
7 f~/s 
l.n 
e 4 e-= 
cmd (s2 + 3s + 4) 
o long stick 
(7) 
(8) 
More information on the control Systems being used in fixed-based 








4. Head-Up Display 
Two HOD displays were used in the piloted simulation. These 
are referred to as HUD1, and HUD3, and are shown in Figure 11. HUD3 
was used most extensively in the testing. HOD3 contains the ship. 
position reference lines and aircraft hover height and "abort chase" 
altitude lines. HOD 1 contains only the symbol indicating current 
ship deck position. HUDl was used to determine how much (if any) 
advantage there was to displaying the extra information on ship 
motion boundaries. It should be noted that the HUD3 format 
collapses into the HOD 1 format for calm seas (sea state 0). 
The head-up display superimposes vertical and horizontal 
situation information. The trident symbol is fixed in the center of 
the display and shows the aircraft's vertical position as the 
distance of the three 'pads' of the trident fro~ the top of the ship 
deck reference symbol. In addition, the trident provides horizontal 
situation indications to the pilot when actively flying the sidetask 
with the attitude command control system. When the sidetask is 
flown, a dagger is added. to the display to indicate the undisturbed 
position of the deck bull's-eye. The distance between the trident 
and the dagger shows the error in lateral and longitudinal 
position. The HOD format also contains symbols showing a horizon 
line, pitch bars, pitch reference, and side slip. The lines added 
for the experiment show the 3 sigma, 2 sigma, abort chase height, 
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The equations describing the transfer function for moving the 
dagger relative to the trident are described· in appendix B. To 
assist the pilot in performing the station keeping task the dagger 
motion is augmented with input of aircraft true velocity, the 
estimated a~celeration, and stick position. The HOD symbology was 
driven by a Digital Corperation PDP-1VES computer at an update frame 
time of 110 msec. 
C. SHIP HODEL 
Ship dynamics are'modeled as six degree of freedom sinusodial 
~ I . 
motion. The ship is' assumed to have a fixed mean position about 
which it oscillates. Wind over the deck is composed of a steady 
induced wind equal to the ship speed plus a separate North or East 
component of natural wind which can be specified. At present a 
turbulence model developed for the 00963 class destroyer is used 
(Reference 8). This subroutine calculates the free air turbulence 
as well as ship wake turbulence. The latte~ varies with position 
relative to the landing pad. Table 2 gives an indication of the 
environmental conditions for the simulation. 
D. SIMULATION FACILITIES 
,. Simulator 
The fixed-base chair (Ch. 06), is used primarily to develop 
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Table 2: Simulation Environmental Condition~ for the 00963 Class Destroyer 
CONDITION SEA V \l 1/1 1/Iwod V vwod 11 s s w w 8 
:;UHBER STATE (knts) (deg) (deg) (deg} (knts) lknts) (m) 
1 6 25 120 -60 -30 25.00 43.30 5.49 
7 4 25 105 -75 -10 17.68 34.15 2.10 
14 0 10 
-
-68.6 -30 8.07 15.00 0 
0,. Os 01/1 ° CJ ° 
CJ 
° x Yeg Z xl Yip cg cg 
(deg) (deg) (deg) (m) (m) (m) (m) (m) 
1 3.13 1.05 0.45 0.24 0.71 1.51 0.45 0.63 
7 1 11 0.34 0.17 0.05 0.27 0.60 n.12 0.18 
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
o· o· o· o· o' (I' I" o· ~ a IjI x Yeg z XlI' Ylp eg eg 
(deg/sec) (deg/sec) (deg/sec) (m/sec) (m/sec) (m/sec) (m/sec) (m/sec) 
1 2.00 0.90 0.36 0.15 0.41 1.10 0.32 0.46 
7 0.88 o.n 0.18 0.04 0.21 0.53 0.10 0.20 
14 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~ 
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helicopters (Figure 12). Configured as a single-seat cockpit, it is 
equipped with a conventional stick and rudde~ pedals with adjustable 
trim. The chair is provided with a virtual image TV display, on a 
single forward looking window. The outside scene is provided by a 
camera-terrain board system. A head-up display can be superimposed 
on the outside scene to provide flight information to the pilot. 
The cockpit also contains a unique throttle/nozzle control quadrant 
used for V/STOL simulation. Aircraft dynamics are provided by a 
Xerox Sigma 9 digital computer. The aircraft dyna~ics are updated 
at a frame time of 55 msee for the AV-SA model. 
2. pilots 
Two pilots were u~ed for the simulation. Both pilots were used 
in the sea state 6 portion of the test matrix. Pilot B filled in 
.the remaining tested portions of the test matrix. 
pilot A is a research engineer at NASA Ames Research Cen~er. 
He has been flying both the fixed and moving base simulators fo,r 15 
years. Most of this time has been spent using the AV-SA and YAV-SB 
simulation models. He was also heavily involved in simulations of 
advanced lift-fan transport (ALFT) aircraft and the Navy research 
and technology aircraft (RTA). 
Pilot B is also a research engineer at NASA Ames Research 
Center. He has been flying both the fixed and moving base 
simulators for over 4 years. Host of his simulation time has also 
been with the AV-SA and YAV-SB models. He also has some helicopter 
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The pilots were asked for comments and a pilot rating following 
each series of the five runs that made up a data point. The pilot 
rating is based on the Cooper-Harper rating scale (Figure 13). More 
information on the Cooper-Harper scale may be found in Reference 12. 
E. OPE~TIONAL TASK 
The task to be flo ... m was' the same as described in the non-
pilot~ simulation. The aircraft was positioned at an initial 
altitude of 45 ft above the mean deck position, in a stabilized 
hover, directly over the bull's-eye on the ship deck la~ding pad. 
The pilot, through use of throttle, was then to .. control altitude aad 
vertical velocity in descending to an initial hover altitude. The 
intial hover altitude was the 2 sigma value of the ship deck 
position, above the ship deck position mean, as designated by a line 
on the HUn (HUD3). The' pilot was then to land at his descretion, 
aided by the ship deck motion information presented on the HUD. 
There were two variations of the task. In the first, the HUn 
was reconfigured so that the ship deck motion boundaries and 
position reference lines were not displayed (HUD1). The pilot was 
then to complete the task wi th only the deck position symbol as a 
reference. In the second variation, the control system was changed 
from the translational velocity command system to an attitude 
command system. This was done to provide the pilot with the 
sidetask of actiVely using the stick to maintain the aircraft 
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CHA RACTE R ISTICS 
Excellent 
Highly desirable 




















DEMANDS ON THE PILOT IN SELECTED 
TASK OR REQUIRED OPERATION-
Pilot compensation not a factor for 
desired performance 
Pilot compensation not a factor for 
desired performance 
Minimal pilot compens.?tion required for 
desired performance 
Des;red performance requires moderate 
pilot compensation 
Adequate performance requires 
considerable pilot compensation 
Adequate performance requires extensive 
pilot compensation 
Adequate performance not attainable with 
maximum tolerable pilot compensation. 
Controllability not in question. 
Considerable pilot compensation is required 
for control 
Intense pilot compensation is required to 
ret~in control 




Cooper·Harper Ref~NASA TNO·5153 
°Definition of required operation involves designation of flight phue and/or 
subphases with accompanying condi!ions. 
Figure 13: Handl1r.g-Qual1ties Rating Scale 
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F. RES~TS FOR THE PILOTED SIMULATION 
1. Task Performance and pilot Ratings 
A record of the test matrix and runs completed may be found in 
Appendix B. 
As might be expected from the random nature of the ship motion, 
the time_ to complete the task was the most variable parameter. The 
average' time over each series of 5 runs as a function of sea state, 








SSO IIUD3 V.C. 
Ss4 IIU03 V.C. 
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1.10 
Figure 14: Mean Flight Times for the Piloted Simulation 
Individual times varied from a low of 7.2 seconds for a particular 
sea state 4, HUD3 run, to a hlqh of 79.0 seconds for a sea state 6, 
HUD1 run. It should be noted that the addition of the sidetask does 



















The non-piloted simulation showed that the mean time and 
standard deviation for flight time did not approach a steady value 
until after approximately 40 runs, indicating why such a large 
variation exit~ for the piloted simulation gro~ps of 5 runs each. 
Average touchdown velocity as a function of T/W for HUD1, sea 
state 6 conditions are presented in Figure 15 for two values of 
engine response. The following points should be noted: 1) In-
, )0.,. }. 
general there is a l~ss than expected change in touchdown" velocity" i 
I 
with change in T/W ratio (less than 4.0 ft/sec for the T/W ratio I 
range tested), 2) The faster engine time response (0.3 sec-s) 
produce touchdown V6locities of 0.5 to 1.5 ft/sec less than the 
slower responding engine (0.7 sec;s) and 3) The greater vertical 
velocity damping the lower the touchdown velocity (as much as 4 
ft/sec) • 
pilot ratings as a function of T/W for IruDl, sea state 6 
conditions are presented in Figure 16 for two values of engine 
response. The following items should be noted": 1) The pilot 
rating is higher (worse) as T/W ratio goes down over the range 
tested, 2) pilot r~ting is higher (worse) as engine lag is 
increased and as vertical velocity damping is decreased (as much as 
2.5 points difference) 3) l'lith the IruDl system and low vertical 
damping there are ratings in the Inadequate range even for T/N 
ratios of 1.1. 
Average touchdown velocity and pilot ratings as a function of 
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Figure 15: Influence of Thrust-to-\'/'eight Ratio, Engine and 
Airframe Dynamics on TOuchdmm Sink Rate--
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Figure 16: Influence of Thrust-to-weight Ratio, Engine 
and Airframe Dynamics on pilot Ratings--
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Figure 17. Comparison of Touchdown Sink Rate and Pilot 
Rating as Influenced by Thrust-to-Weight P~tio 
for a Selected Condition--Baseline lruo with 
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As shown, the touchdown velocity and pilot ratings are both improved. 
with the additional information of the HOD3 format. There is as 
much as a 2.5 ft/sec improvement in average touchdown velocity in 
going from HUDl to HUD3. It should also be noted that HOO3 produced 
an Adequate pilot rating throughout the range of T/W ratio tested 
for the stated engine response and vertical damping (Figure 17). 
The addition of the side task did not seem to influence the result in 
any systematic manner. 
Average touchdown velocity as a function of T/W for Iruo3, sea 
state 6 conditions are presented in Figure 18. Again note that 
there is li ttle change in average touchdown ve.1oci ty over the T/W 
ratio range tested (less than 3 ft/sec for the worse case). Average 
touchdown velocities are 0.5 to 3 ft/sec better with the Hun3 format 
than for the HOOl format (Figures 15 and 18). The engine time 
constant and vertical velocity time constant have a much smaller and 
less consistent effeGt on average touchdown rate for the HUD3 format 
(Figures 15 and 18). 
pilot rating as a function of T/W for 1ruD3, sea state 6 
conditions are presented in Figure 19. The most interesting thing 
to note here is that the average ratings are Adequate for all 
conditions tested throughout the T/W ratio range tested. The pilot 
ratings also. show more clearly that the faster responding engine and 
greater vertical velocity damping are important to the pilot as 
evidenced by the consistent effect they have on pilot rating. There 
is as much as one pilot rating improvem~n~ attributable to either a 
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Figure 18: Influence of Thrust-to-weight Ratio, Engine and 
Airfra~e Dynamics, on Touchdown Sink Rate--
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Figure 19: Influ~nce of Thrust-to-weight Ratio, Engine and 
Airframe Dynamics on pilot Ratings--Augmented HUD 














Figure 20 provides some perspective on the effect of sea state 
on average touchdown veldcity and pilot rating, for a sel~cted, 
condition using the HUD3- format. Note ,the relatively small change ~>~- -----L I "~ i I 
in touchdown velocity over the range of sea state, the greatest 
change occ~rring for T/W ratio of 1.01 (an increase of 5.0 ft/sec I 
from calm sea to sea state 6). The pilot ratings show satisfactory 
ratings for sea state 0 8nd 4 and Adequate ratings at sea state 6 
for all T/W ratios for the selected condition. 
The miss distance when performing the sidetask associated with 
the attitude command system is presented in Figure 21 for various 
values of T/W. The miss distance is the horizontal distance from 
the aircraft center of gravity to the center of the bullis-eye on 
the ship deck at tHe time of landing. It is interesting to note 
that the average miss distance changes less than a foot with the 
fast responding engine while changing 5.5 feet for the slow 
responding engine over the T/W ratio range tested. In both cases 
the miss distance decreases with decreasing T/W ratio. Possible 
reasons for th'is result would include; too much control sensitivity 
at higher T/W, or a change in piloting technique; i.e., the pilot 
may be spending a different percentage of time, or changing the .... 
frequency with whi~h he samples the information at the different T/W 
ratios. 
,-/ 
A better understanding of the relative performance of HUD1 and -~/-
I 
! , HUD3 can be gained from Figure 22, which shows a histogram of the 
landing performance for HUD1 and HUD3 with a histogram of the ship 
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Figure 20: Co~parison of Touchdo\ffl sink Rate and Pilot Rating 
as Influenced by Sea State for a Selected Test 
Condition--Augmented HUD with Velocity Command 
Control System 
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1.10 
Influence of Thrust-to-weight Ratio on the 
Positioning Side Task--Augmented ~~ with 
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TOU01-D~riN VELOCITY AND SHIP DECK VELOCITY (ft/sec) 
Figure 22: Distribution of Touchdown Sink Rate and Ship 
Deck velocity--Baseline and Au~ented HUD 
Breakdown for all Landings Completed for 'the 
Simula tion 
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The velocity histogram for HOD 1 peaks at 8.5 ft/sec, which is 
just above the 1 sigma value for the ship motion velocity for sea 
state 6. The tc)uchdown velocity for HOD3 peaks at 6.5 ft/sec or 2 "' 
ft/sec less than HOOt. The histogram also shows the HOD3 data to 
have a smaller standard deviation. 
Table 3 indicates the precentage and number of landings over 12 
ft/sec which occurred overall and for several sets of test 
conditions. 
Table 3: TOuchdown velocity statistics Indicating Number 
of Landings with Sink Rates Greater Th'qn 12 ft/s 
for Selected"~st Conditions. 
Nt'MllER OF 1. 
CONDlTIOlI ~mrnER OF LANDlHCS LA!mI~CS LA:mINr.s > 12 ft/sec:. > 12 ft/sec:. 
Total S"il:mlation 995 28 2.81 
5.5.0, 5.5.4 Overall Z60 0 0.0 
5.5.6 Overall 735 28 3.81 
5.5.6, RODI Vel. C:nd. Sys. 212 18 8.49 
5.5.6, HUD) Vel. Cmd. 5ys. 419 7 1.67 
5.5.6, HUD) Atd. Cmd. Sys. 104 3 2.89 
5.5.6, HUD3 V.C. T 
eng -0.3 216 1 0.46 
5.5.6, HL'D3 A.C. T eng -0.3 60 1 1.67 
"" 
11. series of T/W ratio histQgrams are presented in Figures 23 through 
27. Most of these curves show a fairly sharp spik~d peak. In 
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that this shape of curve can be attributed to the ~ilots technique 
of setting up an initial descent rate and holding it either un·til 
near the ship deck for the HUD1 system, or until the 3 sigma line on 
the HUD3 system was approached, and then slowing or arresting the 
descent. The initial descent phase, which takes 90 to 95% of the 
total time produces the predominant peak in the histogram. 
The histograms for HUD1, sea state 6 conditions are presented 
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TIlRUST-T04::1GHT RATIO, TN 
Influence of Thrust-to-weight Ratio on 
Thrust-to-Weight Ratio Use Histograms--
Baseline HUD with Velocity Command Control 
System 
The peak occurs at the T/H ratio used most often in the initiai 
descent. The peak is somewhat broader for T/Wmax of 1.1 probably 
50 
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indicating that the pilot is operating with lower gains. The base 
of the peak is fairly narrow and correspond~ to the observed 
pilot behavior, with the HOD 1 format, of chasing the deck less, 
possibly due to lack of positional cues. Landings, using the HOD1 
format generally occurred as the deck caught the aircraft. The area 
under the curves tends to bunch up at the high end of the available 
T!W as T!Wmax is decreased. ~nis is due to the pilot tending to fly 
more conservatively (lower descent velocities). 
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Figure 24: Ir.fluence of 'lbrust-to-vleight Ratio on 
Thrust-to-Weight Ratio Use Histograms--
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Notice that the curves broaden somewhat in comparison to those 
for the HUDr format. Because of the positional informa·tion 
available to the pilot with the HOD3 format, pilot gains are 
somewhat lower, and the pilot has more opportunity to chase or run 
from the ship deck. This tends to broaden the peak and base of the· 
curves. The area under the curve for T/Wmax = 1.01 is much more 
bunched up at the high end, than for the HUD1 case. This is due to, 
the pilot's tendency to fly more conservatively (lower descent 
veloci ties, higher thrust settings), si nce the· HUe3 ~ormat makes him 
more aware of the limitations of the available control power. 
The effects of vertical velocity and engine time lag for HUe3, 
sea state 6 conditions ar.e presented in Figure 25. 
With zero vertical damping, the pilot had a much more difficult 
time controlling vertical velocity, and this is compounded with a 
slow responding engine. The curve becomes much les~ peaked and is 
spread out over a larger range of available T/W. Thi~ is in 
contrast to the curve for higher damping and faster responding 
engine where the pilot is able to control vertical velocity with 
much less th.rottle movement (i.e., the throttle becomes a vertical 
velocity command control). 
The effects of HUD forma t and type of control system on T/W 
histograms is presented· in Figure 26. M interesting thing to note 
here is that the peak for the attitude command system occurs at a 
higher T/W ratio than for the velocity command sY5tem u!'ling either 
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Figure 26: Influence of HUD Format and Control System on 
Thrust-to-Weight Use for a Selected Test condition 
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much more symmetrical abou~ the peak. The explaination for this is 
that the pilot was observed to spend at least as much time on the 
positioning sidetask as with the vertical task. As a result, he 
tended to fly mor9 conservatively (at a higher thrust, slower 
descent rate) and th~ errors in desired vertical position/velocity 
are therefore more likely to occur randomly rather than only on a 
conservative side as when flying only a vertical task. 
The effect of sea state on T/W histogralllS for a selected 
condition is presented in Figure 27. 
As expected, at the low sea states the pilot spends more time 
in the initial descent and less ti~8 correcting for deck position. 
As a result, lower sea states produce a histogram with a sharper 
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2. pilot Comme~ts 
The pilots were given an explanation of the task and 
discription of the HUD s~bology. From this they developed some 
individual techniques. Pilot A, especially for the higher values of 
T/W· with fast responding engine, often waited for the deck symbol to 
crest just below the 2 sigma line., and then smoothly rolled off the 
throttle providing a quick descent in which the aircraft would catch 
the deck on its downward motion with a usually low value of relative 
descent rate. pilot B used this technique also although, not as 
often. 
Both pilots became more adept at picking out "lulls" in the 
ship motion as the simulation prqgressed. It was often possible to 
tell that the deck was in a lu~l condition when its motion was slow 
and position was a couple of feet above the mean line. The pilots 
would make a quick descent and attempt to catch the deck before the 
more extreme motions reoccurred. 
The pilots also understood that if they chased the deck below 
the mean line (or were unable to arrest a descent until below the 
mean line), then in most cases it was better to continue and attempt 
to catch the deck n·ear its lowest position (and therefore low 
veloci ty) than attempt to climb back to the 2 sigma line. \-1hen the 
attempt to pull up was made, especially with low T/H, the deck 
tended to catch the aircraft near the mean deck position, often with 
a high velocity, and therefore, high relative velocity. 
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The most general comment expressed about technique was, "always 
be in a position to gradually take off power; and don't get caught 
needing it." 
Pilot comments indicated the following: 
1) The greater the T/W, the more controllable and easier it is 
to perform t.'le task (through the range tested). 
2) The higher the value of T/W, the less sensitive the pilot 
workload is to engine lag and vertical damping. 
3) The higher values of damping provided better control of 
vertical velocity, which in turn aided the initial descent to the 2 
sigma line. The lower values of damping provide q'.licker vertical 
response and therefore greater agility during the final phase of 
descent. 
4) The slow responding engine was considered unfavorable, even 
though a few cases occurred when the engine compensated for an 
over~ontrol by the pilot. 
5) Both pilots commented on the importance of engine noise as 
a cue. 
6) HOD3 was perferred over Iron1. Th~ pilots commented 
favorably on having the ship motion boundaries and 2 sigma lines as 
references in giving precise situation information. 
7) Comments concerning HUD' generally focused on the feeling 
of not knowing either the position or vertical velocity of the 







B) When using HUn1, the effects of damping and engine lag were 
less evident, since errors were not as easily detected due to the 
lack of references. One of the pilots commented that the task 
workload was less using HUn1 because of the lack of references, but 
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IV. REVISED ANALYTICAL PREDICTIONS 
After the piloted simulation was run, the non-piloted 
simulation was modified in an attempt to match the measured T/W 
histograms, as well as to better represent the observed piloting 
technique. 
A. MODIFIED ANALYTICAL MODEL 
The following modifications were made to the program: 
1 ) A feed back loop was added to provide vertical veloci ty 
damping through thrust, and the coefficient for vertical velocity 
damping through airframe was reduced to more closely match the 
fixed-based simulation model. 
2) The flight path command logic was rewritten to provide a 
better match to the observed landing strategy adopted by the 
pilots. Details of the logic are given in the next section. 
3) Two additional noise sources were added to account for 
pilot perception er=or an~ internal pilot noise. 
4) The pure ti~e lag, used to represent the pilot's 
information processing time interval, was divided int~ a pure lag 
and a seconda~y time in which the input to the pilot's neuromuscular 
dynamics was held constant for a specified time. The purpose her~ 
was to simulate the pilots concentration on a side task. A block 
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SEA STATE CONDITIONS 
Figure 28: Block Diagram for the Modified Non-Piloted Simulation Model 
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The modified version of the flight path command logic consists 
of 6 basic sections. The first section determines which of five 
defined regions of relative position and velocity that the aircraft 
is currently in. This section then specifies which of the remaining 
5 sections is to be useq to supply the commanded flight path 
information to the pilot transfer function. These sections are 
referred to according to their basic strategy: RUN FAST, RUN, 
CHASE, ABORT TO HOVER HEIGHT, and CHOP THROTTLE. The RUN FAST 
sequence is initiated whenever the relative velocity of the ai~craft 
and ship exceeds a given value, typically 5.5 ft/sec. The RUN FAST 
logic commands an altitude of 12 ft above the present altitude using 
a cosine smoothing function. This command causes the simulated 
pilot to apply full throttle. If the relative position is l.ess than 
9 ft and the relative velocity eKceeds 4.5 ft/sec the RUN sequence 
is initiated. The RUN logic commands an altitude of 6 ft above the 
present altitude through a cosine smoothing function, causing the 
simulated pilot to apply approximately 95% of full throttle. If the 
aircraft was' in the RUN FAST sequence. and then switches to the RUN 
sequence, the commanded altitude is lowered 6 ft from the previously 
commanded altitude, thus causing the throttle to be reduced from 
full to approximately 90%. If the relative position of the aircraft 
and ship deck is less than 3 it and the re la ti 'Ie ve loci ty hasn't 
exceeded 4;5 ft/sec then the CHASE sequence is initiated. The 
CHASE logic commands a cosine function descent, modulated by the 
ship deck motion, starting at the previously commanded altitude and 
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ending at the ship deck. If the aircraft position descends below a 
designated abort height, the ABORT TO HOVER HEIGHT sequence is 
initiated. The abort height is the height above the ship deck mean 
position which, if a descent is continued, will not provide enough 
time to gain the necessary height to prevent a hard landing in the 
event the next segment of the motion is around the 3 si~ value. 
This height, of course, varies with sea state. Up to sea state 4 
the abort height is zero because the relative velocity can be 
maintained below the gear limits anywhere in the ship motion 
boundaries. The hover height is the 2 sigma height above the ship 
deck mean. The ABORT TO HOVER HEIGHT logic commands the hover 
height altitude through a cosine smoothing function from the 
altitude in the previous sequence. The hover height altitude is 
then maintained until conditions require use of another logic 
section. The CHOP THROTTL~ sequence is designed to mimick a normal 
pilot landing technique. It is initiated when the relative aircraft 
to ship position- is less than t.~e Chop Throttle Now Height (CTNH), 
which is another adjustable variable. Unlike the other sequences, 
which can be abandoned for a more apporpriate one at any time during 
the sequence, once the CHOP THROTTLE sequence is initiated it 
continues until a landing occurs or a specified time has elasped 
The CHOP THROTTLE logic commands a 12 ft descent in altitude through 
a cosine smoothing function. This command effectively produces near 
zero thrust output. The sequence maintains this reduced altitude 
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landing has not occurred, the sequence commands an ascent back to 
the hover altitude. This logic models the pilot behavior after he 
sees a landing opportunity; i.e., the aircraft is 0.5 ft off the 
deck but with the deck beginning to descend. 
The modified analytical model produced a much more accurate 
representation ox observed piloting technique. For example, it was 
observed in the piloted simulation that. with the slo.w responding 
engine, more landings were made running from the ship than chasing 
it, whereas with the fast responding engine, approximately the same 
number of landings were made ch~sing·the ship as running from it. A 
series of computer runs were made which duplicated this result 
(Table 4). 
Table 4: Influence of Thrust-to-weight Ratio and Engine and Air-
frame Dynamics on Flight Path Command Logic Sequence Use 
TEST COllDlTION ~T OF LANDWCS 
T/'rl T Z Flight Path logiC Section 
eng w 1 2 6 7 sec sec-1 
1.07 0.7 0.4 52.5 10.0 35.0 2.S 
1.05 0.7 0.4 55.0 10.0 15.0 20.0 
1.03 0.7 0.4 55.0 5.0 27.5 12.5 
1.01 0.7 0.4 50.0 15.0 30.0 5.0 
Average 63.1 36.9 
1.01 0.3 0.4 42.5 10.0 27.5 20.0 
1.07 0.3 0.4 42.5 5.0 32.5 20.0" 
1.05 0.3 0.4 40.0 12.5 30.0 17 .5 
1.03 0.3 0.4 45.0 2.5 45.0 7.5 
Average 50.0 50.0 
Flight Path Logic Sections: 
1 - Run Fast Sequence 
2 - Run Sequence 
6 - First section of the Chop Throttle Sequence 
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"! The original flight path command logic did not provide a chop 
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~~~ the RUN FROM sequence. A schematic diagram of the modified flight 
! ~: 
'. .~ path command logic ~s shown in Figure 29. An example time history 
showing some of the flight path command logic aspects is shown in 
Figure 30. In addition,. two representive time histories are 
presented in Figures 31 and 32. 
B. CQMPARISON OF ANALYTICAL AND· SIMULATION RESULrS 
A comparison of touchdown velocities for the non-piloted 
simulation and the piloted simulation are shown in Figure 33. The 
non-piloted simulation results, using either the original or 
modified flight path command logic, produced lower touchdown 
velocities than were achieved ia the piloted simulation. The 
modified logic ge'nerally produced the lowest touchdown velocities. 
Further adjustment of the parameters in the non-piloted simulation 
to produce a closer match to the piloted simulation results could 
provide further insight into the pilot's capabilities. 
The results for the modified version of the flight path command 
logic when compared to the piloted simulation data show a good 
correspondance in average flight time for the lower T/W ratios, but 
./ 
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figure 29: Block Diagram of the Modified Flight Path Command Logic 
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INITIAL LET DOWN TO HOVER 
,HEICHT 
lIAIIlTAININC HOVER IlEIGHT 
Relative velocity > 5.5 
ft/sec , R~~ FAST SEqUENCE 
A/C < 3.0 ft above deck 
CHASE SEQUENCE 
A/c hits abort height, 
ABORT TO HOVER lIEIGHT SEQUENCE 
Rel;1tive velocity > 5.5 
ft/sec. RUN FAST SEQUENCE 
A/C <3. ft of deck, CHASE SEQUtNCE 
A/C > 3.0 ft above deck, 
ABORT TO HOVER HEIGIIT 
EEQUENCE 
Ale < 3.0 ft above deck 
C!!ASE SEQUENCE 
A/C hits abort height, 
ABO~T TO SOVER HEIGHT SEQUENCE 
A/c <9.0 ft above deck, velocity 
of deck >4.5 ft/sec, ilL'N SEQUENCE 
Ale < CTNH, CHOP TIiROTTLE 
SEqUENCE 
Alc >3.0 ft above 'deck, 
. 
. 
ABORT TO HOVER REI CRT SEQUENCE 
Relat ive velocity ::> 5.5 ftl sec. 
RUN FAST SEqI!£NCE 
Relative velocity < 4~5 ftlsec, 
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Figure 33: Comparison of the Influence of Thrust-to-weight Ratio 
on Touchdown Sink Rate--Augmented HUD Velocity Cornmann 
System of Piloted Simulation with Non-piloted System 
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Note: The o~ig1nal 
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Figure 34: Comparison of the Influence of Thrust-to-\~eight Ratio 
on Flight Time--Aug~ented IillD with Velocity and 
Attitude Command Systems of Piloted Simulation and 
the Original and Hodified l-'light Path Command Logic 
of Non-piloted Simulation 
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A comparison of average touchdown velocities for a selected 
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Figure 35: Comparison of the Influence of Thrust-to-Weight Ratio 
and Engine Dynamics on Touchdown Sink Rate--
Augmented llUD \iith Velocity Command System and Modified 
Flight Path Command System. 
As can be seen the trendS are roughly correct for either 
command logic. However, there is still a fairly large bias that is 
unaccounted fe-:-. It should be noted that the data sho\ffi for the 
non-piloted simulation is a composite of data in which the pilot 
gains, aircraft vertical velocity damping, and variables mentioned 
in the T/W histogram section were being manipulated in an attempt to 
find optima (touchdown velocity and flight time) for each T/\~ 
ratio. Host of these runs were made shortly after the piloted 
simulations began, but before the data from the pilot'cd simulation 
were analy::cd. A more precise comparison requires another series of 
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non-piloted simulations to be run with variables similiar to those 
us"d in the piloted simulations. 
Initially, there was only interest in obtaining an indication 
from the non-piloted simulation as to whether or not the lower 
thrust-to-weight values were practical for landing in high sea 
states. In the early stag~s t~3 program was used to provide 
estimates of touchdown velocity means and standard deviation and the 
time required to la~d. As the work progres~ed it became clear that 
the fixed-base simulation output data used to construct thrust-to-
weight. ratio histograms, could then be used as another matching 
variable in determining the accuracy of the non-piloted simulation. 
There are 17 variables whose values determine in some way the 
shape of the histogram. These are: 
1. The initial starting altitude. 
2. The letdown time. 
3. The hover height altitude. 
4. The abort height altitude. 
5. The chop t.hrottle height. 
6-8. pilot gains. 
9. The pilot pure lag time. 
10. The pilot sidetask time. 
1 1. The ratio of 9. and 10. 
12. The pilot preception error noise amplitude. 
13. The pilot preception error noise frequency. 
14. The pilot internal noise amplitude. 
70 
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15. The pilot internal noise frequency. 
16. Pilot lead time, time constant. 
17. Pilot lag time constant. 
Some of these non-piloteq simulation variables are easily fixed. 
Initial height, hover height, and abort heights are 'all displayed 
for the pilo~ and so are the same in both piloted and non-piloted 
simulations. Pilot internal noise amplitude was based on having 
each pilot,· and any other observers present, guess the velocity at 
which the pilot touched down as viewed on the head-up display 
monitors. The error was then determined and the noise standard 
deviation was set at 1.5 ft/sec after averaging over the number of' 
observers approximately 180 landings-. The res,t of the variables 
were set by makin9 an initial guess and then making 5 runs and 
looking to determin~ hbw the variable had chanojed the histogram. 
This process was repeated by either changing the variable again, or 
going to the next one. In this way a good match to the histogram 
was made for one of the cases {Figure 36}. It should be noted that 
there may be as much as 20-30\ change in ariy one point on the 
histogram for a given set of 5 runs (as can be seen in Figure 37). 
This is because 5 runs are not enough to get a good statistical 
representation, thus aggravating the difficulty of trying to obtain 
a good match. The non-piloted simulation showed that approximately 
40 runs (depending on the T/W ratio being used) is needed to p • .:>vide 
adequate statistics. .ihen histograms r€pr~senting only 5 runs are 
constructed based on 10 unknown variables, there is some difficulty 
in producing a good match. Another problem occurs when trying to 
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Figure 37: Variation of Thrust~to-weight Ratio Use Histograms 
Due to a Statistically Small Number of Runs Used 
Per Data Point 
match the touchdown velocity and flight time averages for the same 
cases. It was found that once the major influence of variable 
changes on the histogram shape, was obtained, it was fairly easy to 
get a rough match of histograms. The Tf\i ratio for which the 
histogram peaks can be obtained through selection of the initial 
letdown velocity of the aircraft. The base can be broadened by 
select~ng higher values for the pilot gains. The sharpness of the 
I 
fillets between the base and peak were found to change somewhat ~ith 
the selection of pilot gains and the values used for frequency and 
magnitude in the pilot internal and preception noise models. The 
shape of the base; i.e., the number and size of tile peaks appeared to 
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also fairly easy to get a ·reasonable match of touchdown velocities 
and flight times. It is not easy to get all three of these results 
to give a reasonable match simultaneously. This may be due to 
s9mething inherent in either the piloting technique or aircraft 
model being flown on the fixed-base simulation that is not being 
modeled accurately in the non-piloted simulation, or that the right 
combination of values for the variables has not been found. The 
latter should be explored further using parameter identification 
techniques. It would ultimately be hoped that all three could be 
matched for a couple of case·s. and then the values of the variables 
be determined analytically to· propuce matching values for other 
cases. This pilot model would then be a good too.l for predicting 
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The problem of determining the vertical axis control 
requirements for lariding a VToL aircraft on a moving ship deck in 
various sea states is examined. Both a fixed-bas~ piloted 
simulation and a non-piloted batch simulation were used to determine 
the landing ~rformance as influenced by thrust-to-weight ratio, 
vertical damping, and engine lags~ 
The piloted simulation was run using a fixed-base simulator at 
N.A.S.A.Ames Research Cent~r. Simplified versions of an existing 
AV-SA l~rrier model and an existing head-up display format were 
used. The ship model used was that of a DD963 class destroyer. Two 
pilots were used to obtain data and to give pilot ratings based on 
the Cooper-Harper pilot rating scale. 
A surprising result of this simulation was that, with a good 
station keeping control system and with statistical ship motion 
displayed on the head-up display, pilots could consistently ~rform 
safe landings in sea state 6, with handling qualities that were 
adequate at thrust-to-weight ratios greater than 1.03 and even 
marginally adequate down to thrust-to-weight ratios of 1.01. These 
results should hold quite generally provided that a thrust-to-weight 
ratio of 1 + ~ is interpreted as meaning that the pilot always has 
the capability of accelerating the aircraft at 6g upward even in the 
presence of ground effect and hot gas reingestion. 
Preliminary work with a non-piloted simulation showed thqt with 
a good strategy and th~ right information, a pilot should be able to 
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land a VTOL type aircraft vertically aboard a 00963 class destroyer 
under sea state 6 conditions, in an adequately controllable manner, 
with thrust-to-weight ratios as low as 1.01, engine lags as high as 
0.7 sec, and vertical velocity damping of 0.2 sees, without 
exceeding a 12 ft/sec landing gear limit. This non-piloted 
simulation showed an overall average touchdown velocity of 5.8 
ft/sec and an average flight time of 32.5 seconds. Results were 
then obtained from a piloted fixed-base simulation in order to 
verify the non-piloted results. Simi liar results were obtained, 
wlth an average touchdown velocity of 6.7 ft/sec and flight time 
average of 33 seconds. In addition, the pilot ratings indicate. 
satisfa~tory (l~vel 1) handling qualities for sea state 6 conditons 
and thrust-to-weight ratios as low as 1.03 and adequate (level 2) 
handling qualities for thrust-to-weight ratios as low as 1.01. 
Pilot ratings showed the expected results of being more 
favorable as T/W ratio increased, up to the maximum tested of 1.1, 
and with increasing vertical velocity damping, up to the maximum of 
-0.4 sec-1 tested, and with the faster responding engine, engine lag 
of 0.3 sees. The pilots also demonstrated lower touchdown 
velocities when presented with the ship motion boundaries, and 
aircraft hover and abort chase height lines on the head-up display, 
then when presented only with the ship deck position symbol. The 
simulation also showed that the pilot was capable of obtaining 
similiar results when flying either the tran3lational velocity 
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that the translational velocity command system was perferred 
however. 
Based on the current ncn-piloted simulation, it is believed· 
that an extension can be made to determine pilo.ted results for other 
T/W ratios, engine lags, vertical velocity damping, and ship 
classes, under various sea state conditions. This is based on the 
assumption that, using parameter Indentification tecihniques, touch-
down velocities, flight times, and T/W use histograms can be made to 
match the current piloted simulation data·. 
Although the simulation indicates that aircraft can be landeri 
vertically at much lower T/W ratios than previously suspected, even 
with the positioning siaetask, it remains to be seen how well low 
thrust-to-weight ratios will work when a full range of side tasks 
inherent in flying actual aircraft are employed. In addition, more 
wot:k should be done to dete.rmine the effects on minimum T/W· ratio of 
non-linear elements which were not examined in this simulation. The 
effects of suckdown, fountains, hot gas ingestion, and height 
dependant mean winds can all significantly effect minimum T/W. 
As a practical point regarding the simulation, additional 
research would have to be conducted to ascertain how well 
instrumentation aboard ship can determine the mean ship position and 
the motion boundaries, how long in advance of the aircraft arrival 
the motion would have to be monitored to provide accurate results, 
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The computer program for the' no'n-piloted simulation was 
discussed in general in the main bo~y of the report. Some more 
detailed information regarding certain aspects' of the program are 
described belo-". 
A. A~ROXIMATE INVERSE LAPLACE TRANSFORM METHOD. 
The numerical iteration methoa used for solving the 
'differential equations used in the computer program is the 
Approximate Invers~ Laplace (A.I.L.) method (Reference 13). It is 
assumed that th~ equations fo~ the transfer functions are in the 
form: 
where m > nand Bm is not equal to ,zero. 










o for x < 0, and C 
x 
o for x .. o. 
Xes) can be rewritten as 
xes) + ••• 

















The derivatives can then be found from differentiation: 
(AS) 
(A6) 
The A.t.L. method ~iloW5 the use of time varying coefficients 
in the transfer functio~. The method is based on the Assumption 
that a time interval, 6t, can be found during which all of the 
coefficients can be considered as constant. A set of points 
calculated in one interval of time ~s then used as tIle initial 
condi tions for the next calculation, and the prc.·cesp. i9 repeated. 
Hare information on the A.t.L. method may be obtained from 
Reference 13. 
B. A. I .• L. I14Pf.EHENTATION 
~ne specific equations ~qed for the non-piloted simulation were 
derived as follows: 
51 ..... dH~J KP,! TL s + 1) l Ht_"" g/ELC z .... 
A) 
~-~, 
-l (TG s + 1) I 
A 
dH '" KP(TL R + " 
(TG s + 1) 
Can be expressed a5 
- 3 2 ... 








• 1 Y + TG Y - dH 
Using Laplace trans,formation, 
y • r 





r _ y(O)s + dH: 
2 




using' the A.I.L. method: 
1\0 .. 1 
A1 .. yeO) 
BO .. 0.0 
B1 .. 1/TG 
B2 = 1.0 
And from the reversion forumula: 
C1 = A1 
C2 .. AO -81 * Cl 
C2A = AD 




Where dH is considered 
a constant for the time 
interval under 
consideration. (A9) 
(dH will be reintroduced 
at a later point) 
(A10) 
(A 11) 
C2B = -Bl * C1 
C38 = -81 * C2B 
, , . 
: .. 
B) 




yA ~ C, + C2A * IT' + C3A * IT2 + ••• 
'VB- C2B • IT' + C3B • IT2 + ••• 
• YA = C2A + C3A * IT1 + C4A • IT2 + ••• 
• yB a C2B + C3B * IT1 + C4B * IT2 + ••• 
For- the next. iteration 
And 
Or 




y~ ~ [(YA * dH + YB) + TL' (yA * dH + yell 
'l'G 
Ht:,. q/ELC 
... 3 2 




z + (1/ELC + Z ):: + -- Z '" ~ Ht 










-- ---- ----::---,~ 
-----.-~--- ... &_.~~ ........ "-~-
r 
/---
substituting (11.15) for Ht: 
Z 1 ,.,. 9 TL· • 
z + (EiC + z,.,)z + ELC z - ELC{KP TG (YA * dH + YB) 
+ ~L (yA * dH + yB)]} (A17) 
But dH '" S1 -ZI 
B 
Therefore, (11.17) can be re,.,itten as I 
Z I r 
• 
Z + (1/ELC ,., +~ {KP TL • 1 (yA)]} Z + Z )z + --z [yA +-,., ELC ELC TG TL 





1 Z,., . 
Z + (ELC + Z )z +-- Z + D A ,., ELC 
Using Laplace transform: 
z .. 1; 
Z .. S1; - z(C; 
2 . 
Z = 9 1; - 5Z(0) - z(O) 
. 3 2 Z .. 9 1; - s z(0) - 9Z(O) - z(O) 
And therefore 
3 
s 1; - .2 
. 
s z(O) 
- Sz(O) - z(O) 
Z.., 
+ -- [S I; - z ( 0 ») + BI; ELC 








I; - 5Z(O) 
-
z (0)] + 
(1\21 ) 
, , . 
, ~ 
- .. 
where" B is conside~ed ~.coAstant for the time 
interval under consideration. 
Or 
3 1 • 2 
z(O)s + [EtC + Zw)z(O) + ~(O)19 
t - --------------------~----------4 1 3 Zw 2 
s + (ELC + Zw)s + ELC S + Bs 
Zw 1 • [ELC' z(O) + (- + Z )z(O) + z(O)]s + A 
+ ~~ _________ E~LC~ __ ~w ____ ~.------------
4' 3 Zw 2 
s + (iLC + Zw)s + ELC' S + Bs 
Using the A.I.L. method: 
MO D A 
Z 
M' ~ ~ z(O) + (--'- + zw)ieo) + zeO) ELC ELC 
1 . AA2 .. (--+ Z )zeO) + z(a) 
ELC w 
M3 .. z(a) 
BO .. 0.0 
81 = n 
Z 
B2 w = ---ELC 
R3 = 1 Z ) (- + ELC w 
B4 .. 1.0 
And from the recursion fo~mula: 
1 ~ 
C i .. -4 [ 1\4 . - r 8 . C ( • .) 4) 








ct .. A3 
C2 a A2 - B3 • C1 
C3 • At - B2 * C1 - B3 * C2 
C4 .. AO - B1 * ct - B2 * C2 - B3 * C3 
cs = -B1 * C2 - B2 * C3 - B3 * C4 (A2S) 
• 
Then, 
Z .. C1 + C2 * IT1 + C3 • IT2 + 
Z .. C2 + C3 * IT1 + C4 * IT2 + 
Z = C3 + C4 * IT1 + CS * iT2 + (A26) 
For the n~xt iteration, 
z(O)n ft zn_1 
. 
z(O) .;. z 
n n-1 
z(O) = z 
n n-1 
(A27) 
A block-type diagram showing how the A.I.L. equations are 
implemented in the-computer program for the pilot servo and aircra-ft 
transfer functions is shown in Figure A1. 
A series of runs wore made to determine the number of h.I.L. 
coefficients and size of time step required to obtain accurate 
results and a stable program. It was found that 6 terms and a time 
ste? of 0 •. 01 seconds provided good Iesults. 
AS 
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Figure Al: Block Diagram of the A.I.L. Impl~mentation in ,the Non-piloted Simulation 
~;.; -- ---- '--',------
c. DEVELOPMENT OF 'rut: SHIP MoTION HODEL 
. ~ ~'. 
. , 
To obtain the amplitudes for. the individual ~inusoidal 
components, the following method was employed. First, the two-
parameter Bretschneider wave spectrum is used to obtain the wave 
spectrum: 
2 483.5 H 
. 4' 
-1944.s/(w T ) 
e 0 
-s Sw (III) .. ------='----::4--::5--:------
To III 
This is transformed 'using the following relationship: 
2 
III V cos( \l ) 
S S 




To obtain the effective frequency based on ship velocity and heading 
relative to the wave'S. The ship motion spec;t:rum can then be 
obtained as follows. 
0111 ~ii(1II ) = S (III ) -6- RAO. (III ) 
e we III :I.e 
e 
(A30) 
A computer program, SHPREF.FOR, was developed to accept a table of 
RAO values corLesponding to a set of values, and then store the 
information in a data file. This table is'then read hy the program, 
and the above calculations are made. A numarical table and a plot 
of ¢ versus lIIe is then output as the finished result; see Figures A2 
and A3. ~le plot was then sectioned by hand into six cOmponents and 










































ORlU!NAL r=.'i ::::! 15 
C"- POOR QUAUi"l 




!., I.' 0.' 0.' o.a t.' 1.0 1.1 
lit 'IftIr.a:I 
.~ ... -
PHI- O.OOOOOOOE+OO St..(l )- O.OOOOOOOE+OO 
PHI- 1.5390024E-15 51.1 ( I>- 1.4029235E-14 
FI'H- 4.5292235E-07 51.1(1)- 4.1409426E.-06 
PhI- 1.31302HE-03 SW( 1>- 1.2105345E-02 
PHr- 4.6292055E-02 SW(!)- 0.'B41457 
PhI- 0.238097<1 51./( I)- 2.309751 
PHI- 0'.5212409 SW<I )- <1.963209 
PMI- 0.7592450 SW<I) - 6.730645 
PHI- 0.9081539 SW(U- 7.144627 
PHI- 0.9543847 SW<I )- 6.967761 
PHI- 0 .. 9798968 St.(I)- 6.630970 
PHI- 0.9986890 St.;(I)· . 6.196284 
PHI- 1.000000 5t.i( 1>. 5.711943 
PHI- 0.9313180 5w( I>- 5.212773 
PHI- 0.7695953 St.i( 1>- 4.722323 
PHI- 0.3381195 5101(1)- 3.820434 
PHI- 8.9954354E-02 5101(1)- 3.059384 
PHI- 1.44I:l<lOI1E-02 51.)( 1>- 2.4<11777 
PHI- 1.2603654E-03 S/.,( 1>- 1.950421 
PHI- 1.7391144£-0<1 SW( 1>- 1.563076 
PHI- 3.7044092E-04 SW(f)- 1. ~58615 
F-HI- 2.83058211:.-04 SW( 1>- 1.019108 
PltI- 1.3718315E-04 51.1( I>- 0.8301120 
PHI- 5.8686554E-05 510(1)- 0.06803094 
PHII"Ar- 7.771437 »~ 6I.~ ML"S- 2.094<100 115- 6.900000 TO-
I 
Figure A2: EXample output from SHPREF.FOR with Plot of 














~ . 0.3349382 PHI-
WE- 0.3975548 PHI-
wE- 0.4621124 PHI';' 
WE- 0.5286109 PHI-
WE- 0.5970505 PHI- . 
















SHiP MOTION SP~CTRA 
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PHI MAX- 0.5683722 MUS- 2.09<1400 H5- 6.900000 TO-GD963P.OAT 
'. 
Figure 1\3: EXample OUtput from SHPREF.FOR with Plot of 























A component of the ship motion could then be calculated as: 
6 
i(t) = E An COS(W
e 
t - ~ii + En) 
na l n 
(A32) 
where ~ii is directly available from the ship data base information 
contained in Reference 8. En is a random phase angle which, is 
calculated from a random number generator with the output scaled to 
give values· between· 0 and 6.242 radians. 
In the computer-run simulation,the ship motion is calculated in 
the GENeral Ship' ~Iotio'l, GENSM.FOR, subroutine. This subroutine 
uses th~ associated amplitudes and phase angles corresponding to a 
particular sea state as stored in th.e data file, GENSM.DAT. 
D. TURBULENCE HODEL. 
The turbulence model for the computer-run simulation is located 
in the subroutine TURB3.FOR. It consists of a random number 




/ 2 ) ~= W ~+ C1 (2w ) n v n 
. CA33) A = AR + TC AR R 
The bandwidth, wn' was obtained from page 10, Figure 15, of 
Reference 9. Tl1e sigma values were obtained from a strip-chart 




during a fixed-base simulation, as presented in Figure 11.4. The 
(1/TC ** 0.5) term is a correction for the effects of usin~ digital 
computation. The random number inp~t ~s represented by n. Becuase 
this is a filter acting to shape white-noise, it is neces'sary to 
precycle it initiully ~fore inpueing values into the simulation. 
Tlais is also accomplished as part of t.he subroutine. 
E. HOVER HEIGHT INPUT 
The ~'.lbroutine IN4.FOR provides the values for the flight path 
command logic hover height. The sequenoe starts at an initial 
altitude and, follows a shc;tllow cosine path to a selected hover 
f~ altitude as a function of time. The hOVer altitude is then 
, 
maintained as a constant fer the remainder of the run. It is also 
possible to configure tl1e subroutine to change to a second hover 
height during the run, although this function was not used other 
than for initial testing of pilot lead and lag time constants. 
Variables which can be adjusted before running a simulation are, the 
initial altitude, AMPA + AMPB, the hover altitude, AMPA, and the i ' 
' .. 
rate of descent, through the frequency term of the cosin~ function, 
WNS. 
F. DATA PL9TTING 
The subroutine HPLT2.FOR providC:!s the instruction to the'system 








..... '.~' '. 
'ligure M: Strip Chart Recording of vertical Acceleration 
Due to Turbulence as Obtained from the AV-SA 
Fixed-Base Simulation Facilities and Used to 
Determine Magnitude of Turbulence V.alues fo~ 
the TUrbulence Modeling in the ~on-Piloted 
Si~ulat~on ' 
---_. _._._----------





















&t the end of program execution. Currently, plots of tha T/W ratio 
used as a percentage of time, and statistical variations as a 
function of the number of runs made are output (for examples see 
Figures A5-A7). A plot ~f the aircraft fliqhtpath and ship deck 
position time history can also be set up with small changes in 
program configuration (for examples see .Figures 31 and 32). A 
tabular listing of the runs made for each test configuration is also 
output, an example is given in Figure A8. 
The following table is' a listing of variable names and their 
approprii!te values which must be,dited into the indicated programs 
when a change in sea state is made. 
Table A1: Valued for Variable Which Must Be Edited 
into Prog.ram with Chan'C]e in Sea State 
VARIABLES W1UGlI API. FUNCTION OF StA STATE 
Subroutine Varuble Sea State 
~lame 0 4 5 6 
TlV.NO.FOll \.'N 2.70 6.15 7.79 7.79 
SICiA 0.001 0.007 0.01 0.01 
I114.FOR A.''J'A 0.0 5.0 7.0 9.0 
AMPS 40.0 35.0 33.0 31.0 




;4 ;5 ;6 
VASCON.DAr Supplies the input data for the test conditions 
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T/H RATIO STATISTICS 
/ 
yf 





ero.f.2 0.84 0.86 0.8e 0.90 0.92 0.94 0.95 0.58 1.00 1.02 1.01 1.05 l.OB 1.10 1.12 I.Ii 1.16 I.la 1.2Il 
T/H RATIO 
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STATISTICAL TRENDS IN V.A.S. SIMULATIONS 








Ii] FLICIIT Tum MEAN 
0 FLICHT TUIE VARIENCE 
0 TOUCII-OOI."N VELOCITY ME:AN 









Figure A6: Example Plot Showing the Variation in Variance and Means for Flight Time and Touchdown 
__ ve~~citL~~ Influenced by the Humber of Runs Made _~~ the Non-piloted Simulation 
....... .,. ~.'" _ ..... _'t ___ ... - - - . 
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STATISTICAL TRENOS IN V.A.S. SIMULATIONS 







SHIP DECK POSITION VARIENCE 
snIP DECK VELOCITY VARItNCE 
snIP DECK POSITION MEAN 








~~ .. ?-1~~~~{----g--=--~-~:> 
! , 
~J- 1 .. - -,- I I I 1-
lUI 25.0 50.0 75.0 100.0 125.0 150.0 175.U 
iI NUMBER or RUNS 
Figure A7: EXample Plot Showing the Variation in Variance and Means for Ship Motion as Influenced 
by the Number of Runs Made, Where Number of Runs is Seconds in This Ca~e 
---------------






PRi::i:NAL F,i.'~::; IS 
PE POOR QUALITY 
._ •• 4 •••••••••••••••••• ~ 
( :LF :-or.: 
'~L· 0.15uoooo ELe- U.7000000 i"'- 1.010000 z",· u.l000000 SE':: S.- 6 KP- '1. 0000002E -0:: 
""' ....... ---" .............. -
RLN LT. F. T. T[\tEL ·i"IliRD TH~EA'" T~I"AX Thl"II't 
----- ------ ------- ------- -------- ------- -------
1 21.:65.7 21.2 r;. " 7.S 0.'=68 1.0tO 0.877 
... 121.'1 24.1 11.4 11.': .O.SSE 1.010 0.950 .. 
3 ~O~€.6 Z4.2 S.8 S.l O.H:l 1.010 0.';50 
4 384.2 23.4 3.8 E.S 0.S85 1.010 o.ssa 
. , 5 2524.8 lS.7 B.8 ·10.13 0.S67 1.010 O.SSO 
/ 6 774.4 17 .13 6.S G.4 0.SG7 1.010 0.577 7 ~825.2 27.0 3.2 H q a.see I.OtO 0.950 .w 
S 262.6 22.2 5.1 c c 0.9'3E 1. 01 a 0.950 _.<;; 
9 2'12£.3 22.5 6.7 6.7 O.St'S 1.010 0.950 
10 249i .'3 2~.8 6.9 9.7 0.965 1;':'110 0.£50 
11 2404.7 11. 0. 5.E 10.7 0.98'; ~ .010 0.577 
12 545.4 24.9 a. 'I S.,; 0.967 1.010 0.950 
13 1816.2 19.4 0.4 11. 1 o.ges 1.010 0.950 
14 672.8 22.3 3.4 0.5 0.990 1.010 0.950 
15 3490.0 2'1.6 6.9 9.9 0.986 1.010 0.950 
16 962.4 16.9 3.2 8.6 0.587 1.010 0.977 
'7 3467.7 1'0 ... 4.2 6.5 0.£38 1.010 0.577 ~.l. 
.<1 543.1 18.9 to.5 11.8 0.986 LOW 0.950 
r~ 19 3075.1 24.5 4.6 9.3 0.991 1.010 O~S77 20 3225.8 20.7 10.2 10.2 0.9a5 ~ .Oi 0 0.950 
21 2802.3 21.1 8.2 8.7 0.984 1.010 0.950 
22 1931.2 12.0 3.1 9.5 0.994 1.010 0.950 
23 1901.3 27.4 11.0 11.0 0.983 1.010 0.950 
24 1974.7 24.2 4.8 11.7 0.991 1.010 0.950 
25 2514.5 22.6 3.5 6.3 0.989 1.010 0.977 i 26 225~.:: 12.3 6.2 9.0 0.986 1.010 O.S77 I' 27 3116.8 19.9 5.5 7.6 (l.sea 1.010 0.977 ! 28 1216.4 30.6 2.3 9.0 0.9S:; 1.010 0.950 I 
29 129S.2 1£.1 0.6 7.4 0.£88 1.010 0.950 l , 
30 2666.2 17.4 9.6 10.6 0.9&7 1.010 0.977 
31 2999.0 24.'1 3.7 7.3 0.~a6 1.010 0.950 
32 1157. a 23.2 3.3 5.0 0.9SS 1. 01 0 0.977 
33 165.6 12.4 3.5 S.5 0.S87 1.010 0.977 
3'1 2190.3 8.3 8.6 14.6 ' 0.990 1.010 0.978 
.-, . 35 866.7 20.2 5.0' 9.a 0.984 1.010 0.950 I ~~ ... 36 3417.2 28.2 2.3 E.9 0.9£2 1 ;010 0.950 ; 'l 
37 2£84.7 17.2 5.2 8.5 0.S88 1.010 0.S50. 
38 615.9 16.1 6.5 9.0 0.9Se 1. 01 a t),S77 
39 521.1 25.8 2.6 12.1 0.990 1.010 O.Sso 
40 2124.9 33.2 10.~ 10.3 0.9S1 1 .Cl a 0.£50 
41 1051.6 20.5 3.1 5.9 0.989 1.010 0.950 12 165.8 12.2 2.8 9.5 0.9S7 1 • ()1 a 0.977 
f 1 3314.5 33.4 10.9 11.5 0.991 1. 01 0 0.950 
.,4 2679.8 24.7 0.7 10.4 0.S89 1.010 0.950 
1, 45 2616.7 27.7 8.6 8.6 0.9a7 1.010 0.950 
, i 46 2302.2 25.9 1.4 10.6 0.p-a9 1.010 0.950 47 2956.3 21.2 7.7 7.7 0.984 1.010 0.950 
L_ 
Figure A8: Example Output of Run Conditions and Results 
for the Non-Piloted Simulation 








-l8" 1083.0 16,0 3.4 8.6 0.986 1.010 0.977 
49 178-L8 27;9 4.:? 6.& 0.9S1 1.010 0.S50 
50 2Z04.6 '\':) '1 c.. ..... , 1.1 10.4 0.968 1.010 0·.950 
.......... ---
t I"EP~(SEC) : 21.55800 FT SICHSEC): 5.464322 
FTMAX: 33.40000 FTMI!';: 8.300000 
TeVEL MEAh(FT/S): 5.5~6001 TOVEL SIG(FT/S): 3.060933 
TOVELMAX: 11.40000 TOVELMIN: 0.4000000 
MTGUT MEAN: 0.9879200 I"TGUT SIG: 2.3633221E-03 
MTCUTMAX: 0.9940000 MTOUTMIN: 0.9840000 
TIME:l1:1':54 DATE: 4-JA~-85 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
ftJRTRflN STO" 
Figure AS, continued: Example Output of Run Conditions and Results 























G. LISTING OF NON-PILOTED SIMULATION COMPUTER 



































LIST OF VARIABLES FOR VPA1C.FOR PROGRAM 
NAME DESRIPTION 
AO CONSTANT FOR TijE ZEROTH ORDER NUMERATOR TERM OF THE PILOT 
TRANSFER rJNCTION. 
A 1 CONSTANT FOR THE FIRST ORD.ER NUMERATOR TERM OF THE PILOT 
TRANSFER FUNCTION. 
AAO CONSTANT FOR THE ZEROTH ORDER NUMERATOR TERM OF THE AIR-
CRAFT TRANSFER FUNCTIO!i. 
AAOP MAGNITUDE OF THE PILOT OUTPUT SIGNAL ATTRIBUTED TO THE 
NUMERATOR OF THE PILOT TRANSFER FUNCTION. 
AAt CONSTANT FOR THE r:IRST ORDER NUMERATOR TERM OF THE AIR-
CRAFT TRAtlSFER FUNCTION. 
AA2 CONSTANT FOR THE SECOND ORDER NUMERATOR TERM OF THE AIR-
CRAFT TRANSFER FUNCTION. 
AA3 CONSTANT FOR THE THIRD ORDER NUMERATOR TERM OF THE AIR-
CRAFT TRANSFER FUNCTION. 
ABRTHT ALTITUDE ABOVE THE DECK MOTION MEAN AT WHICH THE PILOT 
IS TO ABORT 'CHASING' THE SHIP DECK AND RETURN TO THE-
ASSIGNED HOVE~ ALTITUDE. 
B1 CONSTANT FOR THE FIRST ORDER DENOMINATOR TERt-l OF THE 
PILOT TRANSFER FUNCTION. 
82 CONSTANT FOR THE SECOND ORDER DENOMINATOR TERM or THE 
PILOT TRANSFER FUNCTION. SET'" 0.0 IN CURRENT PROGRAM 
BECAUSE NOT IN CURRENT USE. 
BAl CONSTANT FOR THE FIRST ORDER DENOMINATOR TERr-! OF THE 
AIRCRAFT TRANSFER- FUNCTION. 
BA1P~ MAGNITUDE OF THE PILOT OUTPUT SIGNAL ATTRIBUTED 'ro THE 
DENOIUNATOR TERM OF TilE PILOT TRANSFER FUNC'rION. 
B1\2 CONSTANT FOR THE SECOND ORDER DENOIUNATOR TEJU.l OF THE 
AIRCRAPT TRAtlSFER FUNCTION. 
BA3 CONSTANT FOR THE 'nIIRD ORDER DENOMINATOR TERM OF THE 
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BEG INSTRUC'r-ION ro PLOT3.FOR SUBROUTINE INDICATING 
BEGINNING POINT OF THE GRAPH X-l\XIS. 
BUF DIMENSIONAL DUMMY VARIABLE USED IN THE TIME SUBROUTINE. 
BUFF DIMENSIONAL DUMM'i VARIAJ)LE usm IN 'IHE DATE SUBROUTINE. 
Cl FIRST RECURSION CONSTANT USED IN A.I.L. CALCULATION OF 
PILOT MOD~ OUTPUT. 
C1A FIRST RECURSION CONSTANT USED IN A.I.L. CALCULATION OF 
AIRCRA~ MODEL. OUTPUT. 
C2 REMNANT. FROM EARLIER PROGRAM. NOT USED l",~ THIS VERSION. 
C2A SECOND ItECURSION CONSTANT usm IN A. I. L. CALCULATION. 
C2B 
SAME VARIABLE NAME IS USED FOR BOTH PILOT AND AIC MODELS. 
SECOND RECQRSION CONSTANT usm IN A.~.L. CALCULATION OF 
PILOT MODEL OUTPUT USED AS InITIAL CONDITION INPUT ro 
PILOT MODEL. 
C3A THJ.RD RECURSION CONSTANT USED IN A.I.L. CALCUL1\'rION. 
SAME VARIABLE NAME IS USED FOR BOTH PILOT AN6 AIC MODELS. 
C3B THIRD RECURSION CONSTANT USED IN A.I.L. CALCULATION OF 
PILOT MODEL OUTPUT USED AS INITIAL CONEHTION INPUT TO 
PILOT MODEL. 
C4A FOURTH RECURSION CONSTANT USEO IN A.I.L. CALCULATION. 
C4B 
SAME VARI~BLE NAME IS USED FOR BOTH PILOT AND A/C MODELS. 
FOURTH RECURSION CONSTANT USED IN A.I.L. CALCULATION OF 
PILOT MODEL OUTPUT USED AS INITIAL CONDITION INPUT TO 
PILOT MODEL. 
CSA,CSB,C6A,C6B,C7A,C7B,C8A,C8B ARE SIMIALAR TO THE ABOVE. 
CKPB REMNANT FROM EARGIER PROGRAM. NOT USED IN THIS V.ERSION. 
CTNH 'CHOP THROTTLE NOW HEIGHT'; HEIGHT ABOVE THE DECK AT 
\-lHICH THE PILOT IS ro QUICKLY REDUCE THRUST FOR LANDING. 
01 REHNANT FROM EARLIER PROGRAM. NOT USED IN THIS vERSION. 
02 REMNMT FROM EARLIER PROGRAH. NOT usrn IN TillS VERSION. 
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DT\MP MAGNITUDE OF VERTICAL VELOCITY DAMPING THROUGH THRUST 
TERM. 
I:JH PILOT PRECIEVED E.."lROR IN HEIGHT (COMMANDED HEIGHT -
ACTUAL HEIGHT + NOISE). 
DHD PILOT PRECIEVED ERROR IN VERTICAL VELOCITY. 
DHDD PILOT PRECIEVED ERROR IN VERTICAL ACCELERATION. 
DllDTR TRUE ERROR IN VERTICAL vELOCIT7. 
DHTR TRUE ERROR IN HEIGHT. 
ELC ENGINE LAG TIME CONSTANT. 
EN RANDOM PHASE ANGLE GENERATED AND USED IN THE GENSM. FOR 
SUBROUTINE. 








ERROR TERH (RANDOM NOISE WITH MAGNITUDE FROM 0 TO 1). 
REMNAN'£ FRC»t EARLIER PROGRAM. NOT USED IN THIS VERSION. 
FLIGHT TIME (INITIAL. TIME MINUS TIME AT TOUCIIDONN). 
PREVIOUS FLIGHT TIME VALUE, HBLe FOR USE IN STATISTIC 
CALCULATIONS. 
'FLIGHT PATH LOGIC SLOT'; INTEGER USED TO SHOW SECTION OF 
FLIGHT PATH COMMAND LOGIC IN USE tmrn MONITERING 
SIMULATION. 
VARIABLE USED IN FINAL PRINTOUT TO INDICATE IF THE FLIGHT 
PATH COMMAND LOGIC HAD CYCLED THROUGH THE 'CHOP THROTTLE' 
SEQUENCE AT LEAST ONCE. 
GAP VARIABLE WHIcn DETERMItlES THE AMPLITUDE FOR A COSINE 
SMOOTHING FUNCTION IN THE FLIGHT PATH COMMAND LOGIC. 
GAPP VARIABLE NHICH DETERMINES THE AMPLITUDE FOR A COSINE 
SMOOTHING FUNCTION IN THE FLIGHT PATH COMMAND LOGIC. 
GO DUMMY VARIABLE USED TO TRANSFER THE VALUE OF GIIDOT 
BETWEEN VASCON.FOR ru.D VA1C.FOR. 
GHDOT GAIN USED IN CALUCULATING THE VERTICAL VELOCITY DAHP-
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GPP VARIABLE WHICH DETERMINES THE AMPLITUDE FOR A COSINE 
SMOOTHING FUNCTION IN THE FLIGHT PATH COMMAND LOGIC. 
HLIM VARIABLE'WHICH CAN BE USED TO SET A LIMIT ON THE LOWER 
BOUNDS OF COMHANDED THRUST. 
HTA THE NUMERATOR PORTION OF THE PILOT MODEL OUTPUT USED AS 
THE INPUT CONSTANT FOR THE ZEROTH TERM IN THE NUMERATOR 
OF THE AIRCRAFT -TRANSFER FUNCTION AFTER ADDITION OF 
NOISE AND LIMITS. 
HTB THE DENOMINATOR PORTION OF THE PILOT MODEL OUTPUT USED 
HTPO 
AS THE INPUT CONSTAt."T FOR THE ZEROTH TERf.1 IN THE DENOM-
INATOR OF THE AIRCRAFT TRANSFER FUNCTION AFTER ADDITON OF 
NOISE AND LIIUTS. 
MAGNITUDE OF THE PILOT MODEL OUTPUT BEFORE THE ADDITION 
OF NOISE OR LIMITS. 
HTPOA FIRST PORTION OF EQUATION USED ~ CALCULATE HTPO. 
HTPOB SEC0ND PO.~TION OF EQUATION USED TO CALCULATE .HTPO. 
I DUMHY VARIABLE FOR DO STATEMENT. 
100 DUMMY VARIABLE FOR DO STA~EMENT. 
IFLAG1 0 LOGIC SWITCH usm TO CONTINUE 'CHOPPED THROTTLE' 
SEQUENCE IN THE FLIGHT, PATH COMMAND LOGIC AFTER ITS 
INITIALIZATION. 
IFLAG11 LOGIC SWITCH TURNED ON IN THE 'RUN FAST' SEQUIDlCE OF THE 
FLIGHT PATH COr,It'-IAND LOGIC AND USED TO DETERtlINE THE 
INITIAL AMPLITUDE FOR THE COSINE SMOOTHING FUNCTION I,N 
THE 'RUN' SEQUENCE OF THE FLIGHT PATH COMMAND LOGIC. 
IFLAG12 LOGIC SWITCH TURNED ON IN THE 'RUN' SEQUENCE OF THE 
FLIGHT PATH LOGIC AFTER INITIALIZA'rION OF TII.ffi CONSTANT 
FOR THE COSINE SM<YJTHING FUNCTION, TO PREVENT REINITIAL-
IZATION O~ CONSECUTIVE PASSES. 
IFLAG13 LOGIC SWI'ICH TURNBO ON IN ,THE 'ABORT TO 
HOVER ALTI'l'UOE' SEQUENCE OF 'rHE 
FLIGHT PATH LOGIC AFTER mITrALIZATION OF TIHE CONSTANT 
FOR THE COSl~E SMOOTHING FUNCTION, TO PREVENT REINITIAL-
IZATION ON CONS!':CliTIVE .PASSES. 
A26 
I FLAG. 3 LOGIC S\lITCH TURNED ON IN THE 'ABORT 'ID HOVER ALTITUDE' 
SEQUENCE OF THE FLIGHT PATH COMMAND LOGIC AFTER' INITIALI-
ZATION OF A TIME CONSTANT FOR THE COSINE SMOOTHING FUNC-
TION TO PREVENT RE1NITIALIZATION ON CONSECUTIVE PASSES. 
IFLAG.5 DATA OUTPUT SWITCH, IF IFLAG5=1 THEN THE STATISTICAL 
INFORMATION IS CALCULATED AND OUTPUT. 
IFLAG.7 LOGIC SWITCH TUR~ED ON IN THE 'CHOP THROTT~E SEQUENCE' 
OF THE FLIGHT PltTH COMMAND LOGIC AND USED IN THE 'CHAS!::' 
SEQUENCE OF THE FLIGHT PATH COMMAND LOGIC TO DETERMINE 
THE INITIAL, AMPLITUDE FOR THE COSINE SMOOTHING FUNCTION. 
IFLAGB LOGIC SWITCH TURNED ON IN THE IN4.FOR SUBRQUTINE AFTER 
INITIAL COMMANDED LETDOWN FLIGHTPATH REACHES THE CONSTANT 
HOVER ALTITUDE VALUE, PREVENTS REINITIALIZATION OF LETDOWN 
SEQUENCE DURING. A RUll. 
IFLAG9 LOGIC' SWITCH TURnED ON IN THE 'CHOP THROTTLE' SEQUENCE 
OF THE FLIGHT PATH COMMAt."D LOGIC, WHICH CAN BE USED TO 
CHANGE THE THRUST LOWER LItUTS FROM THE NOtUNAL VALUE 
USED FOR THE REST OF FLIGHT PATH COMMAND SEQUENCES. 
INT 
ISEAS 
DUMMY VARIABLE USEQ IN DO LOOP. 
INTEGER VALUE OF SEA STATE BBING SIMULATED. IT IS 
PASSED TO VARIOUS SUBROUTINES AS A SIMULATION PARN1ETER 
AND FOR PARAMETER PRINTOUT FOR THE SIMULATION ON DAT~ 
OUTPUT. 
IT DUMMY VARIABLE USED IN VARIABLE DIHENSION STATEMENTS. 
ITt TIME INCREMENT USED' IN THE A.I.L. CALCULATIONS 
IT2 THROUGH ITB ARE TIME INCREHENTS USED IN THE A.I.L. CALC-
ULATIONS. IT2=ITt**2/21, IT3=IT1**3/31, ETC. 
IT9 THROUGH IT12 ARE REMNANTS FROM EARLIER PROGRAMING. NOT USED 
IN THIS VERSION. 
ITOT TOTAL NUMBER OF ENTRIES USED IN DETERMIHG A HISTOGRAM OF 
STATISTICAL DATA. 
J INITIAL SEED FOR USE IN THE RANDOl1 NUMBER GENERATIllG 
SUBROUTINE. 
JAY DUMlol.Y VARIABLE FOR PASSING THE NUMBER OF GROUPS BEING 
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INITIAL SEED FOR USE IN THE RANDOM NUMBER GENERATING 
SUBROUTINE. 
NUMBER OF RUNS/GROUP OF A SIMULATION SESSION. 
DUMMY VARIABLE, NUMBER OF RUNS/GROUP OF A SJMULATION 
SESSION. 
INCREMENTED VARIABLE USED AS A DIRENSION IN A D) LOOP. 
NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN A STATISTICAL MEAN CALCULATION. 
NUMBER OF ENTRIES IN A STATISTICAL ~ CALCULATION. 
NOMINAL PILOT GAIN. 
MODIFIED PILOT GAIN. 
MODIFIED PILOT GAIN. 
MODIFIED PILOT GAIN. 
INTEGER VALUE OF THE PILOTS PURE LAG TIME MULTIPLIED BY 
100. 
C~CULATED VARIABLE WHICH "'DDIFIES THE qT/W VALUE OUTPUT 
FROM THE PILOT MODEL TO KEEP IT IN PHYSICALLY REALIZABLE 
LI"'ITS. 
MIVRD VALUE OF THE MAXI~UM INSTANTANEOUS VELOCITY RELATIVE TO 
DECK ENCOUNTERED DURING A SIHULATION RUN. 
MTOUT MEAN THRUST/WEIGHT RATIO 0UTPUT DURING A SIMULATION 
RUN. 
POUT VALUE OF THE PILOT MODE~ OUTPUT, AFTER ADDITION OF NOISE 
AND LIMITS. 
PRECYC NUMBER OF CYCLES THE SUBROUTINE TRANO.FOR IS TO RUN 
THROUGH TO OBTAIN STEl.OY STATE OUTPUT BEFORE VALUES FOR 
NOISE AND TURBULENCE INPUTS ARE RETURNED TO THE MAIN 
PROGRI\M. 
RNP VALuE OF NOISE CALCULATE!) IN TRANO.FOR INSERTED I~4TO THE 
PILOT MODEL AS INTERoN/\L <,ILOT ·10I5E. 
RNQ VALUE OF NOlS E CALCULATED IN TFANO. FOR ADDEO 'It) THE 
POSITON ERROR (PILOT PREC:EPTI('~ NOISE). 



























COMMANDED' FLIGHT PATH VELOCITY. 
COMMANDfn FLIGHT PATH ACCEL~TION. 
COMMANDED HOVER ALTlTUuE. 
COMMAIlDED HOVER VELOCITY. 
COMMANDED HOVER ACCELERATION. 
IN:::TIAL POINT FOR'A COSINE SMOOTHING FUNCTION IN THE 
'RUN' FAST' SEQUENCE OF THE FLIGHT PATH LOGIC. 
INITIAL POINT FOR A COSINE SMOOTHING FUNCTION :::~ THE 
'CHASE' SEQUENCE OF TIlE FLIGHT PATH LOGIC. 
nUTIAL POINT FOR A COSINE SMOOTHING FUNCTION IN THE 
'RUN' SEQUIDlCE OF THE FLIGHT PATH LOGIC. 
SHIP DECK POSITION.· 
RELATIVE DISTANCE BETWEEN SHIP DECK AND AIC DELAYED 
BY THE VALUE OF THE PURE PILOT LAG TUm. 
SHIP DECK VELOCITY. 
RELATIVE VELOCITY OF THE SHIP DECK AND AIC DELAYED 
BY THE VALUE OF THE PURE PILOT LAG TIME. 
SHIP DECK ACCELERATION. 
AMPLITUDE OF THE COSINE SMOOTHING FUNCTION IN THE 
'ABORT TO HOVER ALTITUDE' SEQUIDJCE OF THE FLIGHT PATH 
COMMAND LOGIC. 
INITIAL POSITION FOR THE START OF THE COSINE SMOOTHING 
FUNCTION IN THE 'ABORT TO HOVER ALTITUDE' SEQUENCE OF THE 
FLIGHT PATH COMMAND LOGIC. 
DUMMY VARIABLE IN CALL TO INPUT1.FOR, NOT USED IN THIS 
VERSION. 
TIME (SECONDS). 
110DIFIED VALUE OF T2, NOT USED IN THIS VERSION. 
REMl1ANT FROM EARLIER PROGRAM, NOT USED IN THIS VERSION. 




TC TIME INCREMENT FOR RUNNING THE SIMULATION. 
TE THROUGH TE4 TIME INITIALIZED AT THE BEGINING OF 1\ SET OF 
CONSECUTIVE Rm~S THROUGH ONE Of' THE FLIGHT PATH COMMAND 
LOGIC SEQUENCES FOR TIMING OF THE COSINE SMOOTHWG . 
FUNCTIONS. 
TF FINAL TIME FOR WHICH THE SIMULATION ABORTS A RUN IF 
TOUCHDOWN HAS NOT BEEN ACHEIVED. 
TFIN DUMMY VARIABLE USED IN GRAPHICS SUBROUTINE TO INDICATE 
X-AXIS MAXIMUM VALUE FOR GRAPH. 
TG PILOT LAG TIME CONSTANT. 
TGEE VALUE CALCULATED IN TRANO. FOR FOR INPUT AS TURBULENCE 
INTO THE AIC TRANSFER r~NCTION. 
TIl THE INITIAL TIME A RUN \lAS STARTED. AT AS OUTPUTTED FROM 
A RANDOM NUMBER GENRATION SEQU~~CE WITH BOUNDS FROM 0 
TO 3600 SECONDS. 
TL PILOT LEAD TIME CONSTANT • 
TOUT THRUST-TO-WEIGHT RATIO. 
TOUTMAX MAXIMUt1 THRUST-TO-WEIGHT RATIO COMMANDED BY PILOT (WITH 
AIC LIMITS) DURING A GIVEN RUN. 
TOUTMIN MINIMUM THRUST-'ro-WEIGHT RATIO COMMANDED BY PILOT' (WITH 
AIC LIMITS) DURING A GIVEN RUN. 
TSDA PART OF' THE SEQUENTIAL CALCULATION OF STANDARD DEVIATION 
FOR FLIGHT TIMES IN A GROUP OF RUNS. 
TW THE MAXIMUM THRUST-TO-WEIGHT RATIO ALLOWED FOR A GROUP 
OF RUNS. 
VSDA PART OF THE SEQUENTiAL CALCULATION OF STANDARD DEVIATION 
FOR TOUCH DO\'iN VELOCITIES IN A GROUP OF RUNS. 
VTD RELATIVE VELOCITY OF SHIP AND A/C AT roUCHDOWN. 
VTDl TOUCHDOWN VELOCITY FOR PREVIOUS RUN USED IN STATISTICAL 
CALCUL1'I.TIONS. 















YO AN INITIAL CONDITION OF POSITION FOR THE,A.I.L. CALCULA-













POSITION OUTPUT OF THE PILOT TRANSFER FUNCTION. 
FIRST PART OF POSITION CALCULATION FOR OUTPUT OF PILOT 
TRANSFER FUNC'rION. 
SECOND PART OF POSITION CALCULATION FOR OUTPUT OF PILOT 
TRANSFER FUNCTION. 
VELOCITY OUTPUT OF THE PILOT TRANSFER FUNCTION. 
FIRST PART OF VELOCITY CALCULATION FOR OUTPUT OF PILOT 
TRANSFER FUNCTION. 
SECOND PART OF VELOCITY CALCULATION FOR OUTPUT OF PILOT 
TRANSF,ER FUNCTION. 
ACCELERATION OUTPUT OF THE PILOT TRANSFER FUNCTION. 
FIRST PART OF ACCELERATION CALCULATION FOR OUTPUT OF 
PILOT TRANSFER FUNCTION • 
SECOND PART OF ACCELERATION CALCULATIml FOR OUTPUT OF 
PILOT TRANSFER FUNCTION. 
POSITION OUTPUT OF THE PILOT TRANSFER FUNCTION AS USE!) 
FOR INPUT TO AIC TRANSFER FUNCTION. 
FIRST PART OF POSITION CALCULATImJ FOR OUTPUT OF THE 
PILOT TRANSFER FUNCTION AS USED FOR INPUT TO AIC TRANS-
FER FUNCTION. 
'lAtB SECOND PART OF POSITION CALCULATION FOR OUTPUT OF TIlE 
PILOT TRANSFER FUNCTION AS USED FOR INPUT TO AIC TRANS-
FER FUNCTION. 
YA2 VELOCITY OUTPUT OF THE PILOT TRANSFER FUNCTION AS USED 
FOR InPUT TO, AIC TRANSFER FUNCTION. 
YA3 ACCELERATION OUTPUT OF THE PILOT TRANSFER FUNCTION AS 
USED FOR INPUT TO THE AIC TRANSFER FUNCTION. 
YAA' POSITIOtl OUTPUT OF TIm PILOT TRANSFER FUNCTION USED FOR 
MONITERING PILOT TRANSFER FUNCTIOtl OUTPUT. 









YAA1B SECOND PART O~ POSITION OUTPUT O~ PILOT TRANSFER 
FUNCTION CALCULAT!ON. 
YAA2 VELOCITY OUTPUT OF THE PILOT TRANSFER FUNCTION USED FOR 
MONITERING PILOT TRANSFER FUNCTION OUTPUT. 
YAA3 ACCELERATION OUTPUT OF THE PILOT TRANSFER FUNCTION USED 
FOR MONITERING PILOT TRANSFER FUNCTION OUTPUT. 
YDO INITIAL CONSTM1T FOR VELOCITY USED IN THE A.I.L. CALC~LA­
TION OF THE DIFFERIENTIAL EQUATION REPERSENTWG THE 
PILOT TRANSFER FUNCTION. 
Z AIRCRAFT HEIGHT ABOVE MEAN DECK POSITION. 
ZAl FIRST PART O~ THE POSITON CALCULATION FOR AIC TRANSFE~ 
FUNCTION OUTPUT .. 
ZA2 SECOND PART OF THE POSITION CALCULATION FOR AIC TRANSFER 
FUNCTtON OUTPUT. 
ZBl FIRST PART OF nlE VELOCITY CALCULATION FOR AIC TRANSFER 
FUNCTION OUTPUT. 
ZB2 SECOND PART OF THE VELOCITY CALCULATION FOR AIC TRANSFER 
FUNCTION OUTPUT. 
ZCl FIRST PART OF THE ACCELERATION CALCULATION FOR AIC TRANS-
FER FUNCTION OUTPUT. 
zci SECOND PART O~ THE ACCELERATION CALCULATION FOR Ale 
TRANSFER FUNCTION OUTPUT. 
ZO AIC VELOCITY OUTPUT. 
zoo AIC ~CCELERATION OUTPUT. 
ZW VERTICAL VELOCITY DAHPING DUE TO AIRFRAHE TIME CONSTAN'r. 










LIST OF VARIABLES FOR IN4.FOR 
NAME DESCRIPTION 
A THE INITIAL TIME FOR THE • A' SEQUENCE OF THE HOVER ALT-
ITUDE COMMAND LOGIC. 
AHPA FINAL HOVER COMMAND HEIGHT. ALSO THE AMPLITUDE FOR THE 
• A' SEQUNCE OF THE HOVER COMMAlID HEIGHT LOGIC (THE 
COSINE FUNCTION OF ' A' SEQUENCE IS NOT USED IN THIS 
VERSION) • 
AMPB THE AMPLITUDE FOR THE COSINE FUNCTION OF THE • B' SEQUENCE" 
OF THE HOVER HEIGHT LOGIC. AMPA+AMPB GIVES THE INITIAL 
STARTING HEIGHT ABOVE THE" SHIP DECK MEAN. IN THIS VERSION. 
B THE INITIAL TIME FOR THE • B' SEQUENCE OF THE HOVER ALT-
ITUDE COMMAND LOGIC. 
IFLAGS LOGIC SWlnH TURNED ON AFTER THE INI'rIAL COMMANDED LETDOWN 
FLIGHTPATH (' B' SEQUENCE) REACHES TrlE CONSTANT HOVER ALT-
ITUDE VALUE (AHPA) TO PREVEUT REINITIALIZATION OF THE 'B' 
SEQUENCE DURING A GIVEN RUN. THIS VARIABL~ CORRESPONDS 
TO IFLAG8 IN TIlE IN4.FOR CALL STATEMENT FROM VPAIC.fOR. 
ISFLAG1 LOGIC ~WITCH TURNED ON AFTER THE TIME INITIALIZATION IN 
THE 'A' SEQUENCE TO PREVENT REINITIALIZATION OF THE TIME 
DURING A GIVEN RUN. 




COMHANDED HOVER FLIGHT PATH VELOCITY. 
COMMANDED HOVER FLIGHT PATH ACCELERATION. 
DUMltY VARIABLE usrn IN CALL STATEMENT TO IN4. FOR, NOT 
USED III TIUS VERSION. 
T TIME (SECONDS). 
TAU TUm HINUS THE TIME OF INITIALIZATION OF EITHER THE 'A I OR 
'8' SEQUENCE. 
TI THE INITIAL TIME A RUN \'lAS STARTED AT, AS OUTPUTTED FROM 
A RANDOH NUMBER GENERATlml SEQUENCE WITH BOUNDS FROI-t 0 






1\ 1 • 
TIMA VARIABLE USED IN 'mE INITIALIZING. THE TIME FOR THE 'A' 
SEQUEtICE. 
WNS FREQUENCY OF THE COSINE FUNCTION IN THE 'A' SEQUENCE. 
WNSl FREQUEtlcr OF THE COSlNE FUNCTION IN THE 'B' SEQUENCS. 
LIST OF VARIABLES FOR TRANO.FOR 
NAME DESCRIPTION 
FLAG REMNANT FROM EARLIER PROGRAM, NOT USED IN THIS VERSION. 
I DUMMY VARIABLE USED IN 00 LOOPS. 
IB IFI;'{ED VALUE OF XB. 
IS IFIXED VALUE OF S. 
H THE NONINTEGER PART OF THE TIME (IN SECONDS) OF THn 
SYSTEM cLOCK. 
PRECYC NUMBER OF CYCLES THE TRANO. FOR SUBROUTWE IS TO RUN 
THROUGH TO OBTAIN STEADY STATE OUTPUT BEFORE VALUES FOR 
NOISE. AND WRBULENCE INPUTS ARE RETURNED TO. THE !-!AIN 
PROGRAM. 
RNO OUTPUT OF TIlE" FIRST ORDER FILTER USED AS INTERNAL PILOT 
NOISE. 
RNOO FIRST DERIVATIVE OF RNO. 
RNP RNO MODIFIEC BY A GAIN. 
RNQ OUTPUT OF THE FIRST ORDER FILTER USED AS PILOT PRECEP-
TION ERROR. 
RNQD FIRST DERIVATIVE OF RNQ. 
RT SYSTEM TIME MINUS THE nON INTEGER PART OF THE SYSTEM 
TIM.!':, IN SECONDS. 









THE SIGMA VALUE FOR THE FILTER USED IN GENERATING RANDOM 
TURBULENCE. 
THE SIGMA VALUE FOR THE FILTER USED IN GENERATING THE 
ItiTERNAL PILOT NOISE. 
SIGMAQ THE SIGMA VALUE FOR THE FILTER USED IN GENERATING THE 
PILOT PRECEPTION NOISE. 
TC TIlE PROGRAM TIMf: INCREMENT. 
TGEE OUTPUT OF THl:: r·t<IST ORDER FILTER usm TO GENERATE: 
RANDOM TURP,uLENCE. 
'I'M SYSTEM 'tIME IN SECONDS. 
VTZ SAME AS 'roEE. 
WN FREQUENCY TERM FOR THE 'tuRBULENCE SHAPING FILTER. 
WNN FREQUENCY TERl-i FOR THE INTERNAU PILOT NOISE SHAPING 
FILTER. 
WNQ FREQUENCY TERM FOR THE PILOT PERCEPTION ERROR SHAPING. 
FILTER.' 
XB MODIFIED VALUE OF RT. 
XM FLOATm VALUE OF M. 
XS FLOATEV VALUE OF IS. 
Y VALUE. OF 12 RANDOM NUMBERS ADDED TOGETHER IN THE PROCESS 
OF CREATING A GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION FROM A WHITE NOISE 
SOUR~E. 
YA A RANDOM NUHBER GENERATED FROM A WHITE NOISE SOURCE. 
















VARIABLES FOR GEN3M.FOR 
NAME DESCRIPTION 
EN RANDOM PHASE ANGLE. 
Hl THROUGH H6 ARE THE CON.TRIBUTIONS ro THE SHIP HEAVE IN FEET, 
FROM EACH OF THE SIX SlUE CONPONENTS ro THE SHIP 
HEAVE MOTION APPROXIMATION. 
HDl THROUGH H06 ARE THE CONTRIBUT!ONS ro THE SHIP HEAVE VELOCITY 
IN FEET/SEC, FROM EACH OF THE SIX SINE CONPONENTg ro 
THE SHIP HEAVE MOTION APPROXIMATION., 
HDOl THROUGH HODS ARE THE CONTRIBUTIONS ro TH~ SHIP HEAVE ACCEL-
ERATIOfl IN FEET/SEC**2, FROM EACH OF TH,E SIX SINE CON-
PONENTS OF THE SIX SINE CONPONENTS ro THE SHIP HEAVE 
MOTION APPROXIMATIC:I. 
IB IFIXED VALUE OF XB. 
M IFIXED VALUE OF S. 
Pl THROUGH P6 ARE THE CONTRIBUTIONS ro,THE SHIP PITCH POSITION 
IN RADIANS, FROM FACH OF THE SIX SINE CONPONENTS TO 
SHIP PITCH MOTION. APPROXII-!ATION. 
PD1 THROUGH PD6 ARE THE'CONTRIBUTIONS ro THE SHIP PITCH VELOCITY 
IN RADIANS/S~C, FROM EACH OF THE SIX SINE CONPONIDJTS. ro 
SHIP PITCH MOTION APPROXIMATION. 
POD1 THROUGH PDD6 ARE THE CONTRIBUTIONS ro THE SHIP PITCH ACCEL-
ERATIOi~ IN RADIANS/SBC**2, FROH EACH OF THE SIX SINE 
CONPONENTS ro SHIP PITClI ~IOTION APPROXIMATION. 
RT SYST~1 TIME MINUS THE NONINTEGER PART OF THE SYSTEM 
THIE IN SECONDS. 
S INDICATES IF XM· IS WEN OR ODD. 
Sl SHIP DECK POSITION RELATIVE ro n1E MEAN DECK POSITION. 
S2 SHIP DECK VELOCITY. 
S2A SUM OF THE SHIP HEAV·E VELOCITY CONTRIBUTIONS TO 'TIlE 
SHIP HEAVE HOTtON. 
A36 



























S2B SUM OF THE SHIP PITCH VELOCITY CONTRIBUTIONS, MULTI-. 
PLIED BY THE DISTANCE FROM THE SHIP C.G. TO THE SHIP 
LANDING PAD BULLSEYE TO OBTAIN THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE 
SHIP PITCHING MOTION TO HEAVE AT THE LANDING PAD BULLS-
EYE. 
S3 SHIP DECK ACCELERATION. 
S3A SUM OF THE SHIP HEAVE ACCELERATION CO~TRIBUTIONS TO TIlE 
SHIP HEAVE ACCELERATION. 
S3B SUM OF THE SHIP PITCH ACCELERATION· CONTRIBUTIONS, MULT-
IPLIED BY THE DISTANCE FR9M THE SHIP C.G. ~O THE SHIP 
LANDING PAD BULLSEYE TO OBTAIN THE CONTRIBUTION OF TIlE 






THE INITIAL TIME A RUN WAS STARTED AT, AS OU1~UTTED 
FROM A RANDOM NUMBER GENERATION SEQUENCE WITH BOUNDS 
FROM 0 TO 3600 SECONDS. 
SYSTEM 'Tlt{E IN SECONDS. 
XB MODIFIED VALUE OF RT. 
XM FLOATED VALUE OF M. 
XS FLOATED VALUE OF IS. 
Y RANDOM NmmE"~ \HTIl MAGNITUDE OF -0.5 'ro 0.5. 
A37 
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2-rEB-1985 13:38:24.07 FSOO:·(STEVENS.SHJPSTlfF]SHPREflIN.C!M;l UHUUU 
2-FEB-1985 13:38:24r07 FSDO:[STEVENS.SHJPSTUfF]SHPREFlJN.COM;l IlltAlAlll 
2-FEB-1935 13:38:24.07 FSOO: (STEVENS. SHJPSTUFF]SHPREFLJN.CGi;1 *llAAlA!A! 
SHPREFLIN.COM;:l. 
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$ SET VERIFY 
$ ASSIGN/USER SYS$COMMAND SYS$INPUT 
$ LINK SHPREF,DISPLOT,SYS$LIBRARY:INTLIB/LIB,DISSPLA/LIB,INTLIB/LIB 














































FSOO: [STEVENS. SHIPSTUfF]SHPREF .L1S;l 





1140 SHIPSTLff')SH?REF .LIS;1 
JHIPSTUFF1SHPREf.lISj1 
FSOO: [STEVENS.SHIPSTUfF]SHPREf.LI Sjl 




















~' .. "' '" .,' 




































































C234ID8301234S67890 ••• tlc. 
OIIlllSIGlII(201 ,J.E(3OJ ,PHIClOI ,SU(~) 
l£AI. IllS 
caw.a[Rt12 FlHt 
C ~2.17 '42.17 !rTlS£C 
C ~2.e944 !RAG 
C /!S21Z.0 !FT 
Htb-198' 13:21:43 W\X-ll FOIITRm V3.S-62 Pi9f 
10-oec-1984 13:18:18 FSOO:(STEVENS.SHIPSTlfFlSHPm'.FOII;23 
PI IIlTi , '00 YOU 111511 TO INTEl MTA IN till FILE? I-m" 
ACcrI'T*,~ 
PlllITt,'OO YOU 111511 A PlaT CF TIf: MTA? 1.rrs' 
ACC£I'Tt ,flAGS 
PlllITt, • INTEl TO,VS,ttIS,HS' 
ACCEPT., TO ,VS,I".JS ,lIS 
C To-13.1 ! S£C 
C itt ·INTER f1l1»'r.E IN I.ttrPT STAfElINT IN fOPJi Cf 'ri1 tn la' , 
C i.t., IF YOU Wt£ IT STlfF.MT, INPtIT IT AS 'STUFF.MT' 
TYP£t, 'INTE~ FILE ,,"iE' I INPtIT fll.:OO£ AS '(ihnat' 
l\CC£l'Tt, FlHt 
IF (~ .EO. 11 eo TO , 
CI'tN (lHIT -I ,flLE=FlJli, TYP£"'!lD') 
GO TO 10 





15 00 ~ I-L,H,J 
UCK)ofl,"W)/I0CO. 
IF. (FWA .[a. 1.0) GO TO 30 
20 RfAD (1 ,~I P.AQ 
~ f~T(lX,no.7). 
GO TO 40 
30 TYPEt, 'Ip' ,II(K) 
F~INTt, 'lr.fllT COAAEmNllN3 MO. IXlLL£' 
A£tU1Tt,MO 









IF (RQ-X .LT. 1.0) (in TO 4S 
Mt£zl.QI( (A!lS(WI.'() -1)"0 ,5) 
GO TO 47 
45 ~·I.QI((1-Rcm)HO:5) 
C47 I'RlhTt ,!l.nl£ 
47 PHICK)=SU(K)t~tAAO 
If (I'HI(K) • liT • P!fltW() P!f11'AlC<P'rl/(K) 
C PRINT* ,P!fICK) ,P!fll'/\'( 
K'Ktl 
~ camru 
If (It .GT. 24) ro TO. ~ 
A41 
'\!J: 






':-'.-'t ,- ~ I '. 
___ i. .. 
,I 
Htb-19S5 13:21:U IA\)(-U f~T~ V3.5-62 p~ 2 
10-otc-1984 13:18:18 FSOOI(STEVDIS.SHIPSnfF')SIftU, ~0A;23 
CBSS IF (l .GT. is) GO TO 55 
OO~ .. t62S 
OOGO ",,750 
0061 J-2S 
/ 0062 GO TO 15 
COGl $..'i L"800 
C054 :!-1200 
0065 J>SIl 
GO" GO TO 15 
OC67 60 00 65 1-1,24 
0068 PIlI( Il cl'Hl (l)IPHIMlC 
00" 65 COOINt( 
0070 IF (FlAGS .I{. 1.0~ GO TO 66 
am CALL ~."l T(~ ,PIII,K) 
oon ~ PRII«*, ' W 1£ PIli' , 
om ., • !w' 
0074 TYPO,' 
" 
0075 1'0 10 '-1,24 
0076 TYPE* ,II( I) ,WEt I) ,PIlI (I) ,91UI 
Don C TYPEt, 'WE-' ,~(I),' PIlI" ,NiHil,' Slm.' ,21(1) 
- 0078 7' tar.nu /~- ,0073 fllNTt, 'F'rltmx.' ,l'HtM'lX,' 1tJSo' ,tIJS,' I!S&' ,MS,' TOo', TO 







tIDt Byln AItT,ibulK 
o tCOOE 1~8 FIC WJ REt. lCl SlIt EX( PJ) /6:\1 lOO 
1 $~TA 279 PICaH m La. ~NOEX£ PJ) ~T lClla 
2 tlcct<l 752 PIC till m tCl NCSm taXE PJ): WRT t(J;G 
" 
TUIl Sp~ AlloClttd 2239 
OORY POINTS 
Addt,n Trpt HaM RtftT"'CK 
O-(lcaoooao SlnU~IN 
\r.AIA!US 
Addr,u Tpp. ~ IltuibotK R,',r",CK 
2-(lODDOm RiC aa..t 4Qo ~- 52 2-(lOOOOIFO RiC fLI;(A 10- 21 31 
2-(lCCOOlf4 RiC flt.f3 lZO 70 
2-(lODDOm m\!!FUl1 5 21)- za\ 2" e;J 
2-(lCOOO~O Ri1 MS' 
rr-· 






















I m TO mana russ 
I • - Vllvt Modititd 
I • - OtfiAi&g Rtf,,~ 
I 1\ - A::t,1l Arglltftt, p.nlbl, aodifltd 
. I D - D~tI hitilliutitA 
I (AI - tkDbtr of octurrtllm fa lin. 
I 
CXJ1'¥H) C1.r<llfl ru 












H'rb-lm 13:2114' 1.1\'(-11 rClrm. Vl.H2 P". 4 
lI-ot,..-l~ 13:18111 rs!)o:(STMNS.SHIPSTtrF)Slmr.fl\\:2l 
.. 











- _..... _._-.:;. ~~' .. :.:>' . ."i-' .; 
~ ....... -----.--... ..... ,. 













I U I U III til U IUtttUttttittt 
tt 
.IU'U'" ', •. '."" ... ' ..... 
,. 
H£8-U~ 13:3:h33.32 rSOOI(STMHS.S:-UmwilfH9lIIf'IL.fC!13 ttttiiUUlmUUlUtUUU 













TYPEt,'llfIIT nLOM ' 
ACm'Tt ,flN1 
!II'DI (IJjITa.,FllEoflHI,TYPE·'I!II') 
TYPEt,'llM \Al]( rClIS(A$, M S£A STATE' 
IItt[F1't,J 
IaITE (4,5) J 
S Fcmr.T (lX,14) 
TYPEt,'11I'IJI' ~urs rca WE,AUIllZ,AnI, fHj !'HID' 
lYJ'[t,'lYJ'[ IuroS .GE. 50 TO rolT' 
7 TYPEt, '11M II:,Al,!'HIZ,ATlI,PHI0' 
HUYTt~,AZ,!'HIZ,t.TlI,F'!I0 
IF (tZ .GE. 501 G9 TO 50 
illITE (4 ,m 1I:,AZ,!'HIZ,ATlI,,,,nO 
10 F~T (lX,5(Fe.4)) 






























2-r[B-I'~ 11157154.13 rSOOI[~ll~':"lIl')lltt 1~INt I~.LI)I' .............................. . 
2-FEB-1~ Ih~rS4.13 r~:[STtVDIS.SHIPSTlfFl~JIf'Jl.mil UUlUUUUUUUttltttittt 
2-FEB-lse5 111~:54.13 rSOO:IS'l1VDlS.SHIPSTtrf'l~L'f'Jl.L1S;l UUUUlIUUUUUUUUIU 
VASINFII-.I-IS;1 
2-ITB-19S5 1I:~I54.13 rst:O:lSITVOlS.SHIPSTlfFlWlt.fIL.lIS;1 tttttttiUIIUUUtUIUlUU 
2-fEB-1~ 11:~7154.13 rSOOIIST[V!J{S.SHIPSTlfFl'-"SItf"ll.lISII itlUlIUIIIUIIIUUlIllUU 
A47 
---,------- - ----- ... 


























2-00000020 Rt4 nI 











KEY TO ~Ern!}lt[ flAGS 
• - Vllu. HodHifd 
• - o.finift9 ~tftrrnc. 
A - Aclull Ar9\=rnt. possibly IIOdifitd 
D - Dna Initialiu-lion 














IMCX = (NCBOttI.lS, MRrLllI,NOO«P.rLllI) 
MBlI3= CtlOSll1OCl S. TP.AC£~l) 
1ST >t(lAAO= (NOS'J1{T AX ,NOSOO\C£ rot.'1) 






\,.\;'(-11 rcmm VJ.S-62 P~ 2 
rsoo: l STEVENS. SHI PSTlff )VAS I Nf Il. rtlR: 9 


















t· ; , -' I.. 
':/ . /' 
,; .• /. I " 
.' -t / .. 
;
1 ,~j 

























NEB-1~8.5 13:31:41.17 rsoo: (STEVOIS. SHI1'ST\fFl GefIHfI L.L1S;1 UUUUlIlUlUUHhh_,*,** 
titttUUUUUUUIUIUUUt ,2-fES-lm 13:31:41.17 rSOO:(STE\106.SHIPSTlfFIIJ;91I~IL.US;1 III1UIUUlUUUUIUUIU 
H 




•• llltttllll.I.I •••• ~ 
GNSMINFIL.LIS;:l. 
2-fEB-l!S5 13:3t:U .11 rsoo :(STEIJOO.SHlf'STtff)CNS1lhfll.LlS;l tUH'H:tHtHHI-tH***U'tlH 
"t.cro .. 'ooc '''.')1.Al'' fCM.,C"Tt'1a.M:' C'Vt~llC'r''''K'''hlC'''' ,tC.1 J".,t 11,.,·f ••• t.!!.!, 
ASO 
; ; 
f i •. --./ 
' .. / 
,_. 
..... -


















































.... .. : 
..---", 
I .. r 
.... .,. .... , , 
~ I 
I 
Htb-lSS5 13:ll:3a 1.%\'(-11 ro:npm V3.H2 Pl9t 
. 1O-Dtc-1584 15:54:03 f'SDO:[SltVENS.SHIPSTI.fl- )GISl1INFtL.f'0l:3 
0001 C234567S90234557830 ... tIC. 
0002 
0003 CWlACmt12,fLH1 
G004 TYPEt,' IIf'Ifr FIUlM ' 
0005 ACal'Tt,fLH1 
GOO, IW'Df (lHlTa4,FlLE-fLH1, TYPE"W") 
0007 TYPEt,"11fIIT WiL£ f!l IS£AS, TI£ SEA STATE' 
GOOe NlIPTt,1 . 
0009 ~ITE (4,5), I 
0010 5 f'~T (lX,I4) 
0011 TYPEt,'11flII' WiL£S f~ IL,AZ,PHIZ,ATH, iN) PHl(r 
0012 TYPEt,'TYPE NHDS .fl. 50 TO CUlT' 
0013 TYP[t,'Itf'UT I-[,AZ,PHIZ.ATH,PHIO' 
G014 ACC£I'Tt,IlE,Al,PHIZ,ATH.PHIO 
0015 If' (Al .1iE. 50) eo TO 50 
0016 IfIJTE (4,10) IlE,AI,PHIZ,ATH,PHIO 
0017 10 fDm\T (lX"CFa.4» 
0018 
0019 60 TO 7 







403 PIC CCtl REt La. SHR rxE RD ~T lIJIG 
Toul Sp~ AlIoclltd 
ENTRY fOlHTS 
Addrtn Typt Na:tt 
O-llOOOOOOO Qj9111f'1 LtltilN 
I.AAIABlES 
HOOOOOIC ~4 ATH 
2-00000014 ~4 AI 
2-00000000 ffi\It rtffl 
Z-OOOOOOOC It4 J 
2-00000020 Rt4 PHID 
2-00000018 ~4 PHIZ 
HOODnOl0 Rt4 I( 
1'1 PIC C(N m La. Slit IW£ RD!(UtT L!h'G 




14- 15 16 
















., .. _..--.. 
./ 
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II' .' ., 
! . 
, . 


















/'. / . 
KEY TO wnn·lC( flAGS I 
• - Vila. H,difitd I 
• - Dtflnin9 RtftrlftCf I 
A - Aclul Ar~l, pOlSibh IlOdifid I 
D - Cata Inilillinlion I 
h) - /U:Mr of OCCllrrrnCfS'Oft lint I 
-----+ 
cam3l W'1lIFiEllS 
flJ.Wtt lelMIS €1:i1J1.fIL.rca 
10£0.' (1ffl"' ..,H)S, DJ£RflCl,Nru«Rftfll) 
/DEBOO·~S,TMCffi'..o:.) 
ISTrtW.O'-'(NQSYl(l''*,~CE FOPJ1) 
ISKWa (t«>mFR:nm ,NOlfUOOE.tW') 
















































































? .-••. ---' 











rsoo: [ST[l.UjS .STC!'/£-!I ems-!. rAT i 4 
rsoo: [STEV£}IS. STC~EJ GINS11. DA T; 4 
rsoo: [STOOlS. STOPN.£I GDlS11.rAT ; 4 
AS3 















, ". /" .. 
./ 
'/ 
: " ( 
1'/',/' " , I ! I 















MTA FaA 00%3 ClJlSS. SEA STATE 4 
Il£ rv. I'IIIZ ATK I'IIID 
4 
0.ln4 0.1234 0.0035 0.000' -1.Im 
0.548$ 0.5654 0.0035 0.0331 -1.U61 
o.noo 1.5111 0.0132 O.OO~ -0.~26 
0.8914 1.6322 0.1242 o.c076 -0.7349 
1.0623 0.8724 0.5887' 0.0043 -0.2552 











































f ••• -.---.-~-"-'-7...~.1 
[".' ", \ I d 
MTA rCR 00%3 russ, St.~ STATE 5 
WE P1. PHIZ ATH PHIO 
-- -- --
5" 
0.~3 0.~17 -0.0035 O.om -1.1439 
I I 
0.5134 2.73~5 -0.0035 0.0086 -1.1467 
0.7029 2.4986 O.OO~ O.OICS -!.O109 
0.8743 2.1737 0.10n 0.1000 -0.7674 
1.0457 1.1326 O.SlBa 0.0052" -0.3152 
1.~~ 0.2533 1.3551 0.0019 0.2378 
( 
- AS6 






rsoo: (SlEVEIIS.STo.""GE:)GDG1. CflT:6 
rsoo: (STEVEhS.STOIW>E)WS1.MT; 6 











rsoo: I ST[IJEh'$.STO!'.AG£)GOa1. MT;6 
rSOO: (STE'.II'NS. STOR.AG!:lGorn.o. .. r; 6 






MTA rCR 00%3 Q.ASS. SUI STATE 6 
I( AI. PHIZ ATH PHID 
--- ----, 
D.348i 1.0005 -0.0035 o .0019 -1.14~8 
0.462$ 4.411' -0.0035 0.0113 -1.1492 
0.6343 3.6532 0.0002 0.0143 -1.0149 
'.1 U.2143 2.essa 0.054' 0.0135 -0.~6G 
0.9823 2.0422 0.2384 0.m4 -0.5174 




















. .- -' <..- • :.; 
" • ." ~ ,"r.l 
.-
r 





















rs:>o: [ST[\'{NS. Slf I PSTlffl~3;5. C!l1: 3 1tttttttt-ttt-t**'"Itttttt-t**Htt 
rsoo: (STEV"8'lS. SHI PSTlH ]'XISUlX5. CCI1: 3 Ittt**HUH-lttl tttfftrt+H*** 
fst'O: (STL'YOIS. SllI PSTlfFJW<SU~5.C!l113 1.1 Ullllilltllill t**H**Ht-tt 
. --.-~---'.-----. ""-.-_""Z':-=>'. ,-.,-; ...... 
... 
.' 
- .. f 
/ 
r 
~ SET VERIFY 
SLINK \!ASCON.VPA1C,IN4.GENSH. TPANO.'JASSTAT ,HPLT2 ,PLOT3, SYS_LI BRARY :INTLI B/LI B..D 































1III tl II II * ItffTHrtHtttttttt 
Hr9-1~95 11 :O~:I9.6S 
2-fEB"I933 11:05:1a.68 
HrB-I~ 11:05:18.£8 
rsoo: (ST£VEm. SIll PSTlfF lVl'Al C.lI S: 1 
rsoo : (STlWlS. SIHPSTUFFlVl'AIC.lI 5; 1 
rSOO:(STMNS.SHIPSTlfFiWAlC.lIS;1 
VPA1C.LXS;1 
HEB-I9S5 11:05:18 .• 8 
2-Fra-198S 11:05:18 .• 9 
H£S-1395 11:05:18.68 
fSOO: (STEV£NS. SIll PSTlfF1VPAIC.1I S; 1 
FSDO: (STEVENS. SIll PSTt.H]VI'AIC.lI S; 1 












,'/ -/" . 



































































. j-- i' ..' /. r 






OII'DlSIIH $1.5(30) ,$1.'J(5O) ,St.A(50) .Zl(501.ZOt(5O) .ZOOL(5O) 
OIIID!SIIH WEll 0 ) ,AmO) .PHIWO) ,ATH(1O) ,PHIO( 10) ,~(500) 
OI/19lSIIH he(500) ,TlI'[[(5QOI 
DllIDISltN $1.aT(50). TJ.lI:1R(50) ,IS(50) ,W1S(SO) 
DIMENSltN \ffi(5QO) ,~(500), ntl(500) , lSD(500) ,TI~(500) 















00 I IIlT-l,50 
ISWfll'11 
Dtt'3 (lIlT ) ·0 
romr-u: 
00 175 IOO-I,~ 
Ct TYPEt:OO YOU J.¥\'iT A PlaT? N():O' 
Ct ACCEl'Tt .F1.J<G4 
Ct ffP£* :1f4'UT INITIAl TII'.£' 
Ct ACCEPT f • t 
c* TYP£*:INP\IT Till, [leo 2U,ilAG/l' 



























































































































































ZDO\.(I) =0 • C 
5I.OT(I)=O.O 
n.1\TR(I) =0.0 
















. -- ---"'; -;;:-{'~1- . 
.' . 




























































































2l-JiII-l9S5 12:03:35 VAX-II FOmA'-I1J3.5-62 Pi9' 
5 rolTlll.( 





19-JiII-19S5 21 :06: 48 FSOO: I ST£1JQIS.SHIPSTUfFlVAAIC.Fat:l1 
0fl0 F~T (5)(,'1' ,BX,'S1 'iBX, 'HI' ,BX,'dI!' ,ex,'TG' ,SX,'lL', 
Of 1 ex,'f.P') 
Of IlITm,15) 
0fl5 fOl'."AJ (lX,IO(' __ '),1Il 
c 
CAlL IWUT1(:A1, SAZ,SAl,l,llI,lFlAGS, SX) 
CALL INPUT2(SSI,SS2,SS3.I,III,EN,Ilt,AZ.PHIZ,ATH.PHI0) 
(;.LL Tt;iiSLlQ.t((TG££, TC.IJTZ ,PPLC'I'C,f:1P ,m'l) 
EO TO 14~ 
CALL INPUTI(SA1.SAZ,SAl,I,III,IFtAGS,SX) 
CALL IHftlT2(SS1,SS2.SS3, t,III,Di,~.A!.PIIIZ,ATH.PHIO) 
CALL TlJRB\.UNC£(TG££, TC,VTZ ,I'RECYC,RN? ,Rim 
ti-tt-tt-ttit Ftl6llTPATH CQ1\'M) LOGIC ********** 
SSlZ=.SSl-Z 
SSZZMS2-ZO 
IF (lFlMlO .EO. 1 .t#). T£4 .LT. 1.5) C-O TO 50 
IF (552 .Gr. 5.5) GO TO 3S 
If (SSIZ .GT. -9.0 .W'"!. SS2 .Gr. 4.5) GO TO 43 
IF (SSlZ .LT. -3.0) (j() TO 45 ,.. 
.'\..-IF (Z .IT. ABl!TH) GO TO 45 
If (SSlZ .Gr. CTNH) CO TO 50 . - . I -
















If mPB .EO. 1) KP=tFA 
TEl=T£ltT~ 
If (TEl .Gr. 0.5) TEl=O.5 
FPLS'3 
GO TO 65 























































































';1 .1" -/' /. / •. ";'_/", 
• . ! . ; J /. ., ~/ .. ; i,. .'. i I. / 
I I ' _F.!, '.,/ 1/ 
.J';" )" 1 I'. .' 
,~, './ 





.. : , 


















IF' (TE3 .IIT. 0.5) TEM.S 
fPlS=l 
60 TO ~ 






IF' urtAGll .EO. 1) M:N 
SGl'PoSl 
GPP·-3.0 














IF err .IIT. 0.5) TE=O.5 
fPlS-:2 
GO TO 65 










19-J~-1~5 21:06:48 fSOQ:[ST(l.UlS.SH[PSTLFF)VPAlC.FOR;17 
A65 
-I 
f /. 1; ,t ..... '",' • :/'''' " /'.-
.;- . 1 
-;x . 









































































































If (lFlAG7 .EO. 1) GO TO 46 
S1·5smPt(S5m'-S~('.W2*TE2»/2.0 




If (ltO.S .IT. 51) TftJI 
KP=KPa 









GO TD. 65 















IF (m .LT. O.2S) TOOl 
S1=wm.ttCOS(12.~tTE4)-9.0)12.0 
FPlS=6 
ElSE If (m .6£. 0.25 .ltt). TE4 .IT. 1,2S) mH 
51 :fI1I'-9. 0 
FPlS:7 





IF ((SSI-Z) .6£. 0.0) GO TD 1~ 
00 70 l:l.2.-1 
$lS(I) =$lS( 1-1) 
$lV( I j.=$lV( 1'1) 




VAX-11 FOm,fJj V3.5-D2 I'iqt 
FSOO: [STOOlS. Slil PSTUfF IVPAIC .rOR; 17 
/" 

























































































21-J~'19:l5 12:09:35 VAX,-Il fORT~ v3.5-62 PI9f 6 
























YlAsa tC2S* IT1 t03* I T2+C4Bt I T3t~Bt IT 4fC6BtI T5 
YlB=C7E* JTOC8!l* IT7 
Y2A:C23+C3Bt I 11 tc4!:* I T2+C5£i IT3tC6e* IT 4 
Y2!l=ClBt IT5tC8Bt m 
Y~C38tC4Bt IT! tC5Si IT2fC6Bt I T3 





YA2=C2A+C?A* I 11 tCv.* I T2tC~ I mC6A* IT 4+ C7A* I T5fCM* IT' 









YMlA=C2Atl 11 tCWIT2WA* JT3tC5\* I mCtA' I T5tC7A* lT6 
YMI B=C&'t* JT7 
YMI'YMlAtYMlB 
YM2~Cl'\t IT1 tt~* IT2tCW I mCtA* I T 4+C7A*1 T5fCtA*IT6 
YM3=O'ttCV.t lT1 tC~t I 12fCf.A* IT3+C7i\t I 1 4tCSAtI 15 
YM4=CWC:Jl:lIT1+C6AtlT2fC7(,tlDtCPA*IT4 
A67 












































































































HtA:( Y2t$lS(L) tYAZI t( l/Tl)t (Y1 t$lS( L )iYAl) 
INM-lm 21:06:48 fSOO:[STEVENS.SHIPSTlJFF)Vl'AIC.rCR;17 




HtPOOo-02t1Yl t( $lS( Ll-ZLCLl ItYAl l 
HtPU'\'Y2t(SLS(Ll-ZL(LlliYA2 





IF (HtPO .EO. 0.01 HlPO·D.DDOCl 
IF (J FLAG3 .EO. 1) GO Te 74 
11L1M·-((T1HI*1.51 
IF (HLIH .GT. -0.05) htll1=-D.05 
11.:1/1=-1.0 
IF (HtPO .GT. ~lIHI GIl TO 15 
1I11=!'l.IIVHrPO 
GO TO ~ 
IF. (HtPO .LT. (TIl-I)) GO TO £4 
lIH'(n!-l )/HtPO 
UUHHUU AlC T.F.F. tuuuuu 
MO'( (Zl-IOTDTt (ITG£E HW1P)ILIHI )IUC)tLlHtOltHtA 
AAl'ZtZWELC t ZOt (1/[l.C' 1lI1 t ZOO 
M2:Zi(VELCflllltZO 
M3'Z 







IITOUT· ((Y.HEm-ll tHTM HO'JT )/Y.'IEm 
IF CTO!iT .GT. TO'Jn'ilX) TOOTmX.TOUT 
IF ITM .LT. TC'JlHINI TO!ITHIN:TO'JT 
IF ITO!iT .LE. 1.21 .fllD. TO!iT .61. 1.101) Tli£N 































































































/ . I : 1 ! 
--~-------" .. --...... 
IF (TOUT .tr. 1.101 .mo. TOUT .Gr. 1.001) THEN 
GO TO" 
21-J.H985 12:09:35 w.lC-U FOI!T~ V3.5-6Z Pi9' 8 
19-Jan-l985 21:06:4a rSOO:[STEVOIS.SHIPSTtJrF)VPAIC.rOl!;17 
ElSE IF (TQ,,7 .LE. 1.001 .ttlJ. TOUT .Gr. 0.9011 TI(N 
GO TO 95 
ElSE IF (TM .LE. 0.9\11 .ttlJ. TOUT .Gr. o.sOOI TH£N 
m TO 100 
00 Ir 
GO TO 105 
IF erM .LE. 1.201 .fW. TOUT .Gr. 1.ISl) THDf 
IS(1)'IS(1ltl 
ElSE IF (TM .tE., I.U! .fW. TOUT .GT. 1.181) TtIfH 
15(2)-15(21+1 
ru£ IF (TM .LE. 1.181 .rH). TOUT .GT. 1.1m THDf 
IS(3)=ISC3Hl' 
ElSE IF HM .LE. 1.171 .r«>. TM .GT. 1.161) TH£N 
IS(C)=IS(4lH 
ELSE IF (TM .LE. 1.161 .fH). TM .GT. 1.151) T~ 
IS(5)'15(SIH 
ElSE IF (TOUT .LE. 1.151 .tn). TO'JT .GT. 1.141) TH£N 
15(6):15(6)+1 
ELSE Ir (TroT .lE. 1.141 .A·~. TOUT .GT. 1.131) TflH 
IS(7)·IS(7)tl. 
ElSE IF' (TOOT .LE. 1.131 .rH). TOUT .GT. 1.121) TH£N 
IS(B)=IS(~It1 
ElSE IF (TOUT .LE. 1.121 .m;). TM .GT. 1.111) TH!N 
IS(S)=IS(9)tl 
ElSE IF (TM .LE. 1.111 .tllI. TM .GT. 1.IOU TH£N 
15(1O)=15UOHI 
En>lr 
GO TO 105' 
IF (TM .LE. 1.101 .rH). TOUT .GT. 1.091) TH!l/ 
1S(11)=1 S(11)tl 
ElSE IF (TM .LE. 1.091 .ftD. TOUT .GT. 1.081~ TH£N 
IS(12)=1 SC12lH 
ElSE IF' (TOUT .LE. I.OBI .1111). T:1JT .GT. 1.071) TH£N 
IS(J31=ISC13lt1 
ElSE IF' (TOUT .LE. I.on .fW. T'JUT .Gr. 1.061) TIlEn 
IS(J4)=IS(J4)t1 
ElSE, IF (Tour .LE. 1.061 .fW. Tour .GT. 1.051) THElI 
IS(J51=IS(J51tl . 
ElSE IF (TOUT, .LE. 1.051 .ft{). TM .GT. 1.041) TflH 
IS(J6)'IS(16)t1 
ElSE IF (TOUT .LE. 1.041 .ftlO. TM .GT. 1.031) Th!N 
IS(7)=ISCl7)t1 
ElSE IF (TOUT .LE. 1.031 .ft~. TO'JT .GT. 1.021] THDf 
IS(J9)=ISCl9)+1 
ElSE IF (TOUT .LE. 1.021 .(t,'O. TM .GT. 1.011) THEN 
IS(19)=lsm)+1 
ElSE IF (Tour .LE. 1.011 •• UJ. TM .GT. 1.001) THEN 
IS(20):ISC2O)tl 
En> IF 
GO TO 105 
IF (TOUT .LE. 1.001 .A'i!>. TOUT .GT.' 0.991) Tff}{ 
IS(21)cISC21)tl 
ElSE IF' (Tcx,'T .LE. 0.991 .tW, TOUT .GT. 0.991) THOI 
IS(221'IS(22)t1 











































































21-JiII-19S5 12:09:35 UAX-U fORTIWI V3.5-62 Pi9r 9 
19-JiiIl-19~ 21 :06:48 FSOO: [STOOIS.SlII PSTI.H]VPAIC.FOR; 17 
15(23'-15(23'+1 
ElSE IF' (TOUT .LE. 0.971 .tW. TOUT .GT. 0.961) THEN 
IS(24'=IS(24)+1 
ElSE If (TOUT .LE. 0.961 .mo. TOUT .GT. 0.951) TlIH. 
15(25)-15(2Sltl 
ElSE IF' (TOUT .LE. 0.951 .tn). TOIfT .GT. 0.941) TIm 
/5(26)=15(26)+1 
ElSE. IF (TWT .LE. 0.941 .tK!. TOUT .GT. 0.931) TID! 
IS(27)=15(27lt1 
ElSE IF (TOUT .LE. 0.931.i'tID. TOUT .GT. 0.921) TI£N 
15(23':./5(29)+1 
ElSE If (TOUT .LE. 0.921 .ftl!l. TOOT .GT. 0.911) TIIm 
15(29'=15(29)t·1 
ElSE IF (TIXIT .LE. o.m .m>. TOIfT .GT. 0.901) OOt 
15(3O'=15(30'tl 
00 If 
GO TO 105 
If (TOIIT .LE. 0.901 .fl!). To'.[r .GT. 0.991) THIN 
IS(31'=15(31'+1 
ElSE IF (TOUT .LE. 0.991 .tn). TOIfT .GT. O.BSI) TlI(N 
IS(32'=15(32)+1 
ELSE IF' (TOUT .LE. O.SSI .tn). TOlIT .GT. 0.871) 001 
15(33)=IS(33'tt 
ELSE IF' (TOIIT .LE. 0.871 .1tI!l. TOIIT .GT. 0.861) 001 
15(34'=IS(341+1 
ElSE. IF' (TIXIT .LE. 0.861 .mo. TOUT .GT. 0.851) TID! 
IS(35)'15(35'tl 
ElSE IF' (TOUT 'LE' 0.&51 .f.,{) •. TOLi .GT. 0.941) THIN 
IS( 36,=ISC;6ltl 
ELSE IF' (TOUT .LE. 0.8~1 .tn)". TOIfT .GT. 0.831) TI§N 
15(37)=15(37)H 
ElSE IF' (TIXIT .LE. 0.831 .tW. TM .Gr. o.e21) THEN 
IS(38)=15(39'tl 
ElSE. IF' (TOIIT .LE. 0.821 .tW. TOUT .Gr. 0.811) THEN 
IS(39'=15(39)tl 






C4AWoIl-ft.l tClA-a '2tC2A-8i\3tC3~ 
c:A'-SA! *C2A-I:A2*C3A-SAltC4.<I 
CSA=-SAltC~-El42tC4A-rAltC5.\ 
C7A'-&'<! t C4A-E\42tC5A-SAltCSA 
C2A=-£l<U*C5.\-E\42tCSA..r.>\ltC7., 
ZAI :Clft! ClAt I TI tC:l.<t I mcw I mCSAt I T mtAt I T5 
W'C7At IT6tC(lA* IT7 
ZSI :C2il+C~ ITl fC!,i>t I T2tC~ I mcw IT 4 
ZB2=C7At lT5tCrAtJT6 
ZCI :C3AtCW ITI tC5At IT2tCW I T3 















































































00 110 1:1.,2,-1 
ZL(!) .~1.(J -11 
ZDlm:ZOl(I-lI 
















COl lID ClWGJ/lG TO Ti[ WITlNOUS PRHHO'JT /,.c..,,,£ 
COl SUBSTI nlTE Elft:J<S fOR THE: on f#) ~G~ 69 
2l-Jan-I9S5 12:09:25 
19-Jan-l~a5 21:06:48 
COl CN L1/£ 99 Tnl, tKJ THE 69 CN LIN!: 296 TO 71 
OU20 If (t .LT. WI GO TO 71 
01125 TYPE 130, t .51,Z,SSI, TG££ , POUT ,HtPO 



















If C(SSNO) .GT. I1IVRO) tll~'RO'(SS2-Z0) 
IF' «(I-TC) .cr. iF) GO TO 150 
GO TO 20 
PRIHTt,'TM 0' ,n!,' £lC .' ,£le,' 2ll .' ,211 
PRIHTt,'T.D. vel·' ,(SSZ-ZD),'TIHE .' ,(t-tll) 
PRIHT*,'HTOUT" ,HTO'JT,' fPLS-' ,FPLS,' RLN NO.:' ,100 




IF' (FltM".EO. G.O) GO TO lEO 
TFltI'TlI+3O 
TFIN=IFIX( tt!) 
WRITE a,15S) TIl, T-TII ,(SSZ-ZO) ,111~,HTO'JT, T()(J1WIX, 
1 Tetm1IH 
155 FDmlT (1X.2CZX,tS.~i,2(tX,r5.1),3(2X,r6.31) 




'-""-11 fORT~ V3.5-62 P- 10 
rSDO:[ STtvENS.SHIPSTtlfF]'JPAIc..rOR;17 " 









;., ,- . 
c 21-J~-m5 12:09:35 1.W(-1I fORTRA'l V3 •. H2 Pig. II 
IN~-19~ 21:06:·4G fSOO:(STE\!£NS.SAIPSruffl~'f'AIC .fOR:17 
0571 1'J'tl=IOO 
0572 Tl't1U'ffll o((l'Jft-1)tTmCIW-1)HlT)lJm 
0573 '.ttH I'ffll =C (1Jfl-1) t\ffiC 1'JtI-1)+lJTO I/F.'H 
0574 
0575 IF (I'ffl .£0: 11 GO TO'I65 
~----
057. IF CI'ffl .GT. 21 GO 7() 160 
0577 TSD(l'fflla( (flTl-T1'tt1 ~n IttZ+cflT-ntl(l'J'tl))ttZlttO.5 
0578 VSl)CI'fflI'( (VI01-1.tflCmll Itt2HVTD-'.ttl(r.tIi))tt2Itt11.5 
05n GO TO 165 
Cssg 
0581 160 TSM=C (TSO(IJfl-1)tt2I t C I'JtI-ZIHflT-llfl(l'ffllltt2) 
0582 TS:)(r./tII·(TS!W(I'J'tl-1) )ttO.5 
0583 VSMo( (VSI)CIJfl-I)tt2It (11tI-2)HVTD-UtlC 1'J'tl) )tt2) 
0594 VSOCI'ffl)=(VSOAICr.ttl-1I)ttO.5 
0585 
C5S' 165 TlIf\(I'J'tl)=/ffi 
0587 flTloflT 
~~ ... ossa 
058' illITE C3,170) rJfl,llflCKttH,TSOCrJfl),U1lCrJfl),VSO(rJfll 
om 170 fO~T (1X,:~,4(2J(,FS.41) 
0591 175 COOItU 




OSS CAU. f'LOT3(T1If1,llfl,TSO,U1l,VSD,E£6. TFIH,IT ,~y ,rAY! 
0597 180 r.tOO=l 
" 0598 00 185 1=119:5,795,-10 
0599 lllRTR(r.roJ)=flmT( 11/1000 
0600 KroD=I:DOOH 
0601 185 CC:ITI~ 
060Z !TOT=O.O 
0603 00 IS11 1'1,<0 
0604 ITOT-ITOHISCI) 
0605. 190 CtNTl~,£ 
060& 00 195 1=1,40 
om StOTCI)=FlmTClSC IIl/FlmTCITOT) 




0612 CALL f'LOT2CMTR,StOT ,SlOT, Tll,TflH,1T ,JAY ,rAY, TlI,Zll,ElC, 
0613 7 1:I'A,ISrAS) 
0614 Ct CAU. PlOT1(TlHfE,S1,AC,TII,TFlN,1TI 
om CALL T1MECSlfl 
om CALL MTE(Bt.H) 
0617 
OEI8 illITE 12,200) elf ,BUfF 
om 200 '-cm1T (lX.2CAl211 










21-J;wI-I~ 12:0':35 ~~-\I FCRTPJtI V3.H2 p~ 12 
U-JiII-15SS 21:C6:48 f~:ISTEVM.SH1PSl1ff)VPAI,.F~;17· 
8vtH AtlublllH 
sm PI C COl m lo.. SI\R EXE P.D NtlU lalG 
1£8 PIC COl k'l. lo.. SIf\ tW£ PJ) IMT L(}l(i 
















234- m m 3:)0 ~1 
~2 ~3 304 
307 308 303 310 ° 311 
312 m 331 
332 333 334 335 
295' m 3Q~ 301 302 
303 304 309 
310 311 312 332 333 
334 335 
397- 4~3 seo 501 502 
503 
3922 33l 
3SS' 4~ ~9' 500 501 
502 503 
3S9o 4~1 499 m 
500 501 502 503 
593- 59~ 
15 61~ m 
16 &1£.\ 618 
Z'7' m 314 
4%- m m 493 
505 
m 
3~6' 307 322 325 
3<~ 330 :m 340 
491- 4gB m
o 50Q 505 501 
m- m 314 316 
307· joa 322 325 326 330- 331 
337 
340 3~1 (~ 493 
500 :01 505 507 
50' 

















, . \ \ 































































































'J :'~~~.~- or ' ~ ~ '~./.~ - • _.' • , .a~_ •• , 
• 
..... :~ ':~a 
.' .' 
: ~ ... ... ; ~. 
2l-JiII-I~SS 12:09:3!I ~1\1(-11 rom,'t/ Vl.5-62 Pi')t 14 
1.) 
IS-Jift-I~..5 21:06:48 rsoo: I STtWlS. SHIPSTurF )VI'A1C.fOR; 11 
3'2 
107 108 10' 110 111 112 113 4 
1160 117 11B 281- 282(2) 283(2) 284(2) 
517(2) 518(21 519(2) ~8o 59' 603- 604 
607(2) 
5~ S71 
142 154- 176- 1980 226- 252 25St 
ISS- 171 In- 193 202 206- 227-
ISba liSa 193 207- 2~ 26~-
157- 1790 2Oe- 220 2290 261-
149 151- 173- 195- 224- 255-
S£7 592 
152- 174- 1960 233 247- 256-
12&11 134.\ ~ 
15la 175a 197- m- 257- 370 
3n 31 
19 . 612A 
595a 59fA 6U- 61ZA 
87- 314 316 318 :l22 325 326 




ss- 314 316. 318 322 1. 
I 
340 341 S05 507 SO, , 
89- 314 316 318 322 325 326 
" 340 341 S05 507 SC, t, ,. 
so- 314 310 319 322 32S 326 
3~0 341 S05 507 510 
91- 314 3:7 319 322 325 34"6 
340 341 :;(:5 S08 510 
92- 315 3'-., m 325 337 340 
S08 
93- 315 323 338 506 
9-\-










572(4) sn(4) 57S 576 577(3) ~7a(3) ~(3) 
5B3(3) 584(2) 586(2) 589(5) 
12 20 21 2l 23 165- 160-
1\75 
\,. ... 
, . \ I~®.'\. . 
..... ~. f.~"o 
- '. 
-,,:,. // " 
" /' ' 





r" ;1' ", 
~ 
.... 
~ 21-J~'lse5 12:0':35 ~-11 romm Vl.5-t2 p,~ 15 
1!-JolIl-lm 21:06:48 rS!:o: [smUlS.SHI PST~'fF IVf'AlC.rC~:17 
187- 214- 240- 242- 253- ~ .. 
2-II0004~4 ~t4 KPA 14 21- 160 242 253 61tA 
2-00004£58 RiC rJ'9 14 22- 165 214 240 
2-II000(~C Rt4 m 14 23- 187 
AP-oOOPOOIO. It4 l 3 2S1 354(2) 35sm 360(2) m 516 526(2) 
53Z(2) 
2-II000~8 Rt4 LIM 13 368- 3~- 37Sz 383(Z) 387(21 m m 
Z-oOOO465D Rt4 t11VRJ> 13 10 .. 554(2)- 564 
2-o00046-1C Rt4 mOOT 13 395(2)- ~ S64 
2-00004550 Ri4 POt1T 393- 394 
2-000D47~4 Rt4 PREtYc I30A 136A 
2-110004758 Rt4 RNP 13M 136A 364 529 
2-0000475C Ri4 mo 130A 136A 
'i 2-11000461"0 RI4 51 co- 158 162- ISO IS4- 200 203 211- ,. 
222 234' 236z 239 241 264 26S- 271- ; f 
274- 286 ! 
I 
. 2-0000461"4 RI4 52 81-· 1632 ISSa 212- 237- 2S7 j 
2-0000461"8 R*4 53 82a 164- 1860 213' 23S= 2S8 ,. 
2-0000mc RI4 ~1 12&'l 13011\ 223 23S 
2-0000473:1 R*4 ~ 12a\ 13011\ 237 
2-00004734 RI4 SAZ 12eA 13~ 23S I' 
2-110004784 Rt4 5WP 180- lS4 i 
,( 2-00CQ4774 Rt4 SGP 15S- 162(2) 
2-IIOO047SC Ri4 SGPP 200- 203- 211 
2-0000473C Ri4 SSI lZgA 1~ 140 162(3) 27!J 
2-00004760 Rt4 SSIZ 140- 144 145 147 
2-00004740 RI4 SS2 IZgA I~ 141. 143 144 163 185 212 
554(2) 55S 564 569 
2-00004764 ~t4 SS2ZD 141-
2-00004744 Rt4 SS~ 1~ 135A 164 186 213 
2-000047SC Rt4 s~p 223' 234(2) 
2-\)0004798 Rt4 SSW m- 223 234 
2-110004733' Rt4 sx 12&\ 134A 
NOOO~67a Rt~ T 43- 45 12&\ IZgA 13~ 135(;' 552(2)- S55 
558 564 568 i, 
2-II000461"C Rt4 T1 85· ~ ....... 
2-00004684 Ri4 T2 6l= 85 86 349 350 " 
2-110004700 ~i4 T4 e6- I 
z.cCOG~6S0 Rt4 TC 46- e7 ssm 83 90 91 92 93 
94 13M 136A 167 188 215 244 2n 
552 555 
z.cOOO46E4 R{4 iE 77- 134. 21: 215(2)- 216(2)-
z.cOOO477tJ ~4 T£1 150- 162 167(2)- 168(2)' 
NOO04794 Rt4 TE2 221- 234 244(2)- 245 2460 
2-0000478C Ri4 TEl 172- 184 ISS(2)- 199(2)' 
2"1100047&8 gt4 TE4 142 263- 267 268' 270(2) Z73 274 2nm-
z.cOC01634 Rt4 TF 53- 555 
Z-OOC043CC Rt4 TrIN 534. 53fri CO'" 6121\ 





" , '/ i 
.I I " ;/ ,. / ':,/ :'. I' I,' ". I " " /./' . / 
.." " I , ;. : .' ,. .// I ., 











~!H' 21-Jil\-1~5 "12:03:35 
~-11 r01\T~ V3.5-62 Pa9t 17 
19-JiII-13SS 21:06:49 FSOO: (SlOOlS .$HIPSlUfF]VPAl ~.FOR ;17 
~ 
2-00004710 R*4 ZOO ". 384 
514. 523 
2-00004664 Rt4 Zll 26s 394(2) 3:l5 3S8 m 557 GIZA 
I 2-000046EC Rt4 Zl-IOTOT 73s 
383 387 
MAAYS 
Addr.u Typ. N_ Attributu Bytts Oi_si oas hftrPIICts 
2-0000mo R*4 Ar- 2000 (500) 8 117z 
AP-00000030' Rt4 ATJI ~O (10) 3 7 12S<\ I~ 
AP-IIOOOOO28f Rt4 AZ 40 (10) 3 7 12.9A 13~ 
2-00001(28 ~*4 Dtt1B 21)0 (SO) , 31-
2-110001D6ll It4 IS 21)0 (50) , 30" 431(2)z 433(2)- 435(2)-
437(2j- 4Jg(Z)- 441(2)- 443(2)- 445(2)- ~ 
447(2)- 449(2)- 453(2)- 455(2)' 457(2)-
459(2)- 461(2)- 463(2)= 465(2)- 4S7( 21: 
46~(2)- 4n(2)- 475(2)' 477(2)' 4i9(2)-
481(2)' 483(2)- 485(2)- 487(2)- 489(2)' 
491(2)' m(2): 560 604 607 
/' 
AP-II0000034. Rt4' PHIO 40 (10) . 3· 7 12~ I~ 
,.- AP-OOOOOO2C@ R*4 PliIZ 40 (10) 3 7 12~ 1351\ 
( 2-00000140 Rt4 SlA m (50) 
, 109- 294(2)= 28Ss 
2-00001800 Rt4 stOT 200 (~O) 9 U3' .07- 612(2)11 
2-00000000 R*4 SLS 120 (30) 6 107- 282(2)- 266-
354(2) 
358 36Q 526 
2-00000078 R*4 SLV 200 (50) 6 108· 283(2)= 297- 532 
2-110000460 Rt4 SH 21)00 (~O) 7 
, 
" 
2-00003(30 Rt4 Tim 2000 (500) 10 586· S96A 
, ; 
2-00001400 Rt4 T/H£E 2000 (SOO) 8 us.: 
2-11COO2E90 R*4 ntI 21)00 (500) 10 Sn(2)= 577(2) 581 599 59611 
2-00003660 Rt4 T50 2000 (500) 10 sn- 581 592' 583 I 
59611 t' 
NOOOle98 R*4 TJ.lRTR 200 (50) , 114- 599' GIZA 









AP-IIOOOOOZ4. Rt4 Ilf: 40 (10) 3 7 12.."" 13~ 
2-00000m RH ZOOI. 21)0 (~O) , llZz 519(2)' 5230 
2-00000200 Rt4 ZDl 200 (";)0) , 111- 519(2)' 522- 532 
-•. - 2-0000021l8 R*4 Zl 21)0 (50) 6 110- 359 36Q m 517(2)- 521- 526 
LABElS 
Addrrss L~l R~ftrtnCB 
it 1 29 32t 
it 5 106 llSt 
it 6 116 11~ 





: I ,J 






. r. i. 
'{/ \ 




r--------------------------~ kEY TO REITRENC£ FlAGS 
• - Valu' tIodifi.td 
• - D.fining Reftr.nc. 
A . 4ctuu A'~t, possibl, IIOdifitd 
o • Oau InitiuiUtion. 
(n) - ~r of octllrr.nCH on lin. 
ClJ1m) Q(W.IFlERS 












, I : 
, ,I 
,/ 
VAX-ll FOfITRm V3 .. 5-b2 Pig. 13 
FSOO: [STEVENS, Slil PSTUFF lVI'AIC ,FCA; 17 
IM:CR':~ .C1JERFlGl.NOLt.'OERflGl) 
ICEIlt'G:(lIOS)1'.eot. 5, TF.ACE~) 
ISTftU,Rl):(NOSf;lTAX ,NOSw.\CE FOPJ1) 
ISI«lI'CNOI'REPRQC(SSCR .NOlNCll'DE .WlP) 
m7 /NOOJl~T1NG 114 IOPTl~m: ~rtlGS mOO.lINES ICROSS}.£JEIDICE ~CiIINUro£ IWlTItAATI(tjS=19 











































/ I .f' 
rsoo: [STEV£lIS. SUI PS"IlfF) IN4 .LIS;I 
rsoo: [ST£VO,'S. SIll PSTUfrI IN4.l1 S;1 





rsoo: i STEV£US. SHIPSTlfF) Hli. LI S; I 
rsoo: (STE'JENS. SHI PSTUFF IIH4.lJ S; I 





********* II 1111 II 11111 II Utttt 
1ttttH-i1'.IUlIIUIIIIIIIIUII 











































0011 IF (IfU.GS .[Q. 0) GO TO 20 
0012 
0013 IF (lSFlAGl .[Q. 0) T1t<A-I 
0014 AsTl~ 
0015 IF II .G[. A+3.1415.9IWS) GO TO 10 
0016 TAU=T-A 
0017 S1S4W'AtIO.StO .S*COS(~TAU+3.14IS3)) 
0018 52.-il1PAtO .5*»1StSIN(Iol'S*TAU+3.14159) 
om S3>~.S*IotlS**2*tOS(lotls*TAU+3.14159) 
0020 ISFlAGI=1 
0021 GO TO 34 
0022 10 . SI=mPA 
0023 52;0.0 
0024 53=0.0 
0025 GO TO 30 
0026 
0027 20 8>11 
0029 IF It .GE. Bt3.141S9M1Sl1 GO TO 25 
002' TAU:f(T -B) 
0030 ~1~IO.StO.S*COS(l-tiSltTAU)) 
0031 S2·o(l1?BtO. 5*UISI*SIIW·NSl*TAUI 
0032 S3=-m>eiO.S*IotlSltt2*COS(lolIS1tTAU) . 
0033 ISfLJ.UI=O 
0034 G1l TO 34 
0035 25 SI=lt1PA 
0036 52:0 
0037 53=0 
0038 I SfLAUI=O 




/ f -, 
2-r.b-19SS 11:27:41 ~-11 rORT~ 'J3.5-62 Pa9~ 1 
































TOI~1 5pacf AUoenfd 
DlnY POINTS 
AddrHS Tvp. N_ 
.' 0-00000000 INl'IITI 
IXIRIABl£S 
Addr.n Typf HiM 
2-ooCOOOl8 Rt4 A 
2-COOO.C~OO Rt4 tm 
2-o0000~04 Rte rtft 
2-00000020 Rt4 B (' AP-oOOOOOle. 1t4 I flAGS 
2-00000010 It4 ISflAGl 
AP-C0000004. Rt4 51 
AP-OOOOOOOSf Rt4 S2 
AP-oOmooC~ Rt4 53 
AP-OOOOoolCf Rt4 SX 
AP-000000I0' Rt4 T 
2-0000001C Rt4 TAU 
AP-OOOOOOW Rt4 TI 
2-00000014 Rt4 TIm 
2-00000008 Rt4 ~s 







/ : ! 
/ 
2-Ftb-198S 11 :27:41 U;X-ll FORTP.tN V3.5-62 Pi9' 2 
Htb-Ige5 10:S2:1Z FSOO:(STl'.'O.S.SHIPSTurf")1N4.fOR;44 
Sylrs AflributH 
m PIC ~ Rn: La. SJ.!a 0:[ RO OOl<T LCNG 




14= 15 16 
J.. 17 18 l' 22 30 3S 4z 30 31 32 
27- 28 ~ 
1 11 
13 2j)- 3J: 3J.. 
1 s- 17= 22= 30= 35= 
1 ,. 18: 23' 31' ~ 
1 19= 24= 32- 37. 
1 
13 15 16 28 2' 16z 17 18 " 13 29- 30 31 32 
1 27 
13= 14 
6= 15 17 18(2) 1'(2) 









































INPUTl 2:.reb-l9a5 11:27:41 
Heb-13B5 lO:52r12 
1,\;)(-11 FORTPIiI V3.5-62 1'.9' 3 




I KEY TO F:£FERDlC£ FlAGS 
I • - VUUf Hodified 




I A - Actud ArgUIIlHlt, possibly modified 
I D - Oau InJ!ialiutioD 










FSOO: I STl\I9iS. SIUPSTUfFlIN4.fG& l H 
32 
1F77 IlIOGJL~TJN'. 114 IOPTII1IZt M<\mll/GS INDO_LINES /CROSSJEHRENcr~It.{_COOC IroITIHlI'ITJaIS=19 
















.. ,. . 















********11111 1111 H' II •• hUtt 
********111111111 AlAI 111~ttttt 
2-ffs-m5 11:32:45.87 
2-f£B-198511:32:46.97 
2-f£B-I9S5 11 :32:46.97 
-------_ .. _--. '-. 
rSDO: {STEVENS. 5I!II'STUfT] GIN91.lI 5; I 
fSOO: {STEV£NS. SIIII'STIJFFJ G£N91.ll 5: I 




NEB-1m II :32:46.87 
FSOO: I STOOlS. SHI PSTlfF)Gfl.a1.l I 5;1 
FSOO:IST[V£NS.SHIFSTUfrJG!N91.1I5;1 

























~.C\JTlI£II.l'Ul'Z(SI,s.:,S3, t, tl,I}I,h{,AZ,f'IHZ,ATH,FliI!!) 
DIIf}lSIDf i.t(IO/,Al(IO/,f'IIIZ(ICI,ATN(IOI.f'IIIO(lO/ 
IF (I ,Gr.tll GO TO 10 
1)1 - SHWS( 0 ,C1 
" a NINT(1)1) 
»1 - n~T(tI) 
U.Tt1-:IM 
S - Hoo(»1,2.1 
IF (s. .EO. 0.0) TH£N 
»1-»1+1. 
I}/Q 1r 
" a /flX(»1) 
XB - -Z147493t~3.D • RT 
S • X8 I 2. 
IS • IflX(SI 
)(S - rl~T(/S) 
SaS-XS 
If (S .1<. 0.0) TI£lI 
X8 • X8 + 1. 
D!> ~r 
19 • IFIXCXS) 
H a 18 -" 


























































PJ'Al(lltCOS(I.t(l )ttfP!lIZCl HI}I) 
H2'Al (2/ tCOSC\.t (Zl t ItPHIZ (2HI}I) 
H3--AZ( 3) ICOS(lii: (l)t t+PHI Z( 3/+1}I) 
H4=AZ( 4/tCO$CI,::C 4)ttfP!lIZ( 4) lEN) 
H5=AZ(5)troS(I.t(5)tlf~IZ(5)fEN) 
1fb=riZ( 6) tCCS(I.'l( E)t W'HI Z( 6 HEN) 
tiiSHIP PlTOI (RAO/tii 
PloATH( 1)lcts(l.t(1 )lttFHIO(1)WU 
PZ ... TH( 2) tCOS Cl.! (2) t I ff'lll DC 2) +EN/ 
P3oATH( 3)ICCS().E( 3) I Itf'lll Q( 3/HN/ 
P4 ... TH( 4/tCOS(h(( 4/ltlP!l: O( 4/ toll 
P50A TH( 5 )1(0$ (1,£ (5/ t I H'HI OC 5) fl}l) 
P60A TH (0/ t CO$(l.{ (6) I ttFHI O( 6) tl}l) 
SI'HI IH2;H3+ H4!~ Hbf( I ~. ~S/tl( PI IritP2!P"4If>5.! F61) 
51'-51 
tiiSHIP f£fI.{ V[lXITY (FTlSlttt 
A86 
~\-U fttmtl Vl.H2 Pl9' 






































































It •• -- .... 
/ 
HOl·-AZ( IltlEU IISIN(I£( IltttPHI XI llWlI 
1!02'-AZ(2)tS{(2)ISIN(~(ZI*ttPHIZ(21mll 
W3--AZ(3IQ(31tSIN(I£(3)ttIPHIZ()IHNI 
/104'-AZ( 4)*11£( 4)tSlN(~( 4) tttPHIZ( CI tENl 
WSo-AZ(5I*11£( 5ItSIN(I((~) t ttPHIZ(m~1 
HOSo-AZ( 'ItI.E( 61*SIII(I«('11 ttE:HlZlmOi) 
titSllIl' PITCH VElOCITY (RA!lISltit 
Pfl: '~TH(1)tI( I) ISIII(I£( II*ttPHI O(lltINI 
Pfl2"-ATlf( Z I til( (2) *SIII(I£ (ZI * ttPHI O( II lei) 
Pfl3. ~Tlf( 31tl<£( 31*SIN(~(J)ttIPHI 0(3)+IN) 
Pfl4'-ATlf( 4)*11£( 4)*5111(11£( 41*t+PHIOi CHINl 
m--ATHI5I*11£(5)tS!N(h{(51*!IPHIO(SIHNI 
f!itj'-ATlf( tiltH£(6)tSIN(II£( 'ItttPHI O( "lo/I 
~=hOl 002t~3+~IIWt« 
~16D. StSIN( POIIP02tl'03tP04tl'OS+~'1 
trol'-i.£C1 )lt2tAZ( II to:)S (11£ ( IltttPHl:( I)! INI 
1-~2·-I./£( 2) tt2tAZ( 2) t(OS(l£(2) t t+PH!Z( 211{N1 
;(103=-i.£(3Itt2tAZ( 31 ttC$(I.!( 31t 1t,1ll!( 3110H 
tro4'.-I<f( 4Ilt2tAZ(4IttllSH£( 41*ltPHI:( miNI 
~-I<f(5Ilt2tAZ(~)t~(1I£(51*tff'Hl:(5)jEN) 
1{)!)6=~( 61 It 2tAZ161 to:)S(lI£( 6) t t tFllI!( ~l tIN) 
sm p PITCH ACt!1£AA TI IN '.A!lIStt2 
m'l=-;.'£(1 )1t{t~TH( I ) tCOSHI£CIl tUN ct I Heil 
P002=-:M I ~) i-tltATH( 2)troSll.E( 2)tttF1<i~2ltD/) 
Pro3>-I.t (3)1t Z'tATH( J) troS( 11£ (3) * If Piil C( 3) !D/) 
I't>I. ;.-!,{( 4)lt2tATH( 4) tCOS(lif( 4). ttF1<1 ~. )I{N} 
1'OO5=-i<! (5) It 2tATH( 5) tCO$( k'£ (5) t U!'HI ~(~) t~) 
f'OOIi=-j./( 6) U;>tATlf( ti)ICOS(w(6)t ItPHI ti 6) I IN) 
. , 
~' .. ~ 
Htb-lm 1l:Zl!:1' \~-Il rcuP.NI V3.5-62 Pi~ 2 
lD-DK:-l~4 17:13:40 rst'O:(Slt\~.SIi(PSn!fFJW&f.mt:' 
titSHIP ll«l11lG pro 1&.£ Act!l£I1.ATI(t1 (rTISH2)*** 
~=HOOlt~2f~)If«'4HOO~t«>G 
















'''' ~~J\ ' . ''-._' ;-I . , .. ~ ~--'- l I , ,.\. I • ,-: .-' 






.. - \ t 
'! 
~ r 
--- 11m2 Hrb:-I~ lI:2S:U W\I( -11 r omm V3. 5-62 PIS' 3 
IO-t>K-IS34 17:13:" rsoo: ( STt'.'!lIS. SHI PSTUfF) Grn9UCR;, 
... 
AAOCJ.'tI S""'THl'lS 
IQw BYtts Attflbutts 
o $C!ll£ 1667 PIC CIll RElla.. SHl EXE RD ~T l(}«i 
I $PMTA 8 PIC ctN m La.. rut I«X£ RD IGIRT Lalli 
2Sl~ 3i8 PIC ctN RElla.. tW« Irot RD lilT l(t;G 
Toti! ~KP Allowtd 20C3 
oon POIIiTS 
Addrtss Typ. N_ R.ftrtllCH 
1 .... 
. --., ~. e-too~ooo 11M2 
~ UWA9lES 
AddrfSS TYPf ~ Anributts. RtftrtllCts 
:n ,'~ \ tJY)OO~~Olef Rt4' rn 1 :;0. 31- :IS 36 37 38 ~f I 40 44 45 46 47 48 ., 5' '\ Q) 61 62 6J 64 t8 
" 
70 
\if n 72 n e6 87 U S9 ~ !1 




,100 ~ \ HOOG,Cm U4 HI 35- 54 \ 2-too~mc RiC H2 3£- 54 
,J NOCCJ03\l RtC H3 37- 54 !i' 2-lIOOQDOJ~ RiC Ii4 J8a 54 it 
-, HOO~038 RtC Il5 :no 54 
Nomo3C RtC Hi 40- SC 
NCn:OO~9 RiC ml 5Sa n I . - Noomsc Rt4 1Il2 ~ . n .: HOC~CO~ RtC" /()3 61- 77 2-!lOOOGO~ Ri4 1()4 f:- n NOOJOO68 Rt4 ~ ~ 77 
' .. HCOO~06C RtC IN &4- 77 t.,.. ,,: 
... ' 2-!lOCm~ Rt4 1£(11 86a 104 
" :' HOOOOOH Rt4 11)02 87- 104 , :~l- . ' 2-com~~ U4 I{I()J ss- 104 
\ 2~OOO~OJ!IC RIC 1!'O4 85a 104 \ Hocm,~ Ri' It'05 ~- 104 NOOOCGA~ RtC 1«6 51- 104 
NOC:OC~ It4 18 27- 28 
HOC::018 1114 IS 21' 22 
NOOCOOCC It4 H 11- 12 IS- 2$(2)- ~ ,- 2-tOCOOO4~ Rte PI 44- 54 I 2-tO~CCOH at, F2 45- 54 ! 
2-CCQ~O( 43 Ri4 1'3 46- S4 
~~~~!"~~~c ltC 1'</ 47- 54 
ASS 
.. , .\ 























2-00000050 Rt4 P5 
2-00000054 Rt4 P6 
2-00000070 Rt4 POI 
2-00000074 Rt4 Po2 
2-00000078 Rt4 FD] 
2-0000007C Rt4 P04 
2-00000080 Rtf POS 
2-00000084 Rt4 P06 
2-o000W:8 Rt4 POD! 
2-00000DAC Pt4 P002 
2-00000080 Rt4 PD!J3 
2-00000084 Rtf POO4 
2-00000"088 R*t' PD!J5 
2-00COOOSC Rt4 POO6 
2-oCOOOOOC R*4 RT 
2-0'0000010 Rt4 S 
AP-00000004f R*4 51 
AP-CCOOCOOSf Rt4 S2 
2-0000008& Rtf S2A 
2-000000BC Rt4 S2!I 
AP-oOOOCOOCf Pot4 S3 . 
2-000000CO Rt4 ~ 
2-o00000C. Rt4 538 
AP-OOOOOom Rt4 T 
AP-00000014~ Rt4 1/ 
2-00000000 Rt4 TI1 
2-o0COOOl4 Rt4 XB 
2-00COOCU8 Rt4 ).'1 
2-o000eOIc Rt4 XS 
2-00000024 Rt4 Y 
AAMYS 
Addr tiS Top, NilIII' 
AP-00000028f R*4 ATii 
AP-oOOOOO2Of R*4 AZ 

























































2-ffb-19S5 1! :2a:19 """-11 fORTmI VJ.5-€2 P~S' 4 




















































































I I " :/ • ,-I \,~ ,. .... '. \ ' /\ , 
JIi'\lTZ 
AP-ilOC00024. AU PHIZ 40 (10) 
,/ 






(- Addrrss libtl Rr'rrrncfS 
i 
'-... O-ilOOOOOCF 10 351 
, ntcrltt!S fH) SUSROUTIN!:S REfEIDm 
r TvPt NiDf Rrftffncrs 
'{ Rt4 rom£~ 10 
Rt4 HTIM100 14 
Rt4 I!TH$COS 35 3b 
46 47 
.~ 90 91 
Rt4 HTlHPllIOO1 29 




Htb-19B511:28:13 IAAX-U rORTRm V3.5-62 





1 2 35 36 37 
38 3' 40 59 £0 £1 £2 '3 £4 86 81 88 89 ~ 91 
1 2 35 36 37 
38 3g 40 44 45 
46 47 48 4' 5'(2) 60(2) £112) £2(2) £3(2) £4(2) 
£8(Z) 69(2) 70(2) 71(2) 72(2) 
73(2) 86(2) 87(2) 88(2) 89(2) 
'O(Z) '11<1 95(2) 9m) mz) 
98(Z) "(2) 100(2) 
37 38 3' 40 44 45 






60 61 £2 63 £4 £8 
















~ .. -.~ ": 
.. "" I: 
f\ 
f: I . \ f j 











I lEY TO REftmlC£ F1.AGS I 
I • • Vilut Modifitd I 
I • • ~rinin9 Rtftrfllc. I 
I A • Actuil Ar9lJM!lt, pOSSIbly modified I 
I D • D~u Ini tiili,:~tion I 
I (n) • ~r of OCCIIIUftCH on lint I 
I -+ 
rORTRoVI Ilis/CRO G£N91.FOIl 
Htb-1585 11:.8:19 
10-otc-l~4 11:13:40 
w.x-u rOllTAA'I V3.5-i2 Plqt 6 
fSDO: [SID'tNS.SHI PSTuH)G£NS1.FCR;9 . 
ICHECK.(t~S,OJllilGl,NOlNOEmGl) 
ID£BUGz(N0SlMSll.5, TAAC(S;.CK) 
ISTttl(W.Oz(NCSM AX ,NOSOOl.C£ rc.m) 
1SHQl2(N(J'REl'ROCrSSClt ,IiOlNClUoc ,t'AP1 




























IUIII11I1111. II *'*IIIIIIIHtl 




rsoo: I STEVENS. SHI PSTLH)TFIt.'O.lI S; 1 
rsoo: [STEVOI~. SHI PSTUFf )TIW-lO. LI S: 1 
rSOO:[SlEVo.'S.SHIPSTLJr)TFMl.lIS;1 
TRANO.LXS;:l.. 
2-HS-I9B5 11 :40:26.'7 
2-rrB-19S5 11:40:26.97 
2-rEB·HSS 11 :40 :2 •• 97 
rsoo: (S1£VOIS. SHI PSTLfrmA"lJ. LI $; 1 
rsoo: (STEVEN$.SHI PSTUff}TFH{O.LI S;I 
rsoo: (ST(I.'ii:S .SHI PSTlH lTRA'lO. L I S;1 
An 







I . I .. 
I'· 
\. 










































































C23456;890123456789O ••• tI c. 
SUSAOUT IN( Tt.ru!t.UNCECTG!£, Tt, Vf2, PRfCYC, RNP, PJiO) 
m=7.7' 
51~O.032 
1ffl=2.8 !l.a !2.8 
SIIlm:o.o003 !0.005 !,o003 
INFO.O !1.6 !2.' 
51 ~G=O .0 ! 24.0 ! 8 .6 
5 PRrCYC=N£CYCH 
Tl1 a S£a.osCO.O) 
" : NlIlHTl1) 
»I z neiUCH) 
iT z Tl1 - »I 
S = f1Ol)C»I,2.) 
IF (S .EO. 0.0) Tl£H 
»1=»1+1. 
00 IF 
H = IFIXC»I) 
XB • -21474B3b48.0 * RT 
5' XB 12. 
IS • Jr/X(S) 
xs • nmTCISI 
5 t 5 - XS 
IF' (S .NE. 0.0) THDl 
XB • xa + 1. ' 
END IF 
IS • IF/XCXB) 



















m:o:~#MM»SI (hW( 2fl«,) tilt C I/ITCttO .5) ItrB 






Hfb-I~S5 l1:28:al ~Wt-l1 FCRTP.tII Vl.S-62 Pig. 

















0059 Do 20 /=1,12 . 
om VA-R/W(H) 
006D y=ytVA 
0061 ZO COOltU 
0062 ~B'(H.O) 





0069 Ir (PR£CYC .LI. 100) Gil TO 5 
0069 50 . mum 
0070 00 
fROGYt1 SECTI (tIS 
N_ SVus Attribulrs 
o secDE 437 PI C CIN REt La. 
1 f~M!A 8 flC ClH REL La. 
"Ii / " , 
I rl .:. 
, . 
I , 
2-r.b-1985 11:28.:01 ~-11 rORTIWI V),S-b1 Pl~ 2 
2-frb-l~e5 10:48:1'; FSDO:(STEVGlS.SHIPSTUFmmlO,rOR:56 
SHR EJ(£ RD ~T Ll"lG 
SHIt NOEXE RD N(J~T. lCtIG 
2 SUlCAl 124 PIC C(}l REt La. NOSHR NIlEXE R~ IIRTl(}JG 
Toul Spacr Allocilfd 569 
OORY POINTS 
Addrtss Typt N~p Rtf.rtncrs 
0-00000000 TURBUlGlCE 2 
\AAIABlES 
Addrrss Typr Hilllit' Amiwlrs Ref.rPllCPS 
2-000000lC Rt4 FlAG 31-
2-00000048 1*4 I 34= 46- 5S-
2-00000033 1*4 18 29' 3~ 
2-00000031 
'*4 IS 23= 24 
2-0000001C 'f4 II 13- 14 ZO- 30(2)' ~ 47A 591'\ 
ANOOOOOIO. Rt4 PFrcyc Z 11(2)' 69 
2-00000059 Rt4 F..'.'O 51 52(2)= 53 
2-00000054 Rf4 P.NOO 51- 52 
AP-COOOOOH' R*4 PM' 2 53-
AP-OOOOOOIS' R*4 F.'IQ 2 63 64(2)- 65(21' 
2-o00000SC Rf4 R.'@- 63= 64 
2-00000024 Rt4 RT ISo 21 
2-00000029 Rt4 S 16· 17 22- 23 25(2)' 26 
2-00000004 Rt4 S,~ 4- 33 













I I i I / i/' I I '/ - • I 
/ 
;(" l~ .. 
; 
! ( 
Htb-19S511:28:01 ~1«-11 rORTF~ V3.5-62 Pa9' 3 
/. 
TlIRStlENCE IT , 2-r.b-19SS 10:48:16 rSOO:ISTEVENS.SHIPSTurr)TFmO.rOit;!i6 I I 
2-00000014 Rt4 SI(MlQ ,= 63 I i AP-00000008~ at4 TC 2 39 40 Sl 52 63 64 I AP-OOOOOOQ4; Ri4 TGEE 2 41-/J HOOOOOIS Rt4 Tl1 1~ 13 15 AP-oOOCOOOC. Rt4 VTZ 2 3' 40(2)· 41 / i I 
- .. :. 
" 
2-00000050 Rt4 VTZe 39- 40 ,,' 2-00000000 Rt4 III J2 3!J(2) 2-00000008 Rt4 1m Go 51(2) 63(2) 2-00000010 h4 1#/0 8-2-o000ooze Rt4 X! 21- 22 27(2)- 29 
2-o000002Q Rt4 )Jf H- IS 16 18(2)= ' 20 2-O00~034 Rt4 XS 24- 2S 2-00000044' At4 Y 33= 36(2)= 38 44· 48(2)' SO S6= 6U(2)-62 2-o000004C Rt4 YA 35= 3' 47. 49 S,- 60 2-00000040 Rt4 YB 32- ~. 39 43= SO· SI 55= 62-63 
I 
lABaS .' ~. 
;~I 
:. 
Address Label R.hrences. 
0-oOOOOO2E 5 111 £9 
tt 10 34 37., ;< ..---. 
'tt 15 4. 4,. 
tt 20 58, m ' 
------
, ( ,,.' tt SO 
rltlCTlWS fM) SUBROUTINES RHERp-lCEO 
Type Nant References 
Rt4 rORSSEOIDS 12 
At4 HTHS:tIOO 16 




KEY TO WERDKE rLAGS I 
= - V~lup MOdified I 
I' • - Otfining Reffffllc, I 
A - Actual A,s-.ntnt. possibly ",odified I 
I 0 - Dn~ Ini tuliution I 
I (nl - Nultbtr of Dccurrrncrs on line I 
+------------------------------------t 
A95 









I' , . ; 
j / I-
Htb-199S 10 :48:1'; fSOQ :(5TEVEN'S. SIHPSTUFFlTPJUl.fOR:~' 
fORT~ Ilis/CRO TP/tlO.fOR 
ICHEa.(NOSMOS,(JJERFL(ll.~L(ll) 
Jtl[w;. (t.Wrl1BC!S. TRACEBACK) 
IST~D:(NOSl1\TAX ,llOSOURCEJOlIJ1) 



































~. 't"'" _:. "'_" .... :~. 
1IIIjljilll~********* 
iUUhll •• IIUII .... IUlllhl 
UUIUHIIUUIIUUUIUUII 
2-rES-l SS5 11: 54: 35.32 
HEB-l~a5 11:54:35.3Z 
2-rEB-m~ 11:54:35.32 
rsoo: (STEVOlS.SHIPSTtrr]MPl12.1I 5;1 
rSDO:[STEVENS.SHIPSTlH)~T2.LlS;1 







2-r£IH9B5 11 :54:35.32 
rsoo: (STEVOlS. SHI PSTlH)HPt. 12.1I S; 1 




111111.lhll*I.,I"*I •• *,***** 
iUUIIIIIIII,IIU*,IIUHIIU 



































------.;.,;....:.:...:..:.._._---- - -, '-
Z-ffb-1985 11:48:38. 1.\\)(-11 fCltTRm V3.5-6Z Pigf 




sm~MII£ 1't.(1J'2(X, Y.R,XI,XI ,IDI,JAY,'AAY, TU,2U,nC,KP ,ISE) 
















































ta\RAcr£Rt 9, 8tJf' 
Cl¥iRACT£R*8.BtfF 
CWiAAcT ERf 1 lA!lQ.( 20) 





EOUII.r.IDIC( (1ASa(1 0) • SI'I\C() 
[OUI~oa: (lAS£I.f13).B'Jf'f) 
EOUI~ (1ABa3.lBl3U)) 
MTA lABn2l'GROlP NO.: 
1 STATE: '/ 
MTA &.:.BELlI'TM 1t1X: 
1 ¥.P: 'I 
DICro!: (3. 5, lIlI.2C121lJAY 
rncocr (3,5,l£I.2(Z3) lKAY 
Ocov. (3.5,lIll.2(46))ISE 





10 fDm'lT Cf4." 
IS FOR/1,T' (ro.4) 
rAL1. TlI1£ (surf) 




£All PAGE CII. ,8.5) 
CALL »w.E ('Till RATlW,lOOl 
NO. RLNS': SEA 
2U: TAllENG: 
C £All»M ('TIME (SEC,.. ,100) 
CALL. \Wt1£ ('FEP.crnr CF TJ~.' ,1001 
C £All »ffl ('HEIGIIT (rr,.. ,100) 
rAL1. MEMO (3.,5.75) 
CALL. HtADIN ('Till RATIO S'TATlS'TICW ,20,1. ,4) 




CAll Hft?rN (XP.EfCLASEl3I,S3.0.7,41 
C Wl ,WIN ('TIM!: HIST~Y ff SHIP tt/f) AlC tm'ICl/l' ,35,1.,1) 






C £All GAAF (XI,2 •• YJ',-10"S,,20.) 
C fOllCJW~ GRAI'!/ CALL IS rell l,.w,lC.rOR 
CAll UN (XI,.02.XF,O.,.l,O.4) 




















: :~1 "\ . . \ . ~ ...... (, . p', - . x I' 
" \. I -~ ., \ \ 
, T', 





PlOTZ Htb-m5 11 :48:39 ".'AX-Il FORTPA'l· V3.5-62 Pi9t 2 
~Jan-lm 19:00:55· FSOO: (STEVENS.SHIPSTUfFJHPLT2.fOR j43 
0058 CAll. CURVE (X,Y,lO,ll 
om . c CAll w.RX[R( 61 
006Q C CAll. ctJRV( (X,R,IO,101 
0061 CAll. OOPI. (01 
0062 CAll. OCNEPl. 





PROGPltf SECT! (JjS 
~ BytH Attribotts 
o scoeE 548 "Ie C!N REl LCl SIlK EX[ RD '(JlRT lD1G 
1 SPMT" 141 PIt eCH REL LtL SI§I troE RD IMT WiG 
2 SlOCAl 529 PI C eCH REl La. NOSH:t HOEXE RD IlRT L(J;G 
I., 
T,ul Spacr Allocittd <~. 1217 
,I ". 
/'" ENTRY POINTS 
AddrHS Typr Nalt 
.:' 
Rtftrtncts 




Addrtss Typt Hallie 
2-00000039 Cw.R BlJF 
2-o0C00047 ~ sur. 
AP-OOOOC02C' R*4 fLC 
2-00JQOoeo It4 10 
IIUnbutts Rrftrencts 
[(XlIV 5 12 
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A. TEST VARIABLES 
The following table gives a listing of the variables used in 
the test matrix. 
Table 81: Fixed-Base Simulation Computer Variables 
and Related Variables and Values 
LIST or YUIAliLlS USEII Ilf nX!lI-lASE SIlI'JIATlO)C 
mI v.\.m.ut~ 
Sea Su •• 0, " 6 
I/U1) I, 1 
TN 1.1, 1.07, 1.05, 1.0), 1.01 
D&ap In I 0.0, -0.2, -0.4 8ec-1 
tD,In. lA, 0.1, 0.7 lee 
lm1 nUll I~ COt!TUTn V.\.qIAlIlt 
Ea!In. lAl 












-0.2 S.O ·0.45 0.41 
-0.4 2.5 ·0.4S 0.87 
rnlUST /lin Cgy 
T/II IIAn· Ob) 
-
~ ~ 
1.00 lo;?4 lS7J9 
1.01 ran6 ISS54 
1,03 18422 18193 
1.05 lS011 17847 
1.07 177)] 1751] 
1.10 17%49 17036 
• DUlerent ve1a:htl ar. uled. due to. the c.hana!nl au::!: vtnd •• 
I function of ... Itd.l.lft orchr to .11alnaea tbe effect. of 

























The mean aerodynamic force for a given sea state was determined 
by: 
Where: 
FAZN = WAIT _ FGS 
HKTW 
FAZN - Mean aerodynamic force 
WAIT - Aircraft weight 
HKTW - Scale factor 
FGS - Gross thrust 
(B1) 
The following tablp. shows the values used for the above variables 
as a functiun of sea state. 
Table 82: Variable Values Used in correcting 
for the Mean Aerodynamic Forces 
TRIM FOR T/W • 1.0 
Sea State HKnl WAIT FGS FAlU 
0 0.99046 17036 17530.3 -330.25 
4 0.99046 17036 17353.3 -163.23 
5 0.98734 17249 17509.7 - 39.48 
B. HUD DYNA1UCS 
The following equations describe the hover point dynamics used 
in the IIUD system: 
e = (s.f.) K (x i i ) - K,rel(ThX + x pas pas t on 
+V)+KO ) 
x 0 long stick 
(Expressions for ey are similar to those for ex.) 
Where: 
s.f. Scale factor 




. ~ . 










vel ='O~29°/(ft/sec) Ii = True longitudinal x 
velocity Th .. , . , sec 
(B3) 
n 
A T,X1 + X n 
-g T.2s9 X = CT,s + 1) X, (T2S + 1 ) 
(B4) 
Where: 
X .. True longitudinal accelecation 
X = Estimated true acceleration 
x, .. Estimate of high frequency acceleration 
Figure B' shows a graphical definition of the error ex and eye 
Figure B1: HUD Hover Point Dynamics 
c. DATA OUTPUT OF THE PILOTED SIMULATION 
Figure B2 is an example of the output data from the fixed-base 
simulation. Information Used includes the following: 
Page' - All of the title information 
Page 2 - Start and stop times, and T/W information 
Page 3 - Maximum gear z velocity, and the position 
error when the side task (at'titude command 





Since the simulation. was primarily concerned with the vertical 
axis, the highest main gear, designated N (nose) or T (tail), Z 
velocity was used, and the outrigger readings were- ignored. 
L D. PILOTS 
Pilot A - Vernon K. Merrick 
f ' 














[ .. o,r ., ''':'' .. f~:::""'1 r .. : .... ~ " ~ r:-:::-J C'.5! r:~ ~ I!.:!!:!l f!lC:l 
------------- ----_._---_ ..... ----.. -~ ... -.---........ _ ..__ ..• 
CVSONG 15:47 JAN 23,'85 RUN <'E'7 PILOT: V. !'ERR ICK 
liAR AVI'A DrHA PR !UTOUT 
F IHAL PR INTJJUT' HOVER APPROACH - VFR TEST 
SHIP tKlTIOt! oil , IISTATE· I,LOH~IIIC.· CLeAt! , ~I[;IGHT. 17S13.0LBS 
L~;;E TURBULEtlCE ON , BACkGROWlv TUj:'B' .(,0 FT.-SEC 
lCSYS • 6 lSU8SYS. 2 II'CASE' 5 IAWB' ~ 
Figure 62: Example Data output from the Piloted Simulation 
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PHASE III' VERTICAL DESCEHT 




)( PILOT ACCEL. 
Y PILOT ACCEL. 
Z PILOT ACCEL. 
PC DEFLECTIOrt 






















R. ... S? 
R.'S? 








TitlE RBOVE T.'1J 
T.1J 
T1r-;o ABOVE T.'1..1 
T.1J 









RELATIVE DESCEHT RATE 
30 DECK F.'S 
. TO SEA LEVEL F.'S 
EtlD AT 28.41 DUR~T1011 OF 28.48 SECS 
AL TlTU['E AIRSPEED ALTITII[IE AIFSf'(U 
/'lEAN STD DEV Mltl MAX (FTl 11111 (F.'51 Illtl (FTl 11il:< 'FS' I.,.,:.' 
-.7796E-P.3' .3918E-01 -.IBEl4E P.P. .I€IOE Nil .5714E ('2 .449SE C2 .4174E 02 .E·Ot~to C·, 







.6923E-P.1 .14:4E C~ 
-.5983E-(,1 • £765.E-1' I 
-.112IE 1'1 -.7716~ (Ie 
.2271E ('2 .3267E 01 .1165E ('2 .3~62E f'2 
.,5191E (12 
.3736E e2 
.155£'1E foe .1254E 02 -.467910 ('2 
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.3948E ('I .1894E 01 ',7099E ee .1214E ('7. .S042E P2 .2957E 1'2 .51 .. 1IE' (J:! .;;OI';E ('.:? 
.IOOZE .. 3 .118010 01 



















1. 0 I 
.4864E 0 I 
.3157E (12 .1025E ('3 .3994E ('2 .4-1~~E (12 .403SE O~ .-I~O~E ('2 



















































.• OOOOE 00 
.601::>E ('.~ 




• 2~:O~c (,~ 
.9:' 
.~8,:·,;·t .. ~ i 
1. I:) 
.OOu;:tE ill' 
.IS32E el .6356E 01 -.9ltHE £'2 • 1193E (12 .8250E ~7. .4GIBE r:? .627SE 02 .3Z-I:>E (.:? 
.1504E £'1 .1062E 01 -.115GE ('I .3<!93E (II .5063E 1'7. .5010E ('2 .5993E 02 .31t;4E ( • ., 
~mER USED· .0 LBS. FUEL USED· 113.J LD5. L~IGHT· 17399.IL8S 
Figure B2, continued: Example Data Output from the Piloteq Simulation 
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TOUCHDOUi ~T TIME· 2~.41 
VEL - ~(CK A>l:5 POSI TlOfl HROR 
)i. .2~':SE fill F -S x- .":>&'o;;( 00 FT 
y. .;?-l5SE-i'Z '(. -.3:'3.:'E 01 
z· .1971E i'l DIST· .3~E3E 01 
~x OLEO FC,CES 
rr- .770IE r4 LOS 
R' .16'S3E ('4 
L' .1:36.:E (,:; 
T· .1I15E ('5 
ATTITU~~-~EL, PECK 
PHI' -,~31~E rr ~(C 
THT- .&'05E 1'1 




PHI- .110I4E fli D~C 
TH1· • ((bOE r I 
PS ,. - t 2('13£ ('2 
r\v GEI.R )l VEL, 
-}-
fl· .3u67E rr F'S 
R. .2202E Pi' ' 
L· .115~E r~ 
T- .Z28CE r~ 




PI! j - .Z'C6E 1'1 t>EG 
TilT· .6ll!;;'E t'l' 
PSI' .00';:;OE rl' 
I \"l;.t CEt',P 'I l'El. 
II' .11C3E 1'1 F ~ 
R' .315.1£ ('t' 
L' .815.lE rc 
T. • 9,)~':E rl' 
Figure 62, continued: Example Da~ Output from the Piloted Simulation 
~HIP VEloel.{ 
:-. • 210~E O;! F-S 
.•.• • II~iE 02 
:. -. >-H-:C ')1 
1\.:: CCi.f' ;: ''tl 
II· .3~ .. ;.-~ ("I F-S 
p'" .r,:~·~·E {'I 
l' .2::"'F. ('I 
T' .·II·,'E 1'1 
') 
\0 •• ' ~ 
... ' .... '"": 
l 










I I .. 
r: 
L 
PILOTED SI~TIOH TEST 'XATRIX 
~'m. TN • 1,10 ~ ... Ill' - 1.07 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.7 
05-8 O· 5-8 
A5-! A 5-! AS-II AS-! 
0.0 OS-A, 10-11 a 5-.A, 10-B 0.0 a 5-A, 10-8 OS-A, S-B 
05-B o 5-B OS-A, 5-B o 5-A, 5-B 
010-B o 5-B 
05-B o 5-B. 
6S-B A 5-B 65-B 65-B 
-o.:! 05-A, 10-B OS-A, 10-B 
-0.2 o 5-A, 10-B OS-A, 5-5 
Os-a o 6-9 OS-A, S-! o 5-A, S-B 
010-B o S-B 
05-B o 5-B 
AS-B A S-B 65-B 6S-B 
-0.4 OS-A, 10-B OS-A, 10-B -0.4 a 5-A, 5-8 OS-A, S-B 
05-8 o S-B o 5-A, 5-8 OS-A, 5-8 
010-11 o 5-! 
~mg TlW - 1.05 ~eng Tl".l - 1.03 0.3 0.7 0.3 0.7 
06-3 0.5-3 
65-! A 5-8 65-8 6S-B 
0.0 OS-A, S-B- OS-A, 5-B 0.0 o IS-A, 10-8 o 11-A, 10-8 




65-B 0. S-B 6 5-B 6S-B 
-0.2 OS-A, 5-B OS-A, S-B -0.2 DIS-A, 15-B DIS-A, lS-B 
OS-If o 5-B o 5-A, 10-B o 5-A, 10-B 
05-8 04-B 
05-8 o 5,.B 
65-1l 0. 5-B 6 S-B 65-B 
-0.4 06-A, 5-B o 5-A, S-B -0.4 o 15-A, 10-B o 10-A, 10-B 
OS-B o 5-B o 5-B o 5-B 
05-B o S-B 
'~eng T/I,I • 1.01 0.3 0.7 
05-8 o 5-B 
65-8 6 5-B 
0.0 OS-A, 5-8 o 5-A, S-B 
05-A, 5-B o 5-A, 5-B o n-1 S.S.O Hun) V.C. 
05-B 05-8 6 n-1 S.S.4 nun) v.c. 
05-3 o 5-B o n-1 S.S.6 IIUD) v.c. 
65-B A 5-8 o n-t S.S.6 HUDl V.C. 
-0.2 o 5-A, 5-B o 6-A, 6-B o n-1 S.S.6 Hun) ;"C. 
o 5-A, S-B o 5-A, 5.,.B 
05-8 o 5-B n- Number of runs 
1- Pilot 
05-1I o 5-B 
65-8 A 5-B 
-0.4 OS-A, 5-! o 5-A, 5-8 
04-A, S-B OS-A, 5-B 
05-8 05-B 






,,-.... ~ n r 
.!- '. PILOTED SIMULATION RUN LISTING Cont • • ! 
U r . . ·SEA STATE 6 Cont • / , 
• HUD3 " 
: I VELOCITY. COMl-wm SYSTEM ~~1 f. 
.r4 l.. T/w Z Pilot Run NO.d r.D. Flight P.R. " T 
'1 max eng w vel ~j Time ~ I 
1,,1 1.05 0.3 0.0 B 621-625 6.2 30.0 6 ~ ! 
" " 0.2 " 626-630 7.8 32.3 6 • 
'I " " 0.4 " 631-6j5 7.0 34.3 5 1/2 it I' 
" 0.7 0.0 " 636-640 6.4 22.7 6 
" ~~ \.' " " 0.2. " 641-645 9.2 39.8 7 " " 0.4 " 646-650 7.2 24.1 7 
'I l. 1.07 0.3 0.0 A 501-505 8.2 27.9 6 
" " " B 661-665 10.0 16.8 7 
" " 0.2 A 496-500 8.2 21.2 5 1/4 L " " B 656-660 4.5 28.7 3 1/2 
" 0.4 A 491-495 5.5 32.5 4 3/1, 
" " B 65:1.-655 5.3 22.5 3 1/2 
L. 0.7 0.0 A 476-480 6.2 20.5 51/'}. " " B 666-670 8.1 13.1 7 ... 
" 0.2 A 481-485 7.2 17.0 5 1/2 
L " " B 671-675 8.1 20.4 6 .. " 0.4 A 486-490 5.3 23.0 5 (" 
" " " B 676-680 7.9 34.5 6 
I; 1.10 0.3 0.0 B 696-700 7.6 19.1 7 
" " 0.2 " 701-705 7.0 35.4 5 1/2 
" " 0.4 " 706-710 5.7 38.1 4 
r: " 0.7 0.0 " 69l-695 10.2 22.3 7 1/2 " " 0.2 " 686-690 7.1 43.4 6 1/2 
" " 0.4 " 681-685 7.3 43.8 5 
L SEA STATE 6 HUD3 
VELOCITY CO}frlAND SYSTEH 
1.01 0.3 0.0 A 156-160 6.1 33.3 5 
" " " B 186-190 6.5 24.2 6 1/2 
" " 0.2 A 151-155 5.7 34.1 4 1/2 
" " " B 181-185 8.5 34.9 6 1/2 
" " 0.4 A 146-150 5.6 31.2 4 1/4 
" " " B 176-180 9.4 18.3 5 1/2 
" 0.7 0.0 A 171-175 6.7 28.5 5 
" " " B 201-205 6.4 35.4 6 1/2 
" " 0.2 A 166-170 6.5 26.1 5 
" " " B 196-200 7.9 29.6 7 
" " 0,1. A 161-165 7.7 34.2 5 1/2 
" " " 3 191-195 6.7 38.6 5 1/2 
f· 
I. 
r L 8.13 
L 
-~----""'--"'''''·$"--~'''''''",-'~'O~''''~·-·'''·'~-_.'-'''' •• <r"'''~V40.~.l'W'''~~ 
.' ., 
("' .. 
. r' . .1 1 
PILOTED SIMULATION RUN LISTIUG CQnt, 
I: SEA STATE 6 Cont. 
nUD3 
I.- ~ VELOCITY COMMAND SYSTEM T/H T Z Pilot Run N·o.s T.D. Flight P.R. 
WCiJC eng w vel Time 
r· 1.03 0.3 0.0 A ~~-1 ~O 7.0 37.7 4 1/2 .1 
" " " " 131-135 7.1 28.7 5 
" " " " 271-275 6.7 22.0 5 r· " " " B 291-295 5.5 21.2 5 1/2 
" " " " 556-560 6.0 23.8 5 
" " 0.2 A 91-95 6.6 32.3 4 1/4 
I: " " " " 136-140 4.2 32.2 4 1/2 ; 
I i " " " B 286-290 6.5 26.6 5 
" " " A 401-405 6.5 33.1 5 1/4 
" 
II· .. B 406-410 5.3· 44.0 5 r: 
" 
.. 
" 551-555 5.1 19.1 6 L: 
" 0.4 A 86-90 7.4 38.3 4 1/2 
" " " 141-145 6.5 24.5 4 1/4 ./ / [; " " It 266-270 7.1 42.4 5 1/4 
. / .. " B 281-285 5.4 26.8 4 1/2 
" " " 546-550 7.5 29.8 6 1/2 
(' r' 0.7 0.0 A 111-115 6.5 38.9 4 3/4 " " It 116-120 6.3 37.1 4 3/4 
.' .. 
" B 306-310 7.2 17 .1 6 1/2 
" " " 531-535 7.6 23.3 7 L 0.2 A 106-110 8.0 36.7 4 3/4 " " " 121-125 6.3 25.6 4 1/2 
" " 276-280 7.7 22.6 5 1/2 
L " B 301-305 5.2 19.9 5 1/2 " " 536-540 4.7 24.5 5 1/2 j .. 101-105 8.1 35.8 4 1/2 I A I .. 
" 126-130 7.1 33.7 4 1/2 ! I: It B 296-300 5.8 24.6 5 1/2 It .. 541-545 4.9 25.7 5 I 
I I, 1.05 0.3 0.0 A 216-220 8.9 24.2 5 1/2 I " " " B 251-255 7.0 30.7 5· 
" 
.. 0.2 A 211-215 4.4 26.6 4 1/2 
\ : 
" " " 
B 256-260 5.5 33.6 5 
'-..... .. .. 0.4 A 206-210 6.6 27.7 5 
" 
.. 
" B 261-265 7.1 42.4 4 1/2 
f .. 0.7 0.0 A 221-225 7.1 31.S 5 1/2 
t I: .. " " B 246-250 5.0 44.S 6 1/2 
r I .. .. ~.2 A 226-230 7.0 38.3 5 
! " " " B 241-245 8.0 37.2 6 1/2 
\ .- " 
It 0.4 A 231-235 6.S 30.9 5 
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PILOTED SI~ruLATION RUN LISTING Cont. 
\, 
1.1 SEA STATE 6 Cont. 
HUD3 
/' VELOCITY COHHAND SYSTEM I .• T/W
max 
't Z Pilot Run No.s T.D. Flight P.R. eng w vel Time I' 1.05 0.3 0.0 A 216-220 8.9 24.2 5 1/2 " 
,I , 
" " " :13 251-255 7.0 30.7 5 
" 
It 0.2 A 211-215 4.4 26.5 4 1/2 , ' 
It It It 256~260 5 r.-
B 5.5 33,6 
It It 0.4 A 206-210 6.6 27.7 5 
It It 
" B 261-265 7.1 42.4 4 1/2 
I' It 0.7 0.0 A 22l-225 7.0 31.5 5 1/2 ( . It " " B 246-250 5.0 44.5 6 1/2 
" 
It 0.2 A 226-230 7.n 38.3 5 
" " 
It B 241-24S' 8.0 37.2 6 1/2 I" 
\ ' " It 0.4 A 231-235 6.5 30.9 5 
" " 
It B 236-240 9.a 39.9 6 1/2 
r 1.07 0.3 0.0 B 386-390 5.0 24.7 4 1/'1. (.1 It It " 436-440 5.8 29.5 4 1/2 
/ 
" 
It A 446-450 5.9 25.2 5 J /4 / 
1 ' " 0.2 B 391-395 7.8 22.2 4 
\ It It It 441-445 6.1 26.7 3 1/2 It It A 451-455 5.9 31.3 5 
It 0.4 B 396-400 5.5 26.2 3 1/2 
{ It A 456-460 6.0 30,.3 4 1/2 i 0.7 0.0 B 381-385 7.4 23.5 5 1/2 
It It A 471-475 5.4 39.9 6 
L " 0.2 B 376-380 7.0 27.7 4 1/2 " It A 466-470 7.4 35.6 5 1/2 
" 0.4 B 371-375 7.1 24.7 4 1/2 ........... 
It 
" 461-465 5.7 35.4 4 3/4 I' A 
i I 1.10 0.3 0.0 B 321-325 6.7 33.2 3 1/2 I " ", " A 356-360 5.3 32.5 3 3/4 ! i 
" " " B 721-725 5.2 26.9 4 ! 1- !I It 0.2 " 316-320 5.3 25.8 3 
" " " A 361-365 5.9 29.3 4 " 
! I " It " n 716-720 4.5 52.1 3 1/2 ! " " 0.4 It 311-315 8.2 40.2 3 
It It It A 366.-370 6.2 26.2 4 
"j 
" " 
It B 711-715 4.7 53.9 2 1/2 I 
/ 
" 0.7 0.0 " 336-340 6.9 32.6 5 
,/", 
" " " A 351-355 6.9 34.4 4 1/2 
- " " " B 726-730 5.6 39.0 4 1/2 
L " It 0.2 " 331-335 4.4 29.2 3 , " " " 346-350 6.1 35.0 4 ' ~ A ~ 
" " " B 731-735 5.4 22.1 4 ' . 
I"'" ' t It " 0.4 " 326-330 6.4 40.1 3 I, , ! I. " " " 'A 341-345 5.2 48.9 4 
'. " 
It 
" B 736-740 5.0 33.7 5 1/2 ~ r 
. t 










PILOTED SIMULATION RUN LISTING Cont, 
1 J ZEA STATE 6 HUD3 
J.l 
ATTITUDE COMMAND SYSTEM 
T/W
max 
T Z Pilot Run No.s T.D. Flight P.R. eng w vel Time ri 1.01 0.3 0.0 B 1051-1055 8.·7 36.9 8 .. 
" " 0.2 " 1046-1050 5.7 30.0 7 
" " 0.4 " 1041-104.5 6.6 29.6. 6 
U " 0.7 0.0 " 1056-1060 6.3 25.3 8 " " 0.2 " 1061-1065 5.9 35.3 6 1/2 
" " 0.4 " 1066-1(}70 6.9 39:6 6 
L 1.05 0.3 0.0 " 1026-1030 9.5 24.8 8 
" " 0.2 " 1031-1035 7.5 29.6 6 1/2 
" " 0.4 " 1036-1040 4.8 35.9 5 1/2 L " 0.7 0.0 " 1021-1025 8.7 27.9 8 
" " 0.2 " 1016~1020 9.9 22.2 7 
" " 0.4 " 1011-1015 6.3 27.3 6 
,-; 1.10 0~3 0.0 " 1081-1085 5.0 33.4 5 -. .•. 
" " 0.2 " 1076-1080 6.8 34.8 5 (-
" " 0.0 " 1071-1075 5.4 49.2 4 1/2 f[ " 0.7 0.0 " 996-1000 7.3 23.0 7 1/2 
" " 0.2 " 1001-1005 6.7 31.6 6 1/2 
" " 0.4 " 1006-1010 6.7 29.0 6 
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ABSTRACT 
The problem of d~termining the vertical axis control 
requirements. for landing a VTOL aircraft on a moving ship deck in 
various sea states is examined. Both a fixed-base piloted 
simulation and a non~piloted simulation were used to determine the 
landing performance as influenced by thrust-to-weight ratio, 
vertical damping, and engine lags. 
The piloted simulation wan ~n using a fixed~base simulator at 
N.A.S.A. Ames Research Conter. simplified vernions of an existing 
AV-BA Harrier modol and an existing head-up display format were 
used. The ship model used was that of a 00963 class destroyer. 
simplified linear models of the pilot, aircraft, ship motion, 
and nhip air-wake turbulence were developed for the non-piloted 
simulation. A unique aspect of the non-piloted simulation was the 
development of a model of the piloting strategy used for shipboard 
landing. ~bis model was .refined during the piloted simUlation until 
it provided a reasonably good representation of' observed pilot· 
behavior. Further refinement could lead to a model suitable for 
prediction of landing performance of VTOL aircraft on ships and as 
the basis of control logic !orautomatic landing. 
A surprising result of this simulation was that, with a good 
station keeping control system and with s.tatistical ship motion 
displayed on the head-up displa~, pilots could consistently perform 
safe landings in sea state 6, with handling q'.1alities that were 
adequate at. thrust-to-weight ratios greater than 1.03 and even. 
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marginally adequate down to thrust-to-weiqht ratios of 1.01. These 
results should' hold quite generally provided that a thrust-to-weight 
ratio' of1 + fl is interpreted as meanir.g that the pilot always has 
the capability of accelerating the aircraft at Aq upward even in the 
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